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ClJAPTER I 
INTRODOOTIO:et 
Who can be sure, in his sensible perception of a ohair, bow muoh 
comell from. the eye, and how muoh is supplied out of previous knowledge 
of the m1ncl' 
Thh brief atatement of William James (111, p. 191) sUlJllll&r:i.zea one 
pt the oruclal problam.8 in the proce8. ot peTOeption. It was a problem 8ixty 
vears ago, it is a problem today, and ls likely to ramain one tor some time in 
the tuture. The re&eon, ot course, 18 obvious. We are consoious ot the results 
of peroeption, the ohair. and not the prooess through whioh .e become aware ot 
the chair. furthermore, in attempting to resolve this problem by introspection, 
the proce •• 8tudied, perception, ia itselt used in the analysis. The per SOD 
pb.erving is still the person observed. 
In Plato's (166, Ik. VII) analogy ot the cave the prisoners could ... 
rothing but the shadows cast on the wall. They did not know, nor could they 
~e expected to know, that the shadow. on the wall were merely illusions and. 
~ere not real. Only whem relea.ed trom their chains could they real:i.ze that 
~h. shadows ... re representations of objeot. passing before the tire, and their 
previous peroeptions were erroneous. 
To continue the analogy, our state ot awareness i8 equivalent to 
ithat of the prisoners. While no one exploring this problem may expect a 
literal treedom from his chains 80 as to attain the privileged perspeotive ot 
1 
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observing direotly the difference between his sense perceptions and the objects 
gi~ rise to them" he may nevertheless approxims:ee this state by com.paring 
hiB perceptions of an objeot with those ot another observer. furthermore" it 
the objeot peroeived is another person" the individual observed lIl8.y otter hi. 
perceptions ot himself to serve as a basis of comparison. 
Peroeption and/or evaluation ot another is a oruoial issue in psyohol· 
ogy. Whether the investigator direotly or implioitly regards psychology as a 
study ot oonsoiousns.s, behavior, peroeption" motivation" the unconsoiou.s, or 
the whole man, all ot these subject matters have 80methtns in common, namely, 
observation and/or introspeotion, evaluation, e,nd desoription. Furthermore, 
aocording to Allport (8, p. 169, footnote) the subject matter ultimately must 
be referred to the consoious state of the observer. 
1. It is nowadays ta8hlonable to distrust the evideoe ot immediate 
experienoe ••• (yet) ••• the core of the objeotive method 1. still 
the relianoe eaoh soientist plao • .-upon the testimony ot his own tuga-
tive and overlapping consoious states ••• and what is more impor-
tant, hi. aooeptanoe and rejeotion ot eTidenoe, his de'VOt10n to hi. 
own standards, are bound to the still more subjeoti ve core of his per-
sonality. viz., his selt-consoiousn.... (italio. mine) 
Oonsequently, mt only what 18 observed, but the way it is observed. evaluated, 
and desoribed by the observer cannot be oonsidered independently ot the soien-
tist· s own mental .tate.Would mt the biography ot Jones (113) suggest that 
Freud' 8 theory ot personality dynamio. 8'901,,84 in so.e way out ot the dynamios 
ot his own personality? 
Obviously, the mental state of the observer is less inttmately 
invol".d in 80me observations and evaluations than in others. It i. one thiD& 
to report that a man i8 .ix t.et tall •• peaks rapidly, bites his nails, and it 
is something else to affirm tha~ he is rigid, autlIDritarian, prejudiced, since 
none of the latter qualities can. be observed directly in his behavior. Yat we 
probably all have impressions aud opinions such as these of other people. 
Some of' these impressions are verbalized, others verbalizable. Another group 
is held llllpl1oitly. whose influenoe on our behavior mi&ht be equally signiticani • 
Consequently, the process by which we establish these judgments and opinions 
and their validity ill of no small importanoe in psyohology. 
Several investigators have found extensive signifioanoes in the 
problems intra and interpersonal peroeption. Rogers (159, Oh. n) uses per-
oeption as a focal point in desoribins personal adjustment and maladjustment. 
He 8ee8 the psyohotic, tor example, as a person with a rigid peroeptual pattern 
whose le1f 1s built up by distorted peroeptions of the world about him. In 
addition, he regards progress in therapy in terms of peroeptual change in the 
patient. Finally, the studies of Fiedler (69) illustrate that the prooess ot 
inter and intraper80nal perception differentiate effeotive from ineffeotive 
small groups engaged in some specifio task. ne value of this type of study 
has been demonstrated in terms of the pertonnanoes of athletio teams, military 
combat orews, and industrial groups. 
In briet, this study will endeavor to investigate the intra and 
interpersonal prooesses of perception, evaluation, and desoription with prin-
oipal amphasi. on how peroeption of self is related to evaluation ot Mother. 
A.. review ot the literature follows. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
:lhe genen.l purpose of this dissertation is to advance and te8t 
speoifio hypotheses on the way we know and understand other people and inci .. 
dentally ourselves as well. The relevant literuture, remote and tmmediately 
related, is extensive and the limits of the field are by :00 means clearly 
oiroum.soribed. 
In gaining knowled.t;e of other people several faoto rs might be dis-
tinguished. (1) the Judge (the observer), (2) the Subject (tho one observed); 
(3) the Relation between Judge and Subject (are they strangers, friends, 
an.tagonist.), (4) Intake (what is observ.dh (5) Integration (how Intake is 
tused with previous experience). (a) Output (the description of the Subject), 
(7) Eval'WLtiol'l (methods of evaluating and testing the data). Some ot these 
term. are taken from Gage (82) and slightly modified. 
Firat, a general outline is presented. fhis sketches the framework 
around which the review ot the literature i8 integrated. Second, the stUdies 
are reviewed. A summary is presented on eaoh topio if' pertinent. Third, an 
over-all summary is m.ade as "00 what conolusions are relatively certain, probab ., 
and lett unoertain. 
Before going to the outline, a comment is offered about the focal 
point around whioh muoh of the literature to be quoted c8I.lters. The general 
" 
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emphasis is on the oharaoteristics. d:tuatlon, aotivity, desoriptions, and 
evaluations of the good judge of others, in contrast to the poor judge ot 
others. This approach is useful in centering the conoepts around a 8ingle 
criterion. However, the problems ot whether or not this is a satisfactory 
criterion a.re not easily resolved tor this reason. We might well a.ssume that 
people are what they are. But there is some question which type ot knowledge 
more closely approximates this real reality. Is it the Subject's perception ot 
himselt, the way he is .een by his friends, or the way he is diagnosed by 
expert.? Presumably experts. However, it seem. possible that the expert. 
might perceive the Subject in such a way that his description i8 intelligible 
only to the diagnostician' &I coll.agu... But would the .xpert be desoribing the 
Subjeot's peroeptions as expertenoed by the Subjeot himselt? 
Oon.equently, in the literature the good and poor judges of others, 
aoourate and inaccurate judpents are frequently mentioned. Later. the writer 
will attempt to describe in what manner the Judge perceives the Subj.ot. with 
1 ... emphasis on aoouracy and .rror than on II1mila.rities with other JUdg.s and 
with the Subjeot t 8 perception ot himself. The review of the literature is 
organized around the follow1rlg outline. 
6 
OU1LINiS 
• .Judie • Characteristics of the good ludge of others. 
1. B1o,raphioal data 
a. Ag. 
b. Sa 
o. Fudlybaokgroumi 
d. Education and training 
•• S001al relationa 
2. 'lest data 
a. Intelligence 
b. Speclal .biliti •• 
c. SOcial attitudes 
d. Emotional ohanoteriatics 
e. Insight IIUld a4jus_-.1:: 
3. Oonolusion 
Bo Sub~eot. Characteristics ot the Subject which make him e •• y to judge. 
(S •• alii above whea pert1neu;t). 
c. Re1atlou betwMn the Judge and 8ubjeo1; whioh 1ntlu8J'1Ae aoouracy ot 
judpent. 
1. Aoqua1ntano. 
2. Like and di.like 
$. Similarlty aad 41tteren" 
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D. Intake. Methods ot observation yielding more aoourate de8oription of the 
Subjeot. 
1. Personal 
a. Life situation 
b. Interview 
2. Impersonal 
a. Sound moVie 
b. Desoriptive essay 
o. Projective test. 
d. Objective tests 
e. Photographs 
E. lnte,ration. Fusion of Intake data with previous experience. 
1. Self-knowledge 
2. Knowledge of other. 
a. Inferenoe 
b. Empathy 
o • Intuition 
d. Peroeption of particular traits in others 
F.. Output. The Judge'. desoription of the Subject. 
2. Objeotive psyohologioal tests and ranking scalee 
s. Q IIOrt, 
-
G. Evaluation. Analysi. of the m.ethods tor objeotively evaluating and teet 
data. 
6 
1. Q technique and Q sorts 
- -
2. Absolute rating scales 
3. Intem.ediary key. 
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Survey; ~ ~ LiteratUre 
A.. Judge. Characteristic. ot the good Judge ot other •• 
1. 1~,raeh1cal~ •. This group of oharaoteristios 'WOuld constitute 
relatively objeotive. factual information ot the oase hi.tory variety. 
a. A§e. 
In an early study G. Allport (8) observe. that the good Judge 
of others will be over thirty years ot age. Sufticient experienoe 
and maturity are 110t to be expeoted in younger people. 
Using the Ruckmiok picture. Gage (81) found an increase trom 
ages three to fourteen in ability to judge intended emotional 
expressions. 
Walton (203) obtained somewhat similar results using various 
tests of empathy and emotional expression OTer a wide range ot 
subjects extending trom. pre-school to college age. 
Dymond, Hughes and Raabe (51) found a marked inorease in 
empathy in children between age. seven and eleven. However. trom 
ages eighteen to late thirty this ability doe. not increase, 
according to leveral studies performed by Cllowdry' and Newcomb. 
It mUlt be DOted that accuracy of prediction i. frequently 
accompanied by sim.ilarity ot personality of subject and judge. 
In the stUdies c1 ted above. the younger judges were more like their 
subjeot. than were the older judges. Aa will be noted later, 
10 
81milarity of Judge and Subjeot il frequently related to aoouraoy 
of judgment •. 
b. Sex. 
G. Allport (8) observed. that women are generally elightly 
superior to men in judging others, but attributes this to .everal 
800ial faotor.. 800ial dependenoy, peraonali&ation, tntere.t. 
peouliar to their lex, and the nature of their emphasie on inter-
personal relations. 
JeD.D.ess (112) olaimed hill data pointed to Ill. signifioant supe-
riority ot women in judging the Rudolph Pose., but not in judging 
emotions from other photographs, modell, or movies. 
On the other hand, no ditferenoe was found by r. Allport (5), 
Col_an (45), 'emberger (66), Gat •• (94)" and Guilford (98). .It. 
alight and questionable eignitioant difterenoe was found in favor 
at 1IOm.en by Btnby (36), 'ielde (73), and Kellogg (118). Only 
Kanner (116) found men slightly lup~rior. 
While the initial differenoe. were not signifioant, DymoDd. 
(56) tound that women judge. were signiticantly superior to the 
male. in m.aldng limilar judgments .ix weeke later. While the 
judge. were well aoquaintea. with the subjeots, a limple level at 
acquaintance waD tound by Noreutt and Silva (148) in which husband.. 
and wives rated eaeh other. In the pertormance ot these task. man 
were not found signifioantly superior. 
Signifioant differenoes both in rating 8ubject. and predioting 
11 
the subject's re.pona8s were not found by MoOlelland (135), 
Polansky (156), Travers (196), Valentine (19S). 
Oline (43) ueed 316 judges to evaluate college students 
appearing in a BOund movie. lIe found women consistently higher 
than men in aoouraoy. 
Oonolusions. There is l!IOlne weak but conflioting evidence fbr 
temale superiority. BowfJT(llr, the taotors contributing to judgmen-
tal aoouraoy in men are different from those in women. 
o. 'amily ba0!iround. 
Sweet (185) fOund a positive correlation between 800io-
economio status and ability to judge others. His results must be 
regarded a. inoonolulift becau8e they could ha"e been due to intel-
ligenoe. 
tart (186), on the contrary, found no correlation be't1nlen 
graduate student.- ability to judge others and BOcio .. eaonomio 
status. }i)"eTer, he tound that the be.t judges were tram one ohild 
families. Judges trom a rural Betting were le.s acourate than tho. 
trom urban en"lromnents. Furthermore, as a group, Negroes were 
poor in judgmental abllity, while Jew. were superior. tart attri-
buted the higher .00311r&01 at the latter to increased motivation 
.rising from their out-group teeling. As a consequence, they 
experienoe a need to ob.erYe their aSlooiates oaretully in order to 
gain acoeptanoe and funotion harmoniously with them. In contrast, 
h. beli.ved the Negroes were too isolated and di •• 1milar in baok-
12 
ground to judge with acouracy members of other group •• 
Conclusions. There 1s no conclusive evidence of a ratio 
between fa~11y baokground and ability to judge. 
d. Educa.:tion ~ train~. 
Conoeming training in psychology. the studies present eome 
oonflioting conclusions. In judging emotional expression in the 
Boring-'l'iohener :modele Buzby (36) tound that students who had 
completed at least one course in psyohology were le.8 aocurat. 
than students taking their first course. 
Hanks (100) found no relation between training and ability to 
prediot inventory questions. However. Polansky (156) found 
graduate students better judges than those without psyohology 
training. Murra:y (146) noted that judges who worked on hi. project 
tor two :years judged more aoourately during the second year. 
mstea (63) studied the .tfects of a personal psyohoanalysis 
on judgment of others. On the basis of the thirty-seven judge. 
studied he found that being psychoanalyzed neither helped nor 
hindered judgments made of others. 
Usually non-prof.aaional judges are better in prediotioD thlLl'l 
profes.ional psyohologists. Est.s' (6S) atudy disolosed this, as 
did Wedell and Sm.i til (209). l4urray (146) se.ka to explaiD this in 
part as 8 funotion ot training. Ue observed that the iDtu1tift 
.. bUity necessary to judge others is not developed in the traiDing 
of sOientists, but in writera. The tormer, he believed" are 
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trained to analyz., diss.ot, and repr ••• emotions, and. th..r.by los. 
the e •• ential teature ot the very thing th.y are expected to judg •• 
In oontralt to Murray's oritioism ot training in soientiat. a. 
detrimental to p.rsonal judgement. Lutt (128) found physical scien-
tist. euperior to clinicians in psyohology, psyohiatry and sooial 
lIOrk, a. well all graduate students in both psychology and th. 
physical sciences. But Tart (183) found psychologists to be .up .... 
rior to graduate students in various other discipline.. However, 
the psychologists in Luttts study w.re cliniCians, those in Tatt's 
study, experimentalists. Soskin (175) found praoticing clinical 
psyOhologists no better than graduate students in predicting 
inventory r.apon ••• fro. proj.otive t.st data. 
Conoeming d.gree ot training in psychology, Kelly and Fiak. 
(119) found advanoed graduate 8tudent. in clinical psyohology DO 
more accurate in judging responses ot patients than students with 
only one year ot training. Furthermore, students .. ere able to use 
test and personal data as effeotively as .ere the expert' in making 
prediotion. about the potential for future 8UOC.8S ot the students. 
iiJw .... r, the .tudent judges had the advantage ot similarity to the 
subjects, and of being preTiously evaluated themselves. 
In addition, Rabin (157) found profen:ional psychologists 
superior to students in identitying the pathological typ •• repr.-
sented in the Szondi pictures. In part this ,up.r1ority 1s abo 
found by Lutts (125) and oould b. attribut.d to the great.r t.ch-
14 
nicsl knowledge and familiarity with test teohnique' in diagnostio 
oategories. 
aline (43) found considerable differenoe. in ability to judge 
others among persons with varied aoquaintanoe with psychology. 
Bxperienced professional psyc}K)logists predicted verbal beh&:rior 
well. but lit. behaV'ior poorly, while the opposite was true fbI' 
the novice. in the field. Watson (205) conoludM that the nature 
ot the psyohologist' 8 work tends to take him away from the lite 
situation of the people with whom. he works exeept in an artU'ioial 
way. 
Stem. ..!! !! (179) compared the ratings made by tour elementary 
sohool teachers and five psychologists on six seventh grade pupil8 
before and after the judges conferred with eaoh other. Initially 
the teachers tended to view the pupils in a stereotyp.d manner 
which resembled their own stereotypes ot the ideal student. How-
ever, each 8UO"'8S1ve .:l sort brought their evaluation closer to a 
uniform pattern. The teaohers ratings tended to approa.oh those ot 
the psyehologists after conferring with the psyohologists in a 
group setting. 
Conolusions. Thes. findings present 8. type ot situation that 
i8 likely to be found throughout muoh of the literature in this 
field. The conflict. st ... from -the various indireot faotors 
operatiTe in these studies. In general, it might be laid that 
probably little is gained from pure, acaderl11o, clasaroom psychology 
lS 
However. those worldng in the field and thos e exposed to oon.ferenoe 
and olinioal work tend to 1m.prove with training. 1bwever. in this 
area of interpersonal peroeption. greater judrJI-ental aoouracy oanna 
be oonsidered independently ot the oriterion tor aoourate judgment. 
The experienoed psyohologist becom.e. more and more apt in 
handling the 8ame conoepts Whioh are used in any objeotive evalua-
tive devioe. The soientists and experimentalists are able to 
compen.ate for their laok of intuitive skill in judging others by 
looking at people as things and evaluating them aocording to rigid 
objeotive oriteria. 
e. Sooial relations. 
- , 
It seems probable that ODe who understands others well ie able 
to tum this knowledge into 800ial skill and deal with others more 
effeotively. lbwever. evidenoe to the contrary is presented in the 
to llo1lling studie'l 
Moreno (141) demonstrated that those ohildren who are able to 
peroeive so01al roles aoourately were not neoessarily those who 
oould aot them out with high faoility. 
Yet Vernon (200) round th.t the ability to judge strangers i8 
related positively to scores on the SoCial Situation Test and the 
Memory for Names and Faces subtests of the George Washington Test 
of Sooial Intelligenoe. and negatively to Boorea on the Observation 
of Hmlan. Behavior subtest. 
The OSS A.sesament Group (ISS) loores on a test of verbal 
16 
desoription at peers correlates so low with staff rating of oandi-
dates on Soolal Relations that it was not used. 
tart (186) found the good judges of others in the role playing 
test were rated sii;n1fioantly lower on "ingenuity" than were the 
poor ones. There was no differenoe between good and poor judges 011 
the ratings m.ade by the asseSilment statf on "persuasiveneasrt in 
disouSlion, nor on "likeabilitylt as defined by peers, as 8Ooiometri 
ohoioes. This holds for both inferential and peroeptual judgments. 
In the Clinioal Psychology Assessment Program. Norman (147) 
found a curvilinear rather than a direct positive relation between 
800ial aooeptability and ability to judge others. In part he attri 
butes this relation to the nature of his sample. Be believes that 
his group is above average in adjustment and consequently above 
average in. aooeptability_ Theretore, although aoouraoy ot judgment 
tends to inorease with sooial &ooeptability. the l&tter tended to 
level out and thereby produoe a ourvllinear relation. 
Numerous other studie., inoluding those by Chowclry and Newcomb 
( 42). Van ZeIt (199). Sporofi' (111). and Dymond (66) repo ned a 
positive relation between 800i&1 &ooeptability and ability to judge 
other., partioularly m.embera of their own group. This relation 
holds fbr aaleaRen, exeoutives, disoussion leaders, oowwor.kers. 
However, Gage (15) failed to find positive relations between 
Kaval leadership and aooeptability_ 
Conolusions. Studi.s generally contino. a positive relation 
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betwe9n sooial acceptability. leadership, popularity, and ability 
t,;,) judge group m.embers. The more accurate judge. are those who are 
more readily understood and accepted by others. 
2. Test data. Infor~ation from objective and projective tests and rating 
soales is included. 
a. Intelligenoe. 
Estes (63) maintained that intelligence 18 a must for aoourate 
judgruent ot others. G. W. Allport (6) summarised the literature 
to 1937 on personal judgment. Re finds 80me relation between 
accuraoy ot judgment and high intelligenoe. He speaks particularly 
ot sooial intelligenoe. the ability to make quiok judsment. 1D 
behavioral matters rather than in conoeptual areas. 
Cogan (44) discovered a signifioant relation between a person' 
intelUgenoe and his ability to rate others. Adams (2) found the 
aWlle. However. his high correlations were obtained betw .. judg-
mental aoeuraoy and suoh clo se1y related mental traits as obsern.-
tion. Vernon (200) obtained correlations ot about .30 bew .. 
the abili"t,y to judge stl'llngers and the various measures ot inrer-
encs and intelligenoe. 
taft (166) tound that the Judges' leftl or intelligenoe waa 
the best index or their acouraoy in evaluating the traits 01' their 
peers. 'the correlation was .37 for his forty judge.. Aoademic 
ability had a low but positive correlation with jud@nantal accuraoy 
Wedeok (208) found saturations 01' i. factors ranging :t'rom .18 
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to .34 tor his several tests of ability to judge others. 
Sweet (185) used boys between ages twelve and fourt.en to 
evaluate their peers and tound a positive correlation with intel-
ligen.e. 
The OSS as.essment group (153) discovered that the E.ffeotive 
Intelligenoe rating on OSS candidate. correlated .54 with their 
ability to describe their peers. 
Dymond (66) reports a poa1tive correlation between intell1ganet 
and the judge.' ability to predict the aubjeotfs .elf-rating and 
his evaluation of others on six traits. However, a similar study 
by Lindgren and Robinaon (124) failed to confirm thil relation. 
In part, ditterenc •• in findings are attributable to the different 
testa used, namely, the performance seal. of the Weschler and the 
AOE. 'th. study of lelly and Fiake (l19) would verity this obserYe.-
tion. They found a significant correlation between ability to 
predict inventory response. and score. on the fluency aubte.t on 
the Thurstone Primary Kental Abilities, but not on the other sub-
tests or with the Miller Analogies 'fest. Negative results between 
80me measure of inteUigen.,e and prediotion of another' 8 responses 
or performanoe were found by Bender and Bastorf (16) .. 'ellyet al 
--
(120) .. Eates, (63), Travers (195) (196), Taft (186) .. and Gage (81). 
Allot these studies tested the perceptual rather than the infer-
ential type. ot judgment. 
Cline (43) also finds superior intellectual abUity an asset 
the MI~PI. 
Conolusions. l'hare is a podtive cornlation bErt:.ween a.bUity 
I , 
.,.t on intelligenoe. 
b. S,Goial abiliti.s_ 
A. ,roup of studio. have baen conducted emplo~ •• thatio 
abiliti.s and aenGitivity. G. ,~. Allport (6) conolude. trom hi. 
studies that esthetio &b111ty is a l:."lOat bportant characteristic 
for accurat. judgaeuts ot others and can oompen.a.te for a lau of 
Allport and .. \llport (1) reported the only correlation fuun.d 
fur ".uaceptibtl1ty to 11001&1 etimul1 tf ft8 with artistic 1.0111t1_ 
VSJ."4lOl'l (200) found. the &Co-urato "'tora to be more artistic aceo 
to teat 800r •• and. peer l-a'tint,js. Bender (16) noted that judge ... 110 
.erQ .bl. to write aoournte descriptions of subjects on the baal. 
Howevor. A significant oorrelatlon 8S not found botw ... score. on 
the Meier-Seashoro Art Judpent feat and the judges' rating of 
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subjeots' opinions. However, Estes (63j found 8. marked rGlation 
between ability to matoh oharaoter sketohes 8.lld painting and dra-
matio avooation •• 
Tart (186) found in his study that the ability to ,.&te tra1t. 
aoourately 00,.relate8 positively with artistio sensitivity, pro-
vided the test measures ability to follow traditional artistio 
rules. Following non-traditional patterns correlates negatively 
with analytioal judpental ability. Zero correlat1on was found. 
between teats ot ability to judge others and the judge' a ability to 
empathize with role. in a role-playing te.t. 
Bnmner and Tagiur1 (52, p. 646) conoluded that a global 
intuitive approach .e._ to improve judgment. The oornlatio1'18 
found between the judging ability and esthetio orientation can be 
acoounted tor in part by this relation. They believe empathetio 
ability may be the critioal oapacity for aoouraoy in judging. 
Conclusions. Apparently there is a relation between jud~enta 
ability and interest in dnma and art. The relation between 
aoouracy and ability is les. oertain. However, the similariti •• 
beween dramatio ability and role-playing may account tor aome 
nlations observed between judgment and dramatic ability. Further-
more, artistic ability as measured or termed in these studi •• might 
be highly oorrelated with interest and intelligenoe. .Ebwever, the 
oontrary might be true as well. namely, that intelligence ie oor-
related with artistic ability. The basic concepts ot intelligence, 
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clearly delineated. 
o. Sooial attitude. 
In the on-quat.a study oi' Esws (63) he found thla.t the good 
\ 
judge 'ftS an individual able to maintain .. diltanoe ~tweel1 b.i.m-
selt and the 8ubjeet. Aooording to G. Allport (8) the good jl.ldgo 
i8 .. person IIIOmwhat d.etaohed and aaoo1al in his attitude •• .u. 
noted that judges with high so.tal valu.8 empathize with the sub-
jeot and do not exercise the or1tioal. attitude. necessary tor ac-
curate judgment. Be lists the f'olloll'ing trait. aa a.esoripti," of 
the @Pod judge. aohi.evement, better 80 cial relatione, industry, 
logi.l and. painataJdng in undertaldnga, res "ned , retiring, 
so.ial inteUigence, and the ability to make quick deoiaiona. 
Numerous atudie. have been de.ie;ned 1;0 explore the .tte<Jt ot 
speoi:f1o attitudes on the aocura.c.Jy ot the judgmental. pro ... a. A 
atudy 'by' Stagur (118) exploNd the intluenoe ot oolloge lri;udentlll t 
buic attitude. toward labor and management on their perceptions 
of factory workere and exeoutive •• He found that the lU'l'bi-labor 
studente uoribed to themaelvea most ot the tra.i;~. they attributed 
to management and regara.ed thea. trait. aa pleasant. 
JaMa (114) disoovered that low authoritarians in general are 
more •• md.ti:" than high authoritarians to w.riatlou in the pay-
chological chan.oteristioa ot the stimu.lus pereon and more iDolin-
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ed. to pasll critical judgmeuta on the leading figures. 
Scodel and MuSHn (165) studied the .oouraoy With whieh 
authoritarian and mn-authoritari.en 1nd1v1duala ... re able to eatl-
ate the other· I real att1 tudes. the hypothesis was generally sup-
ported that a.f'tor a period of 800ial interaot1on the !luthoritariaaa 
percei wd tM other person 0.1 being like them. in "oial and emo-
tional attitude •• The DOn-autboritarian8 simply perceived the other 
person more aocuratoly. the researoh also revealed that per801l8 
oharaoteri&ed by high etlmio prejudioe are le.. able to j\ldge oor-
rectly the soG1al traits end attitude. of otheJ'8 than are persou 
with low ethnio prejudice. 
Cline (43) found that ability to judge others correlated with 
the absenoe ot etllJJooentrio and authoritarian attitude, and. low 
800res on the prejudi08 soale ot the W£PZ. 
Lindsey and Bogol.ky (126) noted increaaed sensitivity to 
ethnio cbaraoteri.tlo8 as a fUnction ot increased prejudic.~- a 
heightened or vigilant awarene •• of oues to ethnic origin. They 
conolude that people are senai ti w to the personality characteris-
tios in othera .hiob are most orucial to their own interperBOnal 
adjustment_ 
Sohneideman (164) oollOluded that people perceive Moll other 
in terms of their general attitude •• lnGl~ their reeling. ot 
ldentitioation with one another. 
'taft (186) found that good judg.s d •• oribed th .... lve. Oil the 
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Gough Adjective Check List as 0 rgl'Ulized, reasonable, intelli,ent. 
oonssl"vs:tive in crisis, alert, oalm, capable, cautious, clear-
thinking, officient, honeat, logioal, persevering, playful, 
praotioal. quiet, realistic, reliable, reserved, sertous, sinoerG, 
thorough. The poor judges oheck these traits: no1ay , show-orr, 
egotistioal, emotional, affectiollate, olever but .&120 carelels. 
In brief J the poor judges are l'JOoially oriented, but not l!!Ooially 
adjusted. 
Fiedler and Senior (71) found that the nore suocessful 
therapists were those who identitied more .,108e1y with their 
patients and oonsequently were less objective and aoourate in 
their judgments th~n the less sucoessful ones. In his later study 
Fiedler (69) found that the most suooessful athletio, military, 
and industrial groups were composed vf members who perceived their 
best-liked co-workers as being quite dirferent from thsmselTes. 
In brief, their sociometrio choices seemed to be made on the basia 
of their oo......-orkerst pertom8noe on the job, fend not on the basi. 
of their congeniality as companions-as was the ollse with the 1 ••• 
successful groups. 
Conolusions. A good judge of others i8 detaohed, taak-orient 
unprejudioed, unemotional, self-sufficient. In part, these traits 
would account for the superiority of physioal soientists a8 judges 
in one of the studies oited earlier. 
On the contrary. the poor judge is socially oriented, 
, 
prejudioed, enotional .. socially depondent, aDd con •• quently, unable 
to think or others in hard, realistic tams. Th.,. n8l1lta are in 
re1at1 •• 1y clo.. agreem4mt 0.8 theae .tl.ldl.. go, and this area might 
appear as one ot the mare rewarding on •• tor further exploration. 
later. SOllte ilnportant modifications ot the.e conolusion. mi&ht be 
in order. 
d. Emotional oh.aracteristic •• 
Among other thing. Adam. (2) 1bund: that the good judg .. ot 
other. _N d •• oribed by the1r peer. aa toUGhy, lacking 1n oourage, 
1IIOrldng tor the pr •• ent, lndependen't, ogooen't .. 10, and talkative_ 
the.e trait. might be 1n'terpNted as indioating that this group i • 
• lightly maladjusted. The good judge ot othens would not bo 
exp.oted to be 80 poorly adjua'ted that ho _ployed tho enluati ft 
pro ••• largely fl. aDOther opportunity tor pl"Oj.ation. On the otho 
hand, a .... int;ly more maladjusted judge might 'be ~ted to be 
mo 1"6 appreheneiYe ot other.. fbi. amdety would inotte the to 
lIOre oaref'ul ob •• J'fttion aDd judgment. ~.ttlrny (146) round a direct 
relation betw..m emotion and projection. He ob.erYed that the more 
t ... tIll the oh11d, the more fltaUoiau. did he tend to estimate the 
photo&raphs ot .tl"l!mCere. 
Senftl res .. rohel"s found. pOsitive correlation between aooura 
of jlldpeDte and 'ftrioWi testa and rating. of personal adjuatmerat. 
'1'1'1\"1"8 (196) (196) with a Bell Adjustment Inventor:" sweet (185) 
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with the Character Education Test; Green (93) with teacher ratings 
of adjustment; SpeJ"Ott (174) with the ratings 01' acoident pronenesa 
of neel workers; 800dell and Uuseen (166) with the Calitornia 
Jt\\thoritarian Scale; And Tart (ISS) with faculty ratings ot graduat4 
Etudenta on their personal oharacterS.stics. Be also found a po.s1 .. 
tive correlation between accuracy ot judgment and the "psychotic" 
so .. le of the MMPI (Pa. pt. So). 
Kelly, Mi1e8 and Teman (120) tound negative correlation 
'between soores on the pt scale of the PJMPI and the ability ot p.y. 
oholosists to aocurately prediot inventory responses ot their 
patients. Again. on the MMPI. using undergraduates aa judges. 
Dymond (55) found that tho.e w1 th good sooreB on the empathy teet 
tended to be low on the Pd, Pa, By" pt, and So 80ales. MCClelland 
(122)noted that undergraduate. rated by their peers .... uperior in 
role-playing aoti'rity were decidedly lower on D ..... ell ... on the 
above 80a1.s. 
Field8 (73) touad a positive relation between Bell adjustment 
item. and ability to identity emotiOnal expresstoa 1:1 the Ruokmiok 
and Frol .... Whitman pioture., but not with ability to prediot inven-
tory reaponses atter ob.erving 8a' expre •• ive behavior. 
Howe ... er, Gage (80) tatled to confirm this relation when the 
oriterion used ..... ability to predict inventory response. after 
oblerring Ss- expreasive beha'fior. Eates (S3) asked his subjeots 
to matoh oharaot.r .ketohes with a brier tilm 01' expressive 
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behavior. The relmlts yielded zero correlation with the Bern.reuter 
Tart (lSG) found a negative correlation between ratings on 
"persoual soundness" and matohing mosaic produotions with the 
aoquaintanoes who made them.. Taft concludes there is a positlft 
relation between good adjustment and ability to rate others. How-
ever, the evidenoe is more clear-cut in inferential than in peroep-
tual mode. or judsing. In both inferential and peroeptual judgme.t 
the NMPI singles out the poorer judges by thair elevated p.yohotio 
80ales, especially the Pt soale. 
Oonolusions. Meny ot the studies indioate that the poor judge 
ot othel"' 18 usually 1888 adequately adjusted amotional1y. Probabl-
he i8 unable to difterentiate between hie personal reeling. and the 
objeoti.,. demands ot the taak. However" it the task at judging 
others i, largely a matter ot proje-otion, and it the 8IlIOtionally 
unstable judge eftluates a relatively stable individual, then it 
would be expeoted that his 8ftluations 'WOuld be inaoourate. 
Furtherm.ore, many ot the studies tound that the poor judges 
had high scores on the psyol'.otio triad at the MMF'L, especially the 
Pt seale. Persona with high lcorea on this .oale are usually 
withdrawn, per.everatlve in their thinking and baaically unrealia-
tio. 
e. Insight!!!! adjUitment. 
Defining insight is relatively simple) la.'lowledge ot .elf. 
Evaluating insight is extremely dittioult. In the opinion or the 
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writer, m.oat investigators have been unable to adn.noe highly con-
TinGing evidenoe that any person's evaluation of himself is IlGtuall~ 
difterent from. the way he 8ees himselt. What an experimenter may 
legitimately say i8 that a per80nt a evaluation of htmself 18 either 
quite difterent trom. other people· 8 evaluation of him, or is highly 
similar. Furthermore. the frames of reterenoe used by both the 
observer and the observed may be as various as the numerous selves 
desoribed.by James (Ill). For eXBDlple, the lubjeot might desoribe 
himself a8 he .... him.elf' or a8 he believes other. lIIOuld d esoribe 
him. The way the subject 1& desoribed will most likely depend on 
whether the obserYer is a p.er, a superior, or an expert. Conse-
quently" a8 uaed experimentally; insight i. a. relative concept and 
est1matea of it. aoouraoy have signifioanoe only in terms of the 
methods and oriteria used in the experimenta.l .1tuation. 
One of' the oomplioationa brought out by various studie. 
reveals a tendency on the part of judges to rate them.elfts high 
OD desirable traits and low on negative ones. This trend. wa. 
reported by Allport and Allport ")" Cogan .!!.!! (4')" Green (96), 
Seara (166)" and Taf't (186). Thi. tendenoy olearly dl.torts the 
soores. BoweYer. Adams (2) compared good judges of 8 elf with good 
judge. of others and found that the former .. ere more soolally 
oriented, while the latter ... re more egotist10. The good judge of 
.elf is more intelligent, possesses more desirable emotional 
charaotenatio" and is more 800ially minded. 
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Vernon (200) obtained somewhat similar results. The good self 
raters were distinguished by traits of sociability .. humor, and high 
intelligenoe in dealing with the abstraot. The good judge of other. 
was less sociable. intelligent. but more artistio. Tart (186) used 
the adjective oheck list of Gaugh ~d found sixteen adjectives dis-
tinguiabed the good judge of others at the .01 level. Ten adjeo.· 
tiye. distinguisbed the poor judge :f'ro~ the good one. Again, the 
good judge of s.lf tended to be more sociable .. 
Conoeming .elf-insight and judgment ability. most ot the re .. 
searohers found a positive correlation between this trait and abili1 y 
to judge others as long as the study was confined to a single 
trait. This finding is true tor both desirable and undesirable 
traits and held true in studies by G. Allport (8), by Rokeaoh (161) 
on peroeption ot b4tauty in women, by Green (96) on leadership, and 
by Dymond (55) on empathy, and by Sears (166) on obstiDtlcy and 
dilJOrderU.n.... Itrtrever, Sears ~l66) and Weingarten (210) found 
judges laoking inligbt into their undesirable traits tend to pro-
ject them into persons they are judging. me re so than judges possel!" 
sing the same trait, but pos.easing insight. 
In measuring insight on several traits, the relation between 
insight and judgmental aocuraoy is not clearly defined as in the 
above instanoes. Vernon (200) tound no relation between various 
measure. ot ab:l.lity to judge and peer ratings on insight of the 
judges. Frenkel .. Brunswiok (75) failed to find fA, consistent rela-
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tion between three peyohologi.t., sell insight and their accuraoy 
1J:1 rat1nc adol •• oents on MurTayt I (l4e) .ystem of neeel •• 
raft (186) did mt find a slgJlit10aDt oornlatlon be'bwMa 
ju.dc.a· .00 .... Oil the 0 .......... 11 iad .. of abl1ity 1;0 j101d&' other. Ul4 
the ind.e. of abl11ty to jude' .elf. 
B'oweve". 10 .... (1.,) toWld • po.iti".. oo ..... l .. t101l ....... '\be 
0 .......... 11 ability of .. ~ .. 1nIQ gJ'Uuate .tudm. to jude. them-
•• 1 ..... OD thiny..oae tratt. aa4 th.lr a1dl11y to ~. thelr pMr •• 
loth pee .. aad atatt .... tlDa. wen used •• the o .. l_ria. 
Taft (18$) ftnmd that c004 juq •• of •• 1f an a,"rap juqe. 
ot otUn, _ill .""ra&. jwtge. of •• 1t t;ead 1;0 " pod. juq •• ot 
othen. iIoweTel', the go04 jud, •• ot •• 1t IIlsh' be .ither good OJ' 
POOl" jude" ot otune Be 001l01 •• 
PeI"8OU whO .how wlp.t 1do t;bel .. own .'tatua nth 
,...peet t;o thet .. p ..... on 1D41Y14la1 tft1 t. tend allO 
to nt. their p ....... oUfttelyon tho .. tl'&1". anr ...... , 
"n 0".. .... 11 Wi ... an obtai ... ot the .ubj.nt • 
.,.1'1 .. ot ten. of th ... &biI it1 ... the nl.'tlouh1, 
:1. _t .1eu-.~ (Ute, p. 11). 
Ie pos.u. oub .... 4 fbI' l ...... lttpt1D& mott_t10Dl faoton ta 
muiac judplat. on oth .... . 
In hi. theory ot bel.:f1ol" 10,.... (159. Ch. XI) tategrat .. 
pII"IO_1 .dju.-eat, wigh't .. ad aoOUl'Uy ot peroeptioll of othe .... 
~he iDt ...... l.tloD of th ••• conoept. 1a ~1 to hl. 'yet _ 
_ 4 i. cl .... loped. from _'er1at obtalmKt hom ot1ent-oeatel"e4 inte .... 
'9'1... rath ... thaD. ho. exp ... 1JuD.tal 4ata. 
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ia.loal17, he bel1ft'e. that the soal of the persoD 18 .olt 
~,. am • .,.r. the iDd,h1.dual •••• tId.. pal only w1:1Ul 
behaY10ral pattoZ'U whiGh are GOat1.Mat w1~ hi. eo ... " or .elt. 
Bie eon"" of .elt 1_ built up ~ the -.8017 ud 1'1.0 .... 1 u-
perlea ... he i. able tIO a.apt a. a pan of hiJualf. Tho .. he 
oazmot 800.,,, a. 1n k •• pbg with hi •• alf 00 • .,. he a.1ude. troll 
oo •• t.ou ..... 'to do tht ... .,1018 .,..,.tou .ateaM ldohtml .... to 
be .ft.ni ..... the .... hul_ -.n .. 1ude &D.Jthlag whloh 1. ltD-
17 w arou. the •• deal..... impul .... sa4 t .. U.J!aI' ill h1a. fo .. 
• ..,1., If 1M U UMb1. 'to • ...,t I1t. f'M11a&' ot .,ift •• loa ton. 
otben. b • ..,,,ld pl'O'be.\ly teel aaioue with 1Om_. Who .xpre .... 
&&& ..... loa ... th.r f'ntIl,.. A. a .... ulil. bo "1' .. 1..,.. tbl. penoa .. 
• threat :rather tMD. a. &1'1 ill41:".4ua1 with .0nal11 U1l1que .ha ....... 
wri.tl... nu, he ,."ttl ... the oth.r &oool't11a& 110 the ..., he 
peN81vu 1dJa •• lt. !he 110" aperi .... be teel. be IIlUt ..,. to 
_nil •••• t1w .,,.. eoD.'U .. loted 1. M. ,enepttoll of bu.elt ... 
• )11 ....... 17 hi. peroep1slou ot otlMra. Adju ... .u cm.d 1 •• 1ght ., 
hu.4 &Il4 haa4. Ia1ch" 1 ... rely the o&pUlty to "oopl" aD4 
ao • .,. OUl" up.rio.e. tor what "hay an_ X •• lp" law .alt 1 •• 
pre,.qui.t'e tor aoourate peJ"Oeptlon of _ther. 
8 ........ 1 lJlftRlgatlou haft 'beerl .e.ip;et1 to explore the 
... l."lon betwea. aooep'taaoe of •• It aM aooep'tanoe of othara. One 
by BU. ..... (l6S) r~"e4 an I' of .11 (.01 1a .. 1) betwea ""pt-
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ance of selt and aoceptance ot others with ten patients of non-
direotive counseling on a fifty statement attitudinal inventory. 
Berger (19) found signU'icant positive correlations between measure 
of expressed acceptanoe of self and acceptance of others. McIntyre 
(136) stated similar conclusions from his study using a soclometrie 
device. 
Boldt (108) also studied insight or the acouraoy of' 8elt-
t 
evaluation. He found insight positively related to intelligence. 
to activet, adventurous living in the lIOrld of reality, to friendly 
dominance. sooial adjustment. and posalbly ooutltutional strength. 
Consequently he belietves there is a strong relation between 
insight and projection or living in the world rather than one' 8 
mind. ,He affirms this beoause judgment on behavioral items must 
be made by comparing onet • own behavior with that of one's con-
temporaries. In terms of specitio findings he reports only a 
slight tendency tor subjects to overrate their most prized need. 
and underrate the distasteful ones. However, he DOtes a definite 
and posltive relation between the soolal aoceptability of a need 
and the degree to which people rate themselves aoourately. H. 
of tel's this explflUUL.tion: 
When a tendency i8 thought shameful or if recognition 
of it in one •• lf arouses anxiety. the demand to rate the 
~unt of it that one po8seeses is a threat to self-
esteem to whioh people will reaot aocording to the nature 
of their prinoipal defense meohanism. Ii' projeotion is 
peouliarly oharacteristio of that person he will tend to 
attribute the quality in question to others. by contrast 
to whom.~ he will then seem to have little of it 
(108. p. 98-99). 
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Oonclusions. Subjeets who accept themselves tend to aooept 
others. Self-acceptance might be regarded as one featUl-e of in-
sight. In general. subjects who have insight into single traits in 
their personalities tend to rate their peers acourately on these 
sam.s traits. On insight relative to a multitude of traits. the 
relation bst~ self-understanding and ability to judge others is 
less clearly' defined. If, instead of over-all insight. reactions 
to specific traits are explored, there is more evidenoe that the 
general desirability of the trait is influential in the aoouraoy ot 
rating, and also that the individual's reaotion to the speoifio 
trait influenoe8 his judgmental aoouraoy. If he rejeots the trait 
he projects this trait to the person he is rating. ihese observe.-
tiona would tie in with previous conolusions conoerning the rela-
tion between emotional adjustment and jUdgmental aoouraoy: the 
emotionally maladjusted judge tends to find more traits unacoept-
able. projects his feelings more readily, and consequently makes 
1 ... accurate judgments. Hie peroeption of his a.sociates re-
sembles a projective technique. 
3. Oo~olus1on. Is ability to jud.!;e others eo trait or a characteristic 
composed of other traits' 
Is there a generalized trait of aoouraoy in perception ot others? 
Does a person judging several individuals tend to evaluate eaoh with 
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approximately the same degree or acouraoy? 
Some researoh justifies the trait concept. other doe. not. G. W. 
Allport (7) considered ability to judge others a8 a trait. Murray 
(146) found rather consistent differences among hiB judges in respect 
to the validity Qf their ratings. Gage, Leavitt, and Stone (90) oon-
clude from their studies that there is eY1dence or an over-all acouracy 
in perception of others. This a.oouracy extends to both strangers and 
non-strangers alike, and even if the acquaintance is brief. 
CalY1n and Holtman (37) found that the correlation between the 
group rating and the self rating tended to be relatively constant, 
indicating that this could be considered a ne. measure of personality. 
Bronfenbrexmer and Dempsey (30) fbund an over-all sensitivity between 
judges ot .73. 
Strodbeck (184:) re-examined these findings and olaims there il no 
basis statistioally tor asserting an over-all '811sitiY1ty is indioated. 
In contrast, Halpern (101) in his study using eighty items from the 
Guiltord-Mart1n GAMIN faotors fbund no over-ell prec:iictin aocuracy on 
items if the judge answered in a direction different trom the subject. 
But he did find a generalS,.ed over-all aoouracy tor judge. answering 
the it ... the same as subjects. 
On the other hand, Cline (4:3) ooncluded that 80me judges are 
generally good, and aome are generally poor. the particulars are ex-
plained more tully el.ewhere. Bronfenbrenner an.crQe$Pte~· (30) ~UDd 
that a judge who evaluate. one subject accurately tends to enluate all 
L': j"'.j I\': 
subjeots aoourately. 'fl\l'1ttioh (213) mninte.1ns ~hat the ability to pre-
dict the responses of others may be regarded as a t~ait. 
Conclusions. 'lbe general oonclusion 'chat the abiUty to judge 
others i8 somewhat of a trait seams founded in conclusions and data. 
However. some of the observations made by other investigators exploring 
faotors relative to the validity of these conolusion!! are reviewed 
later. Theee studies point out that the other charaoterist1csof' the 
eJt!)erimental 81 tuation and the ro.ethode used to treat the data were 
partially responsible fbr these results. 
B. Oharacteristios 2!. ~ subject!!e Some of the investigators began to 8US-
peot that aoouraoy at judgment is not L"l exclusive feature of the judge, 
but i8 influenced in part by characteristics of the subject. 
Estes (1937) found that some subjects were easier to judge. He reaohed 
this conolusion beoauae it was fOund that all judges evaluated these sub-
jects more acourately than otherse The basis for this conolusion resided 
in the subjects· behavior. Expre .. ive movements were judged above ohanoe, 
but covert qualities were poorly rated. The subjeots un1tomly judged 
Jl¥)r8 &oourately were all "open" personalities. Bl"Onfenbrenner and Dem.psey 
(30) found that a subject evaluated. aoourately by one judge tends to be 
evaluated aoourately by all judies. 
Ciage, Leavitt. and stone (90) observed tha.t oertl!dn individual. tend 
to be judged aoourately by most judges. They conolude that ". • • the 
subject who is estimated oorreotly by one person tends to be judged cor-
rectly by all" (S2. p. 44). 
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Oline (43) found that some interviewees could be judged better than 
others. Wittioh (213) concludes that the capaoity to be predioted by 
others may be regarded as a trait. Furthe1"mOre, there 1. a positiTe rela-
tion between peraona1 adjustment and the success with whioh others under-
stand him. 
Bruner and Tagu1ri (32) reached conolulilions dmllar to Estes. They 
found that "Acouraoy depends on having clues to work on. Traits with 
little behavioral manifestation are poorly judged. Indiv1duals who .. ex-
pre •• ion is hampered are harder to judge" (29, p. 648). 
Rimoldi (158) reaohed 80mewhat analagous conclusions. Be found that 
subjects with more unusual personalities were easier to predict with 
acouracy. 
Obodorkott (41) explored a mo re specitic aspect ot personal adjustment, 
namely, th_ relation between the subject." ability to be judged e.n.d. per-
oeptual defen... Be found that the higher the correlation between the 
subject' 8 sort and that of the judge, the lower the subject- II perceptual 
d.fenee. Perceptual defense and personal adjuatment were found to be 
positively correlated. 
Calv1n and Holtzman (37) compared the discrepancy score. between the 
subject's selt concept and other'. perception of him. They found that the 
more poorly adjusted an individual is, the greater the discrepancy. 
furthermore, individuals (relatively normal) showing poor insight into 
their own level of adjustment are more likely to be maladjusted than thole 
~ ~good 1Mi~t. 
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Finally, the activities of judge and subjeot become more highly syn-
thesized in. the study by Heftel (105). He advanoed the hypothesis that the 
emotionally disturbed individual is more erroneous than is the well-adjust-
ed in his prediotion ot oow fellow group members will rate him. The ad-
justment index Wll111 obtained trom observation made by members ot his group_ 
Predicting ability was measured by a rating prediotion test. A oorrelation 
of .80 was obtained. However. when the member. were asked to rate certain 
aspeots ot group dynamics (a more complex evaluation) there was poor 
agnanent. 
Conolusion. Several ot the investigators mtad that the character-
istios ot the subjeot must be taken into consideration for any realistic 
appraisal of the accuracy of the judge. In general, the more direct the 
relation between the subjeot' a motivational pattern and behavior, the 
more aocurately is he judged. Maladjusted subjects who se behavior is 
complex, defensive. and an indireot manifestation of their motives are more 
diffioult to judge aoourately. 
C.. Relations between Judie ~ Subject whiC~ influenoe accuraoy 2!. jUd§n!ent. 
1. Aequaintance. 1 IS there a differenoe in judgmental uouracy based 
primarily on how well the partioipants know eaoh other? Are the 
oircumstances of their aoquaintanoeship revelant? 
Bronfenbrermer and Dempsey (30) oonduoted a study using eight 001-
lege students, Eaoh student interviewed and rated eaoh of the other 
seven. The autbo 1'3 :t.'ound that the rating. made by each student on the 
seven others tended to have characteristios similar to all inter-
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views. However, the epeoific nature of the intervi$W situation for 
09.01':, pnir of students varied. '!'bey (Dnol:tded sensitivity is a "tl?iO-way 
proces8. Student A Dust be sensitive to Student B in order for B to be 
sensitive to A. Furthennore, social sen.sitivity is a function both of 
the enduring qualities of the person as well as the particular situa-
tion. 
nowever. these findings probably should be acoepted with some CI\U-
tion.. Strodtbeok (184) viewed the above study oritioa.lly. He claimed 
thnt th~ differenoes reported between persons (as interviewers) and the 
d.if:f'eren.ces between situations (interviewing the various students) were 
not justified statistically .. 
2. ~ ~ dislike. Are the judges influenoed in the eTlllluation of the 
subject by their feelings toward him. 
Lundy and Ko:tl'vosky (131) developed a self acceptability soon by 
comparing the judges' red sorts with hill ideal sort. They found that 
jadges described persons they liked best as more similar to themselves 
thP..n. persone they liked least. However, in part this similarity was . 
detennined by the indiTldual' 8 acceptance or unacoeptanoe of himselt. 
In evaluating others, a greater degree of acquaintanceship, it ac-
companied by intensification of affeotion, makes fo r more fawrable 
ratings, aocording to Knight (122), Shen (169) J Ferguson (66). How-
ever, Fiedler. Blaisdell, and Warrington (12) found that feelings are 
often contingent on how similar the judge thought he was to the sub-
jeot. They llOted that judges assumed greater similarity between them· 
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selves and positi". sociometric choices than between themselves and 
negative sooiometric choices. 
In a later study Hettel (105) .found that individuals rated their 
best friends just as threatening or more threatening than their least 
liked sociometric choioes. 
Davits (61) observed thirty-nine children in a summer day oamp and 
concluded that the highest sociometric choices 01' these judge. tend to 
be perceived aa more similar to themselves than the lowest sociometrio 
The highest sociometric choices tend to be perceived as more s1mi-
lar to the aelt than they actually areJ the lowest sooiometrio choioe •• 
as Ie .. similar than they actually are. The actual similarity to the 
highest sooiometrio ohoioes is no greater than the actual similarity to 
the lowest sociometric ohoice.. Be conoludes that there i. 
• • • a need to decrease the actual dissimilarity between 
oneself and the valued other and this need may be satisfied 
with the identification of oneselt with others or by identi-
fication ot others, through perceptual distortion. with 
one.elf (51. p. 116). 
Conclusions. Various phases of the experimental evidence indicate 
that judge. tend. to aaoribe fa'VOrable traits to subjeots they like. 
Furthermore. the judg.. frequently like the subjeots because they per-
ceive thaa .. a highly similar to themselves; in faot. they flSStlTle more 
similarity than aotually exists. A possible explanation tor thia 
tendency is that many judges experienoe a need to see their selt image 
in others. This need i. strong enough to influenoe to the point of 
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distortion their peroeption,e ot the subject. 
S. Similaritl ~ ditterenoe. Are the judge and subjeot alike or dif-
ferent in relation to background and emotional and intelleotual 
tra1ts? Do these similarities and differenoes haTe a bearing on the 
aoouracy of the judgment.? 
G. W. Allport (1) definitely believes that they do. He holds that 
judge. rat. the subjects lllOst aoourately who are most l1ke them in age, 
race, oulture, and baokground. Furthermore, the judge should be about 
as complex a personality as the subjeot he judge., not more so. 
Halpern (101) using the Guilford-Martin Inventory of the GAMIN 
faotors fOund that judge. prediot with greater aoouraoy the responses 
of subjeots who are similar to them.. Furthermore, on items where the 
judge anners in the same direotion as the subjeot, the judges t pre-
diotion provel more acourate. Items mt &ll8wered in the same direotion 
yield no greater prediotion between similar judges and subjeots. Be 
conoludes that "It may be that people oan more readily recogniae in 
others what they have experienoed, on the same level, in themselves" 
(101, p. 452). 
In contrast, R1moldi (168) found that the similarity of personality 
of judge and subjeot is not related to acouracy. In faot, there is a 
suggestion of a negative correlation between aoouraoy of judgment and 
similarity of personality. 
Bruner and Tagiuri (32) OOD.oluded from their review of the litera-
ture on peroeption of people that 
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Aoouraoy is aided by similarity between judge and 
judged. To SOme exten·t; this may be a funotion of "resonanoe" 
between judge and judged, to the same extent it may be a 
funotion of better aoquaintanoe with people like himself, 
with more intervening opportunities ,for observation or their 
behavior. To some extent it could be projection. when the 
other person 1s like oneself (32. p. 680). 
Oonolusions. There is more evidence in favor of judges predicting 
aocurately the responses of subjeots that are like them than of su'b-
jeots different from them. However, the results are not unitom. 
Perhaps this disorepanoy ooours beoause if judges and subjects are 
heterogeneous. the judges will evaluate aoourately only the ones like 
theuelves. It subjeots and judges are homogeneous, the judges will 
be abltt t.? evaluate the differentiating features more aoourately. 
This point oal1s for more extensive elabr..)ration lnter. But here again, 
if ,judgment is aotually projeotion. the basis for like evaluating like 
a.ccurately is simply a matter of projection. 
D. Intake. !h1a fa.otor inoludes what the judge observes about the subjeot in 
the experimental .i tuation. In the studies reviewed below the judges' 
ob.eM'at1ons of the subject were made under a variety of d1fterent oir-
oUll'lstances. 
1. Personal. The judge observes the subjeot in lOme direot manner, rather 
than in a representational manner. 
a. !!!!! 8~tuation. Meny studies have been conducted with judge 
observing subject in a usual life iii tuatlon. 
Davits (51) in his study used thirty-nine children Who were 
residents in Ii summer camp. 'l'af't (lSe) conducted hie study in .. 
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residenoe hall over a wesk end. Duri~ this period the members 
interacted with 01'13 another. This nrooedura vms somewhat similar 
to that used in the ass study (153). Webb (207) conduoted hi_ 
study with fraternity members. Gage (80) (85) studied leadership 
in discus8ion groups. 
Later Gage, Lee.v1tt .. a...."d stone (91) (92) studied students' 
opinions and peroeptions of their teaohers and vice nrsa. Stem, 
Stein. and Bloom (119) also estimated teaoherst evaluation of 
pupl1s. 
Fiedler (69) studied the effeotiveness of various military, 
athletic, and industrial groups in tams of interpersonal percep ... 
tion. 
2. !ntervilRl'. The judge evaluates the subjeot in terms of data derived 
from an interview. 
Murray (146) had hisjudges conduct extensive intervift'S with the 
subjects over a lengthy period of time. Bron.f'enbrenner and Dempsey' 
(30) arr~ed for their participants, eight students, to interview and 
rate eaoh other. Kelly and Fiske (119) evaluated graduate students in 
psyohology end made prediatious on their progress during training. 
Wedell and Smith (209) UHd the interview method to detennine the atti-
tudes of their subjects. 
Fiedler and Senior (11). as well a8 Rogers and Dymond (160) _tud1ed 
'the peroeptual pro •• ue. of patients and therapists. Stephen80n (182) 
employed •• yeral judges to interview and rate a single subjeot .. 
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Williams (212) i11Testigated the relationship between evaluation. made 
by peers and militar.y leadership. 
Bieri (22) DOted more aocurate prediotiol18 ot partners' responses 
on the Rosenswei& Picture Frustration Study arter interaotion than 
before. The interaction oentered around exploring grounds tor mutual 
agreement on experience., as well as preterred aotiT1tie •• 
3. ImperlOnal. 'lhe following studies are representative ot experimental 
situations in which the judge baae. his evaluations ot the wbject on 
some kind ot representational presentation. 
a. Sound motion pioture. Gage (81) and Gage, LeaT1tt, and Stone (90) 
pre.ented the judge. with a sound motion pioture ot representative 
behavior ot the subjeot.. Cline (43) ran a sound motion picture ot 
an employment ... type interT1ew conducted on nine oollege students to 
be rated by 316 judge •• 
b. DescriptiTe eS8ay. Relatively t_ studies have used this method ot 
presentation ot data. Rimoldi (158) directed hiB subject. to write 
essays on several topics. The.e essays .ere presented to the 
judge., who were instructed to predict the subjects' respol18e. on 
two objective test. and a .s. aort. 
o. Projeotive testl. Aside from the numerous studies of prote.sional 
diagnostioian. evaluating patients in terms or projectiTe dat&, 
relatively few experimental studies in this area have been made. 
Chodorkott (41) presented tour judges with Rorschach, TAT, and 
Word Assooiation 'le.t data and asked them to do a S sort based on 
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this materi .. l. Be.n.ks (lOO) used oase history material for his 
judges to evaluate the subjeots. 
d. Photographs. Buzby (36), Guilford (98) .. Kanner (116). Jenness 
(112), Colanan (45), and Fields (73) conducted studies in which the 
judges interpreted emotional expressions in photographs. Rabin 
(151) presented hill judges with the taak of identifying the patho-
logical types represented in the Slondi pioture.. Smith (112) 
asked his judge. to arra,nge various photographs of people closer or 
farther away £rom themselves 10 as to approximate the distance at 
which the judge felt comfortable with the photos. 
Conclusion. The manner in whioh the subjeot was presented to the judge 
for evaluation obviou81y influenced the results. However, to what extent 
judgmental accuraoy i8 a function of manner of presentation has not been 
systematioally explored. In a life situation subject end judge are able to 
interaot and. the ,judge 18 able to gain more information about the subject 
than by photographs. However,. in a life or interview situation the data 
obtained by seTeral judges on one subject would probably not be identical,. 
and in lOme cases. not even hi~ly similar. This phenoment\ was noted by 
Lewin when he observed that oertain judges are more skillful in eliCiting 
clues .from subjects than are others. Furthennore,. the judge invariably 
notes features in the subject pertinent to the nature of hie in.teraction 
with the subject. In. summary. the more realistic end extensive the data 
ga.thered from the 8ubjeot. the le88 likely is this m.a.terinl 8ubject to 
experimental control. The more artificial the data, the more extensive are 
the experimental control. possible. HOwever, as that data gathered departs 
from the lite situation, the less pertinent is the material to a realistio 
del!cription and understanding 0.1' personal perception and tnteraotion. 
B. Intesration. 'fhis term signifies the mental prooess ooourring between in-
take and output. the intake data integrated with the data previously 
gathered by the observer results in the output. 
Certain inferenoe. can be made concerning dirterence 0.1' the data betwee 
intake and output. this prooe .. 0.1' integration i8 obviously available only 
to the perceiver himselt. The validity, comprehensivene.s, and oommunioa-
tibility 0.1' these reports have been extenlively questioned. 
BOw.ver, .. s at least one writer, Mayo (134) emphasbes, understandint; 
another person is entirely different from knowing an objeot. We do not 
under.tand another person unless we lmow something about his state 0.1' 
consoiousness or hi. inner experiences and evaluations. Con.equently, we 
must explore the way an individual knows himself because we can only know 
something about another' a inner experiences by lOme comparisons with ou)' 
own. the tirst question, then, 18 what is self-knowledge, and what do we 
know when we know ourselvea. 
1. !!!.!.-knowledge. In the past the .elt has been considered as knower 
and/or la1own. The selt as knower has been oone1dered as subjeot, ego, 
agent, aot, and substance. The selt as known has been reterred to a. 
object, .truoture, and matter. 
Initially the oonoept ot aelt-awareness was not employed .. s it i. 
by reoent writers. Aristotle (12, Bk. III, Ch. vi, 430b, 21-26) and 
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St. Thomas (192, Q. 87) speak of the proceu by which the intellect 
becomes 8.ware of it •• lf. When St. Thomas speaks 01' the intellect 
kDowing itself in its act, he reters to an operation by which the 
intelleot is aware of itself by fl process of refleotion on the nature 
ot itl act of knowledge of things. He does not hold that the intelleot 
is aware of itself as an 1.mmaterial substanoe. lbwever, as pointed out 
by Frond!zi (19), this 1s the position maintained by De.cartes (53) and 
Berkeley (20, Jo. 139). 
Th& morE;! contemporary usage of the ooncept of self was advanoed by 
IDote (127). According to the latter, the eelt is the prinoiple ot 
personal identity. Personal identity is maintained not b eoause the 
I!h'~lf is a substanoe, but beofluee consoiousness identifiee one's thought. 
as one's own and recognizes them 8S past or present. 
James (111) presented a rather comprehensive desoription of h18 con .. 
soiousness of self. ne describes material, social, spiritual, and pure 
selves. Self and non-self are diBtinguish.ed by our teelings to-.rd 
various objects. The more intense the .feeling in relation to a given 
object, the more is it regarded as a part ot the selt. This ident1ti-
cation applies to our abilities, our triends, and our material posse.· 
sions. Nevertheless, James maintains that everyone believes there is 
some element or oomponen";; '-11' consoiousness that is the real selt. He 
-
diseusses the possibility (~1' this self being immaterial and tries to 
oatoh a moment ot pure tmmaterial awareness in his introspections. ae 
belieTEta he failed in this and even in his olosest approxima.tions, what 
he is consoious of could be reduoed to various kinesthetic sensations. 
l'levertheless, '!;hese introspections of James 3.re in agreement with the 
position of St. l'hornas. Their statements would both inlply that we are 
unable to experience ourselves as pure spirits. St. Thomas takes this 
more for granted while James makes a sizeable issue at it. In any case, 
to use James' terms, but St. Thoma.s' interpretation, the pure ego or 
pure self permeates all other selvesl material, BOoial, and spiritual, 
and oonsequently i. not experienoed as a separate immaterial entity. 
Bogers (159, p. 501) presents a GiJlltalt-like desoription of the 
self. 
The self-struoture il an orgL~ized configuration of per-
ceptions of the 8elf which are admissible to awarene.a. 
It is compo.ed of' suoh el.ents as the perceptions of 
one's oharaoterietio8 and abilities, the percepts and 
conoeptl 0 f the self in relation to others and to the 
environment, the valued qualities whioh are perceived as 
associated with experienoes and objects; and the goals 
and ideal I whioh are peroeived as having politive or 
negative valenoe. It is, then, the organized picture, 
existing in awareness either a8 figure or g round, of the 
self and the .elf-in-relationship, together with the posi-
tive or negative ftlues whioh are assooiated with those 
qualities and relationships as they are perceived al 
existing in the paat, present, or future. 
The above definition and desoription is regarded by the writer aa 
a fairly comprehend ve summary of the notions presented by the other 
authorl and constitutes a worKable description of aelf-knowledge. 
2. Knowle~e ~ others, AI mentioned above, knowledge of others cannot 
be treated independently of knowledge of self. Any theorist who 
fonnulate. a cognitive system which accounts for our knowledge of 
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others in terms of our knowledge of objeots il at least partially 
incom:olete. How we develop an understanding of others has been ex-
plained in terms of empathy, projeotion, inferenoe, intuition, redinte-
gration, identifioation, and various combinations, rather than as 
simple perception or judgment. 
a. Inferenoe. 
One of the earliest attempts to explain interpersonal per-
ception in terms of inferenoe was presented by D. K.. Adams 
(1 .. p. 252). 
Any experience or mental process in another 
organism can be inferred from struoture, situation, 
history, and behavior only when a similar experience 
or mental process is or has been associated wit;h 
similar struoture .. situation, history, and behavior 
in oneself. and the probability of the inference will 
be proportional to the degree of si."Ililarity. 
Fundamentally .. inference is an assooiative, atomistio process. 
Jame. (111) tallows these lines .. but adds "a feel,ing of relation. 1I 
Hollingworth (107) varied this slightly with the conoept of 
redintegration in whioh one sensory cue of 8.l\ entire situation when 
experienced is able to awake the entire experienoe in consoiousneslII 
However, theae explanations miSl an apparent .. everyday exper-
iance; na.mely, tha.t our aroused emotions are not always those ot 
the person observed and may aotually be contrary. if not quite dif-
ferent. 
WUndt (209, III .. Ch. II. Seo. 5) observed that our knowledge 
of another per8011 requires, in addition to inference .. a process ot 
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thinking of one- s own personality in terms of the other· s. 
Allport (8) regards the inferenoe theories as inadequate be-
oause they are untrue to introspeotive evidenoeJ namely. the object 
is peroeived a. external. while the meaning of feelings oooura 
inside the m.ind. Understanding seems to oocur without prior rele-
vant experience. The understanding of emotional behavior does not 
arouse similar feeliIlbs in the observer. 
b. Empathy. 
In one form or another the theories of anpathy hold that we 
understand others by ~ltating the external manifestations of their 
emotional expressiona, 80 as to feel or experienoe their emotions 
in ouraelve., in some way. 
Lippa {l26} speaks of knowledge of others as empathy and as 
difterent from knowledge ot objeots or oneself. An em.pathetie 
judgment of the emotional state of another person requires the 
mimiory on a miniature soale of his faoial and bodily expressiona. 
F. Allport (5, p. 229) :fbund some validity for this notion 
when he discovered that the interpretations of facial expre8sions 
are more aocurate when the judge actively imitates the expressions 
of the subjects than when the judge merely perceives these expres-
sions passively_ 
Freud (76. p. S6) admits that empathy is involved in the 
understanding of others. but only :fbr people relatively unfamiliar 
to us. For those similar to us and who have 80me emotional ve.lue~ 
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they are understood by identifioation. 
G. Allport (8, p. 532-533) observes that these explanations 
rail to aocount for situations in whioh we seem to understand 
someone's emotion, but in ternal .of our toelings in the aituation 
are unable to anpathize with the other person. 
o. Intuition. 
iiIis prooes. is olose to a type of understanding akin to in-
Bight, but applied to other people. It is knowledge 0 f them not 
developed IOle1y trom inference and analogy. 
G. Allport (a, p. 533-542) distinguishes five different kind. 
ot intuitive knowledge. (1) Direct peroeption, (2) Innate know-
ledge and identity; (3) Immediate knowledgeJ (4) Peroeption ot 
individuality, (6) Versteohen. Fundamentally he maintains that 
knowing a person intuitively is knowing him from ~ internal 
point of Yiew. Ik>wever .. the process of understanding requires 
both intuition and infer811ce. To explain this tully he remark. 
!here are indeed sensory cues, empathio processes .. 
redintegrative aotivity, and swift a8sooiations--all a. 
asserted by the theory of interenoe. But it is allO 
true that these processes are normally subservient to 
the structuring aotivity of the mind that takes plaoe 
whenever it i. guided by external pattern and by an 
interest in what i8 conorete. 
In any given act 0 f understanding it i 8 not po 8-
sible to distinguish products ot intuition from products 
of interenoe. The original sensitivity to torm is 
oertainly an a priori possession ot eaoh individual, 
as is his oapacity fbI" sustained interest and concern 
with tona. On the other hand, the employment of a880-
oiational thinking and analogy is likewise an intrinsio 
part of the process of understanding. • • • 
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Our understanding of personality comes" then" partly 
trom without" but partly also tram within_ The first cue. 
come .from the struoturation of the outer tield, where 
these prove insufficient (88 they usually do) then memory 
imagination. and the abstract conoeptunlitation oone to 
aid the proceu. "lYe 0 ~ain what organization we oan from 
the outer field and supply the remainder trom within 
(8, p_ 541-546) 
H. F. Adams (a. p. 248) aocounts for the generalized prooe .. 
of interpersonal perception as well as the observation of particu-
10.1" trait. in the subject. "The complement ot empathy is projeo-
tiona We teel something (by empathy) and im.agine that the other 
person teels the Bame (projection). U Later these projection. are 
subjected to oritical evaluation by comparison with objeotive 
tactll. This might be oalled "or1tioal empathy.1I By setting one-
selt in the tlow of the other'. 'WOrds and movements "identifioation 
ocour •• by consoiously putting oneselt in the place ot another. By 
oppo e1ng the tlow 0 t the 110 rd. and movements ot the other person 
the observer teels how the subject'. attitudes and behavior attect 
him. This is "re01pathy" and is more likely adopted with friends. 
While both empathy and reoiprooity will promote distortion. the 
distortion is greater it the actual emotional prooesse. are denied. 
If so.neone denies the emotions that are aotually operating, then 
they "funotion unconsciously and prejudice all his observations." 
d. Perception ~ particula.r traits .!:!. others. 
The following studiea are concemad primarily with the prooes-
ses involved in the perception ot specitic traits in others and haw 
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the prooess 1s influenced by the specifio experimental situation. 
Lewin (123) stresses the importanoe of discovering the speoific 
cues people 11se to make certain inferences about particular traits. 
The speoific interpersonal situation in itl relevant aspects must 
be studied because "Many of the oues used in judging another peraon 
are oues that we are instrumental in produoing. Sinoe, in this 
case, the object of our perception is reactive to U8, we evoke oues 
from him by probing, or, indeed. simply by being in his presence." 
He offers the possibility that persons with oertain traits and 
consequent behavior might elicit specifio behavior and therefOre 
see them in thia way. For example, a dominant A elioits 8ubmi18ive 
behavior from B, and a8 a result S88S B a8 submissive. 
Iohneiser (110) pursues a similar line of thought relevant to 
perception and tnteraction. He believes that in interacting with 
another peraon an individual tends to notioe features in the other 
person that will .. ttect the outcome of the interaotion. further-
more, atter extensive practice, he becomes more skillful in utiliz-
ing relevant cues in judging. 
Bender and Hastorf (17) remark that we must distinguish be-
tween forecasting the day-to-day behavior of another and judging 
hi. JlI)tives and attitude8. Uany of the notions we have about 
others are not necessarily verbalized because we have no need or 
motivation to do so. 
Uurray (146) observes that it is just this kind of observation 
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that is the task of the personologht. Actions are relatively 
unimportant. ae must discover the person's attitudes and motives to 
understand and explain his behavior. 
In his study on insight Heldt (108) explains the dynamios of 
personal perception in this way. If e. person regards a certain 
trait as shameful or anxiety producing if recognized in h1m. the 
request to rate oneself accurately will elicit his eharaoteristic 
defen •• mechanism. If. it i8 projection he will attribute this 
trait to other. 80 that in contrasting himself with them. he will 
se .. to have little of thia characteristic. J:<'avorable traits will 
be more aocurately rated. 
!i'enaterhe1m and Tre .. elt (64) conoluded that an individual'. 
high value. are not used as anchoring points in his judgment ot 
others, but in so tar as the subject 'IIff18 perceived as resembling 
the judge in terms ot values, the more the subject will be liked an 
a halo effect will be fbund. 
Conclusio1l8. Concerning what we know when we know ourselves, 
it could be said that .e know ourselves exolusively neither a8 sub-
ject. nor as object, but a8 subject and object simultaneously. 
Perceiving another person is not the same process as perceiving a 
thing. Only because we have knowledge of ourself can we have know-
ledge of another. 
Fundamentally, l.llport and Rogers agree in this, that to 
understand another person is to percei va him from hie internal 
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fr8ll1o of reference. This can be done only by reconstruoting his 
experienoes in the peroei vert s mind so 'chat they oan be viewed in 
e. manner analogous to his own. 
According to the other views presented, in reconstruoting his 
experiences the observer draws on the data from peroeption to the 
ex·t;ent that it is available and then adds to this material from 
memory. imagination, and inferential prooesses. In th.ellle opera-
tions, defensiveness, projeotion, and other meohani8Dla influenoe 
or distort the basic perceptual data so as to establish an equilib-
rium between his conoept of self and sensory experienoe •• 
F. Output. The judge.- desoription of' the subject. 
1. meeaya., Just a8 this has been an unpopular mode of px"esentatlon of' 
data for the Experimenter to evaluate, so also haa it been unpopular 
.. a a manner of desoription of' the subjeot. The OSS study (153) used 
this approaoh. However, the oandidates' evaluation of their peers had 
such low reliability that the results were not fbund very u.eful. 
2. Objective psyoboloiioal telts ~ ranki!?i 8cale.~. By far this i8 the 
largest area of exploration. F'requently the two are combined. The 
predictions of high and low sociometrio choices tor a variety ot 
Iituatlons and tasks have been compared with their sooiometric choioes. 
Bauer (l4) studied the reaotions of 145 subjects to a generally 
favorable personality protile of themselves. Subjeots were asked to 
ad.just the rat1n.gs with whioh they disagreed. Of the ten peroent of 
the ratings ohBDged, most were in the tawrable direotion. The author 
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conoluded that subjects' salt evaluations are of questionable value to 
validate personality' diagnosis. 
ChodorkDt"r (41) reached a similar conolusion. He eontended that 
defensiveness is an important variable in the self-judgment process. 
Consequently 8elt reports cannot be relied upon to give the samo pictun 
of personality as one obtained from judges. 
Harvey and Sherif (104) studied the effects of ego-involvement on 
subjectllS t estima.tes of their own and others' performance on objective 
tasks. The dietortion in estimation of a competitor's perf'otmauce 
vaded with the individual' 8 favorable or antagonistic attitude toward 
his competitor. There is minimum distortion where there is strong 
positive ego involvement, moderate dis~oortion where competition, though 
rriendl~ exists, and marked distortion where there is antagonistio 
competition. 
Hettel (105) found that in estimates made by group members conoern-
ing how other gl"QUp members would rate them, there was a general 
tendenoy to overrate one.elf mostly on intelligenoe. There was an 
underestimate on physioal appearanoe. The writer would regard this .a 
being consoiously defensive of physioal appearanoe and unconsoiously 
defend ve of intellectual com.petence. 
wIt (108) found in hi. study on ll'lSight only slight over-all 
signifioant tendenoies for subjects to overrate their mat highly 
prized need. and to underrate distasteful Ontts. His general conolusion 
is that there il a direot proportion between sooially aooeptable needs 
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and the degree of aocuraoy in the subject's lelf rating. 
In one investigation Fiedler and Senior (11) studied the peroeptual 
processes of fifteen patient-therapist pairs. They found that the 
inacouraoies in perception of the other person's teelings (of whiob 
eaoh member is only parUally conscious) st8l'll primarily from the per-
ceiver's unconsoious blocks. The patient-. need to lee the therapist 
as near perfeot will distort the patient's peroeption in that direotion. 
The therapist's desire to be helpful will dietort his perception of the 
patient 8.S someone in need of help. 
Webb (200) conoluded from his study that there was considerable 
disparity between the individual's conoept of himselt and the group's 
evaluat50n of him. Personal over and under-evaluation were. in rela-
tion to the group studied. assooiated with the aooeptability ot a 
particular trait. There was a consistent tendenoy tor over-evaluation. 
Taylor and Com.bs (190) explored the relation between adjustment and 
the admillllon of mildly undesirable behavior. They hypothesized that 
well-ad.justed subjects should be able to aocept more unflattering or 
threatening faots about themselves than would poa rly adjusted. Using 
180 aixth grade students 801 subjects they verified this hypothesis. 
They concluded that it this study is 'Valid we should expeot the well-
adjusted, and not the poorly adjusted. to mark the more damaging state-
ments as true about themselves. In the writer'a opinion the negative 
statemente not aooepted by the maladjusted might reflect their more 
rigid, Circumscribed manner of thought and behavior. 
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In their survey of the literature on the perception of perlOns" 
Bruner and Tegiuri (32) conoluded that there are oertain oharaoteristic 
errors 1Ilade in the judgment of others. 'ho ot the most obvious are 
halo effeot and logical error" that is, the unwarranted assumption that 
oertain traits go together. The pnsenoe of one of them in the subjeot 
leads to the oonoluaion that the related oluster is also present. 
Conolusion. The.e studies oast serious doubts on the validity ot 
paper and pencil types of questionnaires if these are considered as 
descriptive of aotual traits and behavior. However, if we regard the 
peroeptual prooess as more akin to artistio interpretations and not as 
photographio reproduotions of reality the findings are both under-
standable and valuable. There is evidence of a tendenoy to overrate 
the positive traits and underrate the negative ones, in oneself. In 
peroei ving another" the judge' 8 perception ot the subjeot is influenoed 
by his needs aa they are manifest in the experimental situation. Out-
put must be considered in tems of the judge, subjeot. their relation, 
the Situation, and the purpose ot the questions. 
3. Q-Sorts. The Q-eort as used here is a set o:l:~ statements of personal 
traits. attitudes" behavior. The subjeot is requested to place each 
of the statements in one of several piles, depending on whether the 
.tat«uents are descriptive of him or unlike him. This is a forced 
distribution beoause III speoific number of statements are to be placed 
in eaoh pile. 
S-sorts were developed as types of questionnaires uniquely Buited 
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for gathering persone.l data to be trea:t;ed by the new Q-t"or.=tique of 
tactor a:'1~lysi3. Burt (34) and Stephe:n~;n (180) were 17,.10 of' the early 
developers of this technique. The procedure simply utilized corre-
lations between person., rather than between tests. as was done L~ R-
teohnique. -
Stephenson (182) wrote 80me of his early so rta in oategories of 
Jung's ty?)logies. Stephenson regarded this tecllnique as superior to 
R in many ways for studying people because many of' the assunptioI1s 
basic to R need not be made forQ. For one thing. there is no need to 
assume that !iny trait or factor found in. one lubject will be round in 
all or in any other subject (182. p. 21). Furthermore. additional 
modes of exploration were po_ibls. Many sorts could be exeout$d by a 
single person in his various frames of reference or selves. Ideal, 
Fomer, and. Future Selves could be sorted. Arter factor analysis, the 
struoture of' his self concept could be explored and questions answered. 
How many selves &Jas he really have? Does his therapist .e. him as hi. 
peers do, as his parents do. or as h •• e •• himself (182, p. 255-268)1 
Stephenaon directed .. number 0 f' studies in this general area. In 
one he requested several experts and several novices to diagnose a 
psyohiatrio patient. His ana1yeis disolosed that the experts as a 
group perceived the patient in .. manner quite different than did the 
novice. (182. p. 312-322). 
S sort. have been extensively employed. by Rogers and hi. group in 
.tudies on therapy. includ1D.g Fiedler and Senior ('11), Seeman (16'1), 
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Stook (183) .. Sheerer (151). Phillips (154) .. and Gordon and Cartwright 
(96). 
Rogers and Dymond (160) wera conoerned primar:Uy with the ohanges 
in the Belr concept as til !'unction of therapy. Before I.rberting a serie8 
of psyohotherapy internewa .. the client completed tour sorts represent-
ing her Real .. Idea.l .. REJnembered Self' (as she was n year and a half' 
ago)" as well as her concept or the Average Person. The counselor 
sorted on the patient e.a well. Rogers found that the counselor's eon 
on the client at the beginning of therapy correlated .35 with the 
client's Remembered Solt and only .14 with her Real Self. Rogers 
believed the R~ember.d Selt represents a le.s defensive interpretation 
than doe. the Real Self. Ibwever. the oounselor's sort on the patient 
at the olose or therapy correlated. .57 with her Real sort completed at 
that time. but correlated .66 with her Real Self sorted one year after 
the 010 •• or therapy. 
theae results indioate that tUlOther person .. even an expert aoquaint 
ad rather intimately With the 8ubject, will perceive the 8ubjeot 1n .. 
somewhat different manner than she aotually perceives herself. FUrther 
more, as was indicated by subsequent result. from later aorts .. the 
counselor was more peroeptive of what the client was really like. but 
the olient becruae aware ot her actual selt only at a l&ter time. 
In the studies reported by Rogers abaTe. emphalia il usually 'not 
plaoed on the taotors contribut11li to aoouraoy or distortion of' per-
ception of aaother. In ke.ping with his bado theory. an individual •• 
peroo)ytion is reality. lIow!W.ll (27) roqu~stod patientG to complete 
three Q 60rtS both before fWd al'tier therap,.1 
-
(c) Real Self-.... Wha:t I am. ourrentl,._ 
Be tound that thro~ut tbe course of t.herapy ~! and ? changed little, 
C ohfll'l.~ed the moat. the.. tindi~. indioate l'urther evidence that 
In the recent study by :Fiedler (67) soao oritioisms uf the Q. sort 
-
are offered. rt is too oomplex tor thoa.., or low iutel11,enoe. 1. 
bil1ty than eithGr Q 80rt correlations 0 r hi. later devised uq blocks. tt 
- -
Actually, the reliability of i has no-G 000'11 extensively oxplored. 
Stophol'l.Nn r6\l'll.arks that tho ro111l1.0i11'1;1 ot the 3Q'( ts ho u8ed are all 
.80 or above. On their OGni#rol ,roup ?.ogors and DJIIOnd (160, p_ 65-86-
obtained Em averase oorrelation. of .58 between -the heal and Ideal 
Gpl)otad, st.&;Ustloal teats tailed to disolose a si4\i1lifloant ditfereno • 
~e writer b31ieYGs trASQ results ropresent £airly high reliability. 
Con.olusions. The Q sorts have been usod in a vari8t;y 0.1' -rmys • 
. . , .. ... 
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:fI\md.ament4\lly th1e teohnique represents a wa)" :in .. hiGh the .ubjoot may 
d.escribe bis .everal inteJ'l1al frame. ot retereaoe or his • ."..ra1 .. 1ft. 
nellabtU.t)". it the tena 1. to be used. varies from eon to 110ft. and 
within IIOrt., that i*. the Idol Hlt would vary le.,. both between 
pereou and between aaSn1,tl"fttlou tor any ODe per80D.. thaD. the It ... l 
.elf. The Q eon 1. le., suitable tor be1ow-a .. erage eubjeeta and 1s 
-
diffioult to admi.a1,tel" ud handle on alar,. aoale. 
Bi»w'Nr. i aon. haft be. tound ueetul 1ft limalya1. of the pro ••• 
ot p'yoh1atf'io diapo.l. and the ohang •• oooUl'l'iDg in patient aD4 
therapitrt beton. du.riD&. and ~.r peyobothere.py. 
G. Eftluatioa. In thi. MOtion the various methods are critics1 •• whiob ue 
1. S teoha1gue !!!.9. flO I't e. 
Jl>wnr (H,e. p. 361-3.,,) :in hie exten.iv. rev1_ ot Q ~niqu. 
oonolwle4 that ueither R _r q conceived respeotlvely aa correlation ot 
- -
'hat. and correlation 01.' persons. &i .... u. a 'na.t1.tl.8 ot the indi-
ndual. t A8 already D>ted. R and Q teolmique8 both presuppose a 
- -
(1) It .wiu ditter8l1Qe. 1a raeana. 
(2) It tail' to ahow oha.n&e. in intensity of trait. only. 
(3) S1D.oe it._ are only 1a oompantl .... po81tlons. mental health OJ' 
a4juatmeat 01' impl"O'f' .. t 18 only a ohange in &pproximatloD in 
C1. 
(4) The Id~l sort tor S)m I9Ubjeots ~ay represent "like to be .. " !'or 
oth~r. "should be." and tor atlll others fl bltmd. ot thelie t."l\IO. 
(5) In S, as i.n fl.ny p~nJOnality inVtmtoT,f. one 1i,Um. oonsider the 
1"98P01'160S to the Btat~n.ents :not as int~rpMnt1ona (If met, but 8' 
':'he tn1tial oritioism or Uowror fJt'MmS either to if1lOre or discount 
studies such as the 09 by Stephenaon (180. p. 255-268). In this study 
on Boger, the 2)atient exeouted fifteen aorta on himself', md staphenllOD 
e:r.:trncted and &.nIi\lyaed three orders ot taotora. 
The t1rst th~ oritic! .... cater in tho :ta.ot that S. meuauret 
roh:tl'"., rather "han absolute. value.. 'fhi. i, tJ"\UI, but .a the 
ObS9t"fttions of o"ther critica, to be Pl'GI.UW.ted later, will abow. the 
absolute 8oa18 has ahortoomin&& or ita own. 
The significance ot the sorts 1;0 t.be 8ubjeot oan be olarifi.d by 
explioit inatx'Uotlona or by requiring aopanlte aorta M oacb or the •• 
overlappiD& areal. 
2. AblOluto ratM!l _aleth 
Nu:H1'OUS .W41 •• WON oonduoted b whlob the judg •• and subjeots 
rated th •• el't'H =<1 others OD an ab801vte. ...ther than on a Hlatt.,._ 
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point 8cales. The early critical observations pointed to the nature ot 
the er1'O:' made by the judges in rating the subjects. 
Bronf'en'brenner and Dempsey (29) concluded that there were four k1ndl 
or errors made by judge., 
(1) Error in eatimat1.rlg the level at which the other person is respond. 
ing, i.e., rating himself' consistently high or low_ 
(2) Error of' enimatin.g the range within 'Whioh the other person may 
expre.8 himself. e.g •• trom tour to six on a ten-point soale. 
(S) Errors in estimating dirterences among persona, e.g., il A strongel 
than B on this trait. 
(4) Errors in estimating difterence. within persons, e.g., the other 
person i. high on trait (a), low on trait (b), and medium on 
neither. 
lumerou. other methodologioal studie. and critioisms oame tram a 
group lILt the University ot Illinois. Osgood and Suci (151) developed .. 
method for analysis of personality profiles in terms of D, a mea.ure ot 
-
distanoe explai.1wd below. Somewhat independently, Cronbaoh and Gleser 
(49) became interested in this meuure and extended the applications ot 
~ to a variety ot methods tor asses8ing similarity between personality 
profiles. They found that previous attanpta to measure similarity 
encountered numerous ditficulties. They otfer the tollowing explazaa-
tiona tor the occurrenoe ot these problems. 
(1) Similarity hall been regarded as a general quality, instead ot 
referring to the speoific dimensions to be com.pared. 
ci3 
(2) Ova:'-::i!.ll 8imilari'ty i$UOTes dii'i'eranoes be-c;ween. persons in. 
spflcifio area. 
(3) .Absolu.te interpretation of an index ;;)f similarity suoh a.s a corre-
lation is unwarranted beoause factors other than the acouracy of 
perception may account ror the silnilarity. 
(4) 'rhe Beale units may not be comparable. The psychological di.tance 
bfJ'tween any two item. in a S. sort may not be the same. 
Aa an improved measuring technique they propos. D. which is equal to 
-
the square root of the sum 01" the differenoes between anyt'WO persolUl 
on the separate itau sql1flred. They 
• • • conceive ot the tfllts as ooordinatea aDd each 
persont s 8cor. set as a po1nt in the test space. then 
distance_ between point., computed by the D measure" are 
an index of similarity between score aeta.- (151. p. 412) 
While this measure 1. comparable to Q they believe ~ ilS superior on the 
grounds that the dii'ference between profiles 1. not taken into aocount 
in Q .• 
In his recent .tucty. Fiedler (69) used ~ to measure the extent of 
the A.sumed Similarity betw-.n his .ubjeots and found this methodolog 
made large 8cale computations more workable. 
Gage and Cronbaoh (86) presented an extensive summary ot the 
methodological problem. that have confronted them and other researcher. 
in the area of personal peroeption. They distinguished tour major 
components in the experimental situation, Judge, other, Input, Out ... 
tak.. The agent and aotivities a.soolated with some of the •• compo-
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nent. are discu.sed. 
The JudGe i8 the person whom the experimenter meaSUNa. the Judge 
obaerves end re.te. or .aoribes the Other. In this proce... t1IO laotors 
auat be dietinguished. (a) The degree of acquaintanoe of the Judge 
with the Oth.r. Th. Judge may be well aoquainted or only sU,ghtly 
aoquainted. (b) The degree ofatterpolatlo1'1, that i., the extent to 
which the Judg. mu.t depart from immediate obaenations in hit rat1D& 
ot the Other and <In.won experienoe, and deTelop new kmwledge tro. 
inte,..ce. 
!he Other 1. the perlOll whom the Judge rate.. In a8kiDg the Judge 
to predin, it 1. important 'bo consider what he i. predicting about 
Other.. (a> perlOn. 1n general, (b> a partioular category of peraona, 
(0) a pani.ular group, (d) an 11'1d1'91.dua1, or (e) an indiTidual on a 
partioular oooa.lon. 
A.ourao: ot Jud,.·. rating of Other oan be realistically u •••• ed 
only when (x) the Judge-. R_l Self, (y) the Judge-. Prediction ot 
Other, and (a) the Other's Real Se1t are compared. Comparing th •• e 
ratings, (y) With (.) i. tel'JHd. Aoouracy, (x) with (I), R_l Similarity 
(x) with (1). A •• umed Similarity. Bend.r and Haatorf (IT) u.ed and 
extended the •• conMpts a. cU.d Fiedler, in the study oited abo.,. (82). 
DininguishiDg atereotyped and differential aocuracy, the tomer 
.ight be de.oribed as the ability to prediot the pooled response. of .. 
giYe oategory ot perlOnl. the latter, the ability to ditterentiate 
between bdivi4uala in a .pecific category. In endea'tOring to get at 
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the ability to prltdiot, experimenter .hould obtain .oore. aD Judge'. 
(a) ability to predict the next larger 01all8 to which the Other belo~s, 
and (b) ability to predict bow the Other deviate. trom the ml'!ll ot hi. 
01 ..... 
In measuring ditterential and stereotyped aoouraoy, it is reoomm-.nd-
eelt 
(1) It Judge prediot. respon.e. ot several Others, :;':'x}erilllenter should 
determille the a"'erage Otlwr, and the .. Terage at the Judg •• on that 
it_. 
(2) It Judge preclS.ot. tor seYeral Others, isperimenter should 8001'8 
eaem prediction at OM Other against the respon.e. at the remaiD1nc 
oth.r. fhi. oonnltutel the plyohologioal "ahanoe" balil. 
(S) !he oeDsOlaUB and Wl.oonaoiou. pradiation. ot the Judee oan be com-
par.d in thil .. aY'. The oen.oiou. prediotiona are 1D&de when the 
Judge prediots what the ave rag. at the Others will be. fhe tU1OOfl-
80iou. predicrtion. ar. elt1mated by .imply ..... rag1Dg the prediot1o 
he make. on the ae",.ral Others. 
AddltioBal taotors that must b. oonsid.red are the Judge'. f.elings 
toward the Other, po.itiT. or n.gati .... , and the Judge's implioit 
per-so_lity theory. Some ot the above concepts .. ere introduced and 
many 8xplo!'8d mo nt thorouply by Cronbaoh (41) in hi. earlier aniol •• 
S. IDterme4i!':!7~. 
Gqe, Leavitt, and StoM (91) dilou_ed .xt.nsi .... ly the concept of 
int.medial')" key. in the analYSi8 ot perllODality profilea. Th ••• key. 
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are to be applied to ratiIl&& made on a two to tive-pout soale. The 
keys represent etati.tioallymeaaurable equiYalents ot psychologioal 
tram.s ot reterenoe that the Judge use. ~ otten UBOOl18eiouly. in hls 
ratlDg ot the subjeot. 
One group ot keys 1. termed !. priori, that ls. the Judge tends to 
respond 1n these oharaoteristio mamers independently ot the atbaulua 
.ituation. They inolude the follOwings (1) Aoquie.oenoe. tendenoy 
to answer questions in atfirmatiTe, (2) h:vorabilitZt tendenoy to 
answer que.tions in sooially acoeptable manner, (3) Ad3ustment. 
que.tiona answered 80 a. to indioate adjustment. 
The •• OOM group ot keys 11 obtained by varying iJUftruotions to the 
Judge.. They inolude the tollowing. (4) ~ Similarit: between 
Judge and Other contrasted with A88ume4 Similarly. the.e te1'1ll8 .ere 
<tet1nGd and used by Gage and Cronbaoh (86h (6) Sterootuec the .xtent 
to whioh the Judge think. the other i. typical ot a subgroup. suGh as 
average perlOll. teacher. or oolle,e student, (6) ~h.r !!. Eel'Oei.,..4 ... 
Other' • .!!!! e!roeptlont contra.t between the Subject's l"atiug on him-
.elt and (a) the Judge-s opinion ot the other and (b) the Judge t • 
opinion .. a to how the Subject s ... him.elt, (7) Modal prediotion. 
(a) tor eaoh it_ the aTerage rat1Dg ot a group ot judges on a single 
-
aubjeot. (b) tor eaoh item. the aTerage rating on se .... ra1 subjeots by a 
-
single Judge, (8) Jfcdal .!!!!-de.oription. the maDller in whioh the 
ma.iorlty ot Subjects desoribe them.el.,.. •• 
Suggestion. are ottered that keya may be appropriately used it they 
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meet the oriteria ot (a> internal consistenoy. (b) independen.oe ot 
other keys. (0) oomparisons with additional prediotions ot others. The 
authors reooDlmend that only items ot Real Di8similarity in whioh Judge 
and other difter be uMd in measuring aocuraoy. 
Oronbaoh (48) again reviews some ot the later developments in this 
area. Although m.~h ot hill lIOrk i8 still ill the exploratory stage he 
otters the following augge&tlons for turther studiel. 
(l) It selt peroeption and perception of amther are both compared to 
some oriteria. and it peroeption ot lelt d1l1Oriminates. there is DO 
need to gp to peroeptions 0 t Other. 
(2) OTer-all measures 01' similarity are u8ually m18lead~. In 
aotuaU.ty there is 8eldom over-all similarity between protiles. 
Usually similarity ooours only in oertain areas, and these snould 
be studied. 
(3) In analysing the Judee, experimenter should study either (a) the 
Judge'lil perceptions on many Others to 0 btain the Jud(.e's per8On&1 
map ot the world, or (b) many Judges' peroeptions ot a sin&le 
subjeot. 
F1edler (69) pre.cts a method olose to the ultimate in simplioity 
in interpersonal peroeption using a type ot rating based. on the 
Semantio Difterential of 08good (152). He found a po8iti," relation 
betwee:a. pertonunoe and ratings on best and least-liked oo.-.orker8. 
Oonolusions. Many of the oriti01sm8 at_ from the unsuitability 
ot any method 110 tar devised for rating personality and evaluatin& the 
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aoouracy ot it. judgment •• 
It Q i8 used, there is no way to detenuine (1) whether all items 
-
have the same soale value tor the subject, or (2) whether the median 
itam. for Judgo A i. higher or lower or the same as the median it_ tor 
Judge I, and (3) what ia the measure 01' scatter. 
Ji)wever, it the Judge rate. Other on a 10ur to six-point 8cale, 
this permits (l) greater treedom at response, sinoe there are 130 torced 
ohoice., and (2) ditterentiation as to elevation. Hevenheless, it a 
tour-point seale i. used on seventy-five to one hundred items, the 
ehrm.ce taotors beoome increasingly high and muat be considered in 
evaluating the .1milarity. In a Q eon, aa a rule, there are eight or 
-
l'J.ine categori.s. 
the Judge, rating on a tour to .ix-point 80ale, conceivably might 
DOt use oategorie. 0_ or aix. Bowever. 'When the Judge u.e. the Q 
-
sort, the exper11llenter i. sure that the Judge will u.e all the oat ... 
~ries. However, in ratings .uGb as tW.e used by Fiedler (69), the 
use at .. six-point _ale with twenty-tour items make. more di.crimina-
ti,," ratirl6s po.sible. Yet, over a .eventy-81x to ODe hundred it_ 
sort, the pollibility tor aeourlDi, a discriminative rating 1IOuld se_ 
to be rather .11m. 
The inte1'lllediarr keys repre.eDt various trame. at reterence on the 
part ot the Judge 111 eftluatbag the 8ubjeot. The authors "gard th_ 
at least 111 part ... kinds at errors. !he writer considers th_ more aa 
trame. 01' reterenoe Within 1Ibiob the Judge rates the Other. The tea-
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turenot previously mentioned is that tor some Judge. their "en.lua-
tions" of others might be almost exolusively oategorizeable in terms ot 
these intermediary keys. In other words,. their peroeptions are Ii :mas. 
of stereotypes snd patterns. Tlle only reasons their judgments are 
"correot" is because the Others Ineet these stereotypes to some extent 
in the aorts on themselves. 
Furthermore, the oonoept ot "error" in perception i8 au unfortunate 
one. For everyday conversation it is suitable, oonvenient, and mean-
ingM. B:nrever, in Fiedler's (69) study, tor example, the concept i_ 
not used. Rather, a oomparison is made between the manner of peroep-
tion of the sucoesBtul and le.8 suooessful members. Emphasis i8 plaoed 
on similarities and ditterenoe. in perception ot co-worker. without 
_pecific concern as to who was ·correct." 
Ultimately, for an understanding or these processes an explanation 
lIlust include e. denonatration ot how factors .. , b~ and 0 in Judge A gaTe 
rise to perception ot trait x in Subject S as y,. and laotors A" 0, and 
g in Judge B gaTe rise to peroeption of trait x in S a8 I. It>re 
extensive and dy-artematic exper1m.entation than any conduoted up to this 
time would be required tor an explanation of this kind. Currently" 
persoDAl peroeption is still in the exploratory phas •• 
H. Summary" The research in this area has led to the .formulation ot methodo-
logioal procedure. for further stUdies more frequently than it has reault 
in well validated conclusions. A MOst oertain conclusion is the extreme 
Jll,IJ1ber of variables whioh must b. controlled or at leaR evaluated in the 
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experimental situation. 
At least tive groups of variables are distinguishable, judge, subjeot, 
traits perceived, 1n£erenoes. desoriptions. In many of theae tive oate-
gorie. the varianoe within 1s probably &s great &8 the va.rianoe between 
oategories. If'unherm.ore, there are judges who perceive oert&in trait. more 
aocura.tely in speoU1.0 subjeota under 80me oonditiona than under others. 
Further, re.ults are influenoed by the mutual attitudes of like or dislike 
ot judge and subjeot. Relations between the judges' perception. of 00-
• .n°kers and their job per.formflDH were demonstrated. 
Q 80rts and rating lOale. were both uHCl extensinly. Eaoh technique 
-
has oertain adva.ntages and limitation.. leither approaoh ia entirely 
suitable nor gl'Osaly inadequate. A simple approaell is reooDlllleded. It a 
judge'. rating on himselt i8 related positiTely to 80me oriterion, it i. 
unnecessary to explore the oharaoteristios ot his peroeption ot another 
per80n. 
the u.ual oriterion tor ucuraoy ot perception was how 01os8 is the 
judge-a estimate to the 8ubjeot t • peroeption of himself or the other 
judge.- peroeption ot the subjeot. The majority ot the studies treated the 
prooes. at personal per.eption as an aot ot judgmental acouraoy and error 
rather than in terms of faotor. influenoing the perceptual prooeaa itself. 
Finally" the problem. at aoouraoy center a around thiu If a judge and 
subjeot are highly s1milar in temull at their s.lf sorts, it the judge's 
prediction is very olose to the subjeot t s 80rt, the questlon arl.e.: 1. 
this peroeived similarity or projeotion? Only it there is low Real 
11 
Similarity and high aocuracy may 116 'be sonlOWhat aure 'the prediction is 
baaed on p~roopt10n. 
Appare!ltly there is no l1mplo l:uethodolo@;loal 101.;10 tor det.,rm1n1ng 
Whether Real Similarity between judge and subj.ot 18 aot.ually perce1vod 01" 
p!Ojeoted.. li)W$'?er. it'the queat1olUU'rl.rG MS TU..."V i:tans. t..~& U.kelih:>od of' 
hi€;h Real Si.mil.r.1:~y b.trween subject and judge decreaa&8. 
'lh. m.,thodolo~ haa been h1rly extanaively dofined. tb.e experimenta-
tion gtmfJ't'ally explonto1"1. yet ~t eXbenain in tho area of percep-
tion va. perf\:)!'1mm.oe. ltlWevM"" tIl$ reoent tonmletlou Oil the .. tal 
proo ••••• ooou!'T'ing bet_en Input and OUttako 0.1""8 rather aketohy. tid. 
act1T1ty baa been treated by the ph11olJOpMrs. but the anpha.ei~ hae beea 
pr:i..marll,. on broad pl"inoiples. ruher t.h&n opena.tloDftl oono.pte. 
The t"ormulat1on of the 'prestm:t oxpel"1mfm:t tbllowa. 
OHAP'.rER III 
Disoussion 
In the last chapter the review ot the literature disclosed that lUlLy 
areas and aspects ot the probl.em ot personal perception haTe been explored.. a. 
rather comprehenBive methodology suggested tor future re •• reh. but perhaps 
only a f_ .ystematic series of e xperlments conducted. An example would be the 
project in Whioh the relation was explored between All '.ndi vidual. IS Perception 
ot his co-worker. and hi. on-the-job performance. However, in moat areas the 
i,8ues are more olearly defined than 18 tho experimental lIOrk eoncl'Q.81v.h 
the writer believes that one topic deserving ot more attention and 
more exteusi ve exploration is the rele.tionehip between the Judge' 8 perception 
of him.elt and hi. perception ot another. While this question has been ex-
plored in general, what i. intended here i8 to uncover the relationship between 
the atructural teatures ot the Judg.'. perception ot him.elt and hi. accuraoy 
in peroei'ring the Subjeot. Bowever .. in vi_ ot the stereotyping ot peroeption 
reported in numeroul .tudi .... there will probably be many generali.ed teature. 
at perception which hold for moat Judge., rather than numerous patterns unique 
to the 1n.di vidual Judge. One example at this generalisation ot pattems lIOuld 
be that the Id ... l Se-haa of the Judge. would. ohaDge le81 over a two-year period 
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than the Real S~l"'$. 
l"tlrthenoore" the .... r in .niGh the Judge.' perception of a Subjeet 
is lntl.uec$d. by their own intemal sta.t..,.....! r 1 t i8 ., tntlu..."cad.-woul4 
probably be best exploNd. it a ,rou.p or Judgee nll ra'ted the sane Subjaot. lD 
this m.y tho stbNlu$ 1s the om. tor all Judges, and. oonaequent1y, a. 1"818ot1ft13 
siml1ar ranee of t"eaotion 1Il!i)u14 be expected fbI" mtch ~rud:3(" !fowever. if' the 
Subjeot interaots wi:i;h the Jud&es in ~. WAy I he ?l'Obably would not oontrtitute 
~m identical "!mulua peroeptue.l1y f>or &a<m indb1.dual .. but only eo hi£hly .tId.-
le.r one. 
l'f~ photogJ"aphs O'r a 1l1Otion. plGtun used rather than a lire situa-
tion, the stimulu8 val"ie;b111t)" lICuld 'be ~,.. rigorously m1n1. .... 1.ed. But then 
'bhe entire operation \'IOuld 'be unreel18't1oa.lly N!IIOved from t.be day-tct-day 
peneptul processea of the Jud,.. w.s their adult 11 veil be viewed as maldJt& 
pro..1"'1o. I'bout lIOYie at.ra. 
In lO!Ile of 1Jhe , .. .sou. st1141 .. lt was deirlJJlUltrated that UIlOOn8oloWl 
facton and trait ... bout whiGh the Judgea wont 4er .. ln tAmAe4 to mod.ity the 
Judge.' rat~. ot the Subject. It the 8elf' Mlt1nt;. or some .tudge. could be 
dHoribed &II deteulft, the nhtion b ....... n their •• It rat1n&:_ an4 their 
ratlt11a 011 the hbject GOuld be ooapa.N4 wtth Judges 'Who wre 1 •• , 4et .. 1T~h 
%a brier. the writ ... zlt attept in the present study to ob.el"'fll the 
e:Rent to whioh a ,roup of JlIdS.' ~ 1ft thelr peroept,lon 01 ... 1n&le lubjeo'b, 
and. the to deteNine whether there e.re patterns of' peroeptioD true tor I'll, all I 
it DOt, whfther the lD41'ridual 'WVtabllity te attrlbutabl. 110 ta ..... 1"eftale4 
In thei .. pe,""lou ot ~lwe. !M foll.owi.D& bJpo't __ .... ad ___ • 
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General ~th.ae8 t 
If e. group 01' Judge. ueing a personality inventory m&lte ratings both 
on themeelns end On a Subject who, in tum, rate. him.elf, then the 
Judge.' ratings of the Subject will fbllow (1) general patterns des· 
crlptive 01' the entire group of Judges, and (2) individual pattern. 
accounting for differenoea between Judges. 
Referring to the general pattern., the hypothesis to be tested i, 
thi,. n. Judge.- rat1Dg. of the Subject .10. primarily from their 
peroeptions of them.elves, rather than from their obsern.tionl of the 
Subject. 
Reterring to the individual patterns. the hypothesis to be tested b 
this: The degree ot acouracy with which the indhidual Judge- s ratings 
ot the SUbject approximate the Subject' 8 rating of himselt is related 
to .ertain feature. tound in. the Judge- s rating of him.elt. 
the hypothe.e. cited above are not readily susoeptible to lingle 
statisti.al teats, but rather are more etfioaOiously explored with .everal 
approache.. Consequently, they are subdivided by speoifio hypothe.ea relative 
to the group end indi Tidual patterns. 
8eeoitio ~th .. e •• 
1. Pertaining to group pattern a • 
a. The Judg.s- rating. of the subject approximate their rating. of th_-
selvea, rather than the Subjeot's rating of him.elt. 
b. The Perceived Similarity between Judge and Subject is greater than the 
Real 81m.ilar1l1y. 
o. 'lhe Judges' rating. of the Subject approximate the Judge.' Ideal 
Selves and the Subject's Ideal 8elf, rather than the Jud,e.' Real 
Selves and the Subject·. Real Selt. 
cl. The Judge.' ratings of the Subject approximate the average of the othe '" 
Judge.' rating ot the Subjeot, rather than tho •• of the Subjeot oa 
himselt. 
e. The Judges' ntings on themselve. in terms of the way they bel1eve thfl 
Subjeot would rate th .. approxtaate first the Judge.' Social Selves. 
next their Real Selves, and last their Ideal Selve •• 
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2. Perta111in~ to indiVidual ,?atternsl 
a. As a Judge's Real Self more closely approximates his Ideal Selt. the 
Judge'. rating or the Subject more 010.ely approximate. the Subjeottl 
rating on himself. 
b. As the Judge' e ratings on hi>'1salf beoome more stereotyped. the Judge's 
ratings 0 r the Subject decrease in acourac;y. 
o. A.s certain logioal pairs among the J'udge' a ratings on himaelf inorea •• 
in similarity, the Judge's accuracy in re:ting th:} Subject increases. 
d. !he most aocurate and least accurate Judges differ from one another 1n 
both the struoturiag and ooBtent ot the items they U.8 in rating them-
selves. 
Discus.ion ot terms used 
;..;;. ...... ..;.;...-- - ---
In the above hypothe.es the term Judt;. refers to the individual who.e 
prooesses 8.re studied. The Subject is the indiTi".ual peroel ved, rated, or 
described. The process or evaluation in the hypothese. 1s referred to a. 
rating. The term personal peroeption is used in the 11 terature to refer to 
perceptions of other persons. Peroeption as used in this study is synonymous 
with observation. 
A distinction ia made between the processes of judgment and projeotiol • 
Both are related to perception in 80me way. The definition of peroeption 1D. 
the conceptual aenae offered by Verplanok (200&. p. 23) reada. 
• • • a hypothetioal internal $Tent of unspeoified nature controlled 
lar,.ly by eztenut.l stimulation (but sometim .. &180 by stat. 'ftriable. 
such as habit and drive). Such events are otten treated f1S though 
they were the true controller. ot behavior. 
Run •• (161a. p •• Ia) pre •• uta thi. detiaition ot the produot ot peroeption. the 
peroept. 
• • • The peroept 0 r vehiole ot perception con.1st. of aotually 
given sen.e qualitie. supplemented by imaginatively supplied qualities 
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which on the balis of earlier experienc. are a.oribed 1;0 the p.ro.iTe4 
obj.ot. 
In brief. in t.rms 01' the topicS a. discU8 •• d here. the peroept il a 
fusion 01' the data from the Judge himself' and trom the Subject. It the data 
trom the Subjeot pr.dominates. the proo.ss may be termed judgment. It the data 
trom the Judge predominate •• the prooe .. may be termed projection. 
Varlou. other terms ar. used in a specific way in this treatment. 
Real Similarity reters to the comparison between the Judge's sort on him.elt 
and the corresponding sort of the Subjeot on himselt. Perceived Similarity is 
the relation between the Judge" neal Selt and his rating on the Subjeot. 
Multiple rating. reter to the leveral sorts perfurmed by both the Judges and 
the Subj.ot. th. experimental prooedure used to t.st the hypothes.s follows. 
Subjeots 
lfinet .. n stUdents from a ,en.ral psyoho logy clas 8 in the Day Arts 
diTiaion ot a mid-.... st university, together with their instructor. partioipated. 
in this exp.riment. Although five other members of' the olal ... ere a.ked to 
complete the experiment, their lIOrk could DOt b. used beoause a preliminary 
inspeotion disolosed that it was eith.r inoomplet. or don. oarel ••• ly. 
The participants were fr.shmen and sophomores. In gen..ral. they .ere 
from the upper middle clasa socio-economio background. Fourteen were mal •• , 
tiTe were female.. The age range extend.d from 17.9 to 24.5 with a m.ean ot 
19.1 and a median ot 19.2. 
.,., 
fit to explore the peroeptual ad evaluatift proo ••••• ot DOvi .... rather tbaa 
exp.rt.. their ill8truotor ft. u.ad ae Subjeot beoause the atudeDt. had .. "ron-
mat ely the .ame opportUD1tle. aDd length ot tim. to beoome ""quainted with b1m 
and to ob •• rve him. Thl'Oupout the pre.entation the student. are termed Judg •• , 
the in.truotol'. Subjeot. 
r,gaterial • 
.s. ~. To penait an 0\j"t1 ..... aat1:u.ta ot ~. tntarper80DAl p ..... 
00/>t100 ot the Judge •• the Q IOrt oaapo.ed by n«Ue .. (11) from .tat_ent. 
. -
or1giaally written bJ' Murray (202. p. 142-242) \18M u .. d. 'fhi. Q eort oo:aa1et. 
-
ot a .elie. ot .... ty ... 1x .tataeat.. 'l'he oontent of each atat •• at repre •• Dt. 
an attitude. a pareo_lit,. trait. or a pattam of "hanoI'. Un.like the 80rt 
u,ed by Bo,a ... and Dymond (160) the •• ita. are 1 ••• obv1o\lal,. d .. oripti .... ot 
tnd.t.. tbi. partioular feature 1. di •• u ••• d tun ... in the, p .... 81'1tatioJl ot 
r •• ult.. Th •• tatemeate are reproduoed 1n Appendix 11. 
R.cord rom.. The "114& ....... 1utNoted to reoor4 their patten1 ot 
response. on .peai .. l tonaa. Six ton • .. ere g1"._ to ea. Judge. one .tor eaah 
of the IOrt.. A GOP)' ot 1:h1l ta:rra appear. in Appendix III. 
Inetl'UOtion!.!.i!! Although the lnatruotiou ..... gt'YQ to the &I'OUp 
verbally. wIth blaokboard llluatratioll. to aid ol ... ltloatioa. an la.tnotloa 
sheet ...... alao b1vea which aU!mllarlled the purpose ot the acrt and the prooedu.re 
to be to 110w". A copy appeare in Appaa41x IV. 
Pos' Sort qw,etlotUlalre. Ane .. completing the .1x sort., the Judg •• 
--
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•• re •• ked to 1"'111 Oelt a questiom:.r.lre. The queetloM were concerned with the 
atllOW'lt ot time speut, .. ktoh aorta were tbund most ,urtiO\llt. which most 8imilar 
and the Judges' reaction to the telk. 'this tona 11 reproduced in Appendix V. 
Inatruotions ~ !!!!. Jw:lle.. The inatruotlcna &$ mentioned above .ere 
firet c.teUYered verbally aoooJRpall1ed by illustrations. the ,_eral pUrpoH ot 
the experiment was explained in order to motivate them to perform the ta.at: 
thoughtfully and caretully. The verb .. l instructions were eimib.l· to the l'lritt 
inatruct1on.. lhey aJ'e presented in Appendix VI. Concerning the instructions. 
in brief. the Judgea were a.ked to ... sign eacb atateent to one ot n.ine cat ... 
gorl0.. J\ given nU81ber 01' statements wer8 to be plued in each &rOup. 1110 
numbor of statements to b. a.siped. to each ot the nine oatego rie. i. lilted 
below and approximate ... normal dietrtbution. 
Group I II III 
-
IV 
-
v VI VI! 
-
VltI IX 
lwabe .. 1 1 15 26 13 7 1 
thea. nine cat8&Qriee represent a oon~inUDB rangl~ from the state-
ment leaat desoriptive in O$te&Or.y I to the statement moat d.scripti .... 1B oate-
The etudents wen asked to do .ix .epa.rate sort., three on th __ 
aely ••• two on tn. inatruotor. 61ld one on the relutiolt 'Ot the instructor to 
them.elfts. 'the innruetor oospleted only the three sorta on himself. Eaoh 
sort wa. to be recorded on a s.p.rate tom. These sons are described below. 
The abb ... v1atio1'l8 listed with each sort WiU be used throughout the remainder 
ot th1s 41 ••• rtatlon to id.entity the aorta. the.e aorts are, 
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J-l. Social Selt. 
In this rort the Judge rates himself as he believes other people 
perceive him. In dealing with other people an individual might teel that most 
people understand certain aspeots of his lite and personality much the same as 
he does. However, people might peroeive or evaluate certain charaoteristics in 
a distorted manner and ignore other traits. Consequently, the Sooial Self is 
distinguished from the fbilowing sort. 
J-2. Real Self. 
this sort represent. the way the person perceives himselt. Be de-
scribes himself as he believes he iI,' regardless of how other people have 
described him in the past, or the ourrent opinions ot him he believes they 
hOld. lor does he present him.elf as he would like to be) this Bet of conoepts 
i8 called tor in the next sort. 
J-3. Ideal Selt. 
In this sort he described himself' as he 'WOuld like to be. While 
noting previously what traits he aotually possessed, he might feel that some or 
many of these oharacteristics are undesitable in respect to their relative 
strength or weakness in his personality. Consequently, this sort describes the 
manner of' man he" would like to be. 
J-4. Judge's perception 2!.. Sub3eot. 
this sort represents the way the Judge sees the Subjeot. low in 
evaluating another person, an individual may concentrate on the traits and 
charaoteristics ot the other person as the observer leel them. The Judge 
auswere these items in terms ot the way he sees the Subjeot. rather than the 
eo 
.8:Y he believes thG Subject might see him .. lt. 
!.:!.. Judge's intenntation 2!. Subjeot'.!' .!.!!! 2..8rceptlon. 
In this t!'lsk the Judge infer!'! or estimates how the Subject peroeive. 
himself. This sort requires the .Judge to enter the Subject's trame ot retereno4 • 
fhit eftluation is more complex .. as it inwlves the evaluation ot the Subject 
a8 the Subject perceives himself. 
J ... 6. Judgl1l~8 J(erceEt1on ~>f' ~ ftl ~ Subjeot t'eryeiTes ~. 
the Judge sorts the statements as he b~11eTe. the Subjeot would rate 
him. This description probably calls to 1" the mo st complex peroept'Ual pattern 
of the set .. because the Judge is asked to perceive through two tn..e. of 
reference. First .. his peroeption of the Subject .. and secondly, how the Sub-
ject's peroeptual pattern lntl'Uenoes his evnl'Uat1on of him, the Judge. 
'lhe Subject rates himself' in only the first three aorts referred to 
a. Sooial Self (J-l), Reni Self (J-2). and Ideal Self (J-3). 
Reoordi5 !!!.!!.!!... 
Eaoh .tatement ot the Q IOrt has been assigned a nUlllber. The nUIRber 
-
of eaoh stat.ent was r800rde4 on the record form in the proper oategoriest 
I, II .. eto. A separate reoord. sheet was used tor each sortingl aeal .. Ideal .. 
etc. 
The poat 80rt qu .. tionnaire was used. to determine the amount ot oare 
exeroised in sorting the Itatemat ... the extent of the st'Udent's ego in"901Te-
mem. Thi ..... 1 interred trom. questions coneemiDi the amount ot time spent on 
the sort .. the aort. found moat difficult, and the IOrts thought to be most 
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similar. Marked d",iat10n. from the expected pattern. in the.e answers cast 
doubt on the validity of the particular student's record. 
Furthermore. after the .tudents had completed their aorts. the 
reoorda were inspeoted. Sorts done in a oareless. incorreot. or arbitrary 
manner .ere excluded r~ the study. The Q eorts that oom:olied with inatruc-
- -
tiona .ere u.ed. 'lhe data was plaoed on 11M carda for machine calculation. 
ot produot moment correlation.. fhe presentation of the data followS. 
OHAnER IT 
PRESENTlITION AND ANALYSIS 0' THE DATA 
In thi8 .. ction the following plan will be followed in pr.s.ting 
the results ot thil .xpertm.ut. 
A. General anal;yaiB ~ :!!!.~. The methods of oomputing the datA and the 
g •• ral characteri.tic. will b. dilcu ... d. fbil mat. rial appli.s to all 
of the hypoth.... in som. way. 
B. Analy.i. ~ ~ .pecit'io hypoth..... Each ot the sp.oif10 hypothese. are 
put to statistioal t.et. and the data arrang.d. In each ot the.e seot1olll 
thil plan tollow., 
1. a •• tat_., of the specifio hypothesi •• 
2. Diacu.a1on. desoription, aDd det1nition of tena. it neoe .. ary. 
S. Presentation in tabular torm ot the results of the .tatistical treat-
ment. Thi. will inolud •• 
a. Ranking 0 f the correlation •• 
b. Oomputation ot the aYera,e r tor each .et. 
o. R&Dking of the oorrelatioo and the computations ot rank- between 
•• t. of correlation •• 
d. Computation ot ohi square or the Fra_an te.t tor ••• essing the 
difterence between groups ot correlation •• 
4. Diacu •• ion and conclusion. 
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• General analyais ~.!!!!.!!.!.!. 
'irat, the six aorta of eaoh Judge and the three aorts of the Subject 
ere interoorrelated. Th1a prooedure yielded thlrty.sb: Pearson produot mom.ent 
correlations tor eaoh at the nineteen subjects. The.e correlations appear in 
the tables of Appendioe. VII and VIII. Each Judge is aSSigned a code letter. 
The data are arranged so that the high eorrelations are grouped toward the top 
lett of the page. For eaoh pair the average r i. presented. Average r 11 mt 
computed direotly. The .eparated correlations are tranalated into z score., 
which are then 8\81.ed and averagH. the avera-g.e z i. translated into an averag 
r. Throughout the study. all reterenoe. to average r have been computed in thi 
way. 
A. might be expeoted, the high oorrelations are between the various 
sorts the Judges mad.e on them.elves and the sorts of' the Subject on himself. 
The lowellt correlations are comparisons between the sorts of the Subjeot and 
those ot the Judge. 
The highest intercorrelation. are between the Judge.' rating on the 
Subject and the Judges' perception of the way the Subject rate. himselt (.1-4) 
(.1-5). Thi. 1. a measure of What Gage (89) referred to ae the difterence be-
tween perceiving the Other (.1-4) and aeauming the role ot the Other (.1-5). 'lhe 
range ot correlations between 1.00 and .15. with an average r of .80, .eeme to 
indioate that most of the Judge. either tailed to perceive a d1fference between 
these two modes of response or aotually saw the Subjeot as rating himself much 
as they would rat. him. 
On the other hand. the correlations between the Judge,' Real Selv •• 
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d the Sub.jeot'. Ideal Self (8-3) are the lowe.t. the average r betw.en (S-3) 
d (1-2) 18 -.01. This is the .am. as the av.rage r be'tween (' .. 4) (S-2) and 
(1-5) (S-2). Becau.e of the olosene •• of the.e .easure. tor most of the Judge., 
sort 1'1111 be compared with the other sort. rather than both (1-4) and 
(.1-5). 
!he in.truct1on. to the Judges or (J-5) were to rat. the Subjeot 8S 
hey thought he 1II:)uld rate him •• lf. This (J-5) sort .hould be the oompl_ent ot 
he Subject-. (S-2) or Real Self. Consequ.ntly, (1-5) i. u.ed, Th. analysis ot 
he specific hypoth •••• fOllaw8 • 
• Analysi. ~~ .pecific h~th.8.S. 
1. Relative ~ group pattern •• 
a. ~th •• ist Th. Judie.' rating. ot the Subject approximate their 
ratng. 01 them.alva., rather than tha Subject'. rating ot him •• lf. 
One ot the tundea.ntal purpose. of thb study is to determ1ne 
what i8 the perceptual core around Which the Judge m.ake. his rating' 
on the Subject. In this experiment a vari.ty of perceptual tram •• 
of r.fer.noe were elioited from .ach Judg. and comparable on •• tro. 
the Subject. The •• ba.1c trame. of reterenc. are <a> the Judge.-
rating of them.elns, (b) the Judge.' rating. of the Subj.ct, and 
(c) the Subject's rating of himselt. 
The first hypothe.i. &tate. that the Judge. t rating of him.elf 
i. the principal framework u.ed in hi. rating of the Subject. One 
way of checking tht. bypothe.is 18 a three-way oomparilOn betwee. 
the ratings of the individual Judge. on them.elvs. (.1-2), the Sub-
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jeot on him.elf (8-2). and the Judge on the Subjeot (J-6). If the 
Judges' trame ot reterenoe is the Subjeot. then the correlation. 
between the Judgeta rating ot hiIluhtlt (J-3) o.nd his perception ot 
the Subjeot (J-5) w111 be muoh lower than. the correlations between 
the Judge t I ratings ot the Subject (J-5) and the Subject-s ratings 
at him •• lt (8-2). 
l'he reBul t8 are presented in Tab le I. p. 86. The companIOns 
are made betw.en the Real and Ideal Selves ot the Judge. (J-2) 
(J-3), the Real and Ideal Selve. ot the Subject (S-2) (8-3), aDd 
the Subjeat t • perception ot him.elt (S-2). For simplioity ot 
identifioation the columns are a.signed oapital letters and the 
Judge. are eaoh given a code letter. In column G the Judge. are 
ranked. in term. ot the magnitude ot I' between their Ideal Selve. 
(J-S) and their peroeption ot the Subject (J-5). The oorrelations 
tor the other companIOns appear in columna " A, and B. Below 
the column ot cortelationa. the range ot oorrelations are stated, 
and the average z and 1', oomputed by the prooedure mentioned above. 
Both ·the range ot correlations and the average 1" •• uggeet 
that the oorrelations tor eaoh Judge. prooeed in a de.oend1ng order 
hom ool\llllll. G through F and A to column B. To subject thb to .. 
more objeotive analysi. the Fn_an Test, aa presented by Siegel 
(171) i. u.ed. 
fa run this test the oorrelationa are ranked aero •• the rows, 
or tor eaoh Judge, trom one through tour. the ranks in the columna 
.. 
!ABLE I 
JUDGES' PERCEPTIONS or SUBJEOt OOMPARED WITH JVDGES' 
AID SUBJECT' S PERCEPTIONS 0' THBMSELVES 
Cl , A B 
(J-5) (3-B) (J.B) (J-8) 
Judie (.1 .. a) Rank (.1-2) Rank ~S .. 12 RaU: (S-I) IaDk 
0 .88 1 .58 2 .32 S -.06 
" I .68 1 .69 2 .so 3 -.01 , 
t .68 1 .64 2 .60 3 .01 , 
V .56 1 .206 S .32 2 -.10 
" A. .&4 1 .32 2 .16 3 -.18 , 
I .64 1 .23 3 .35 2 -.20 4 
B .61 1 .M 2 .14 S -.20 , 
L .61 1 .11 I .81 2 .06 , 
M .61 1 .24 a .32 2 .... 10 
" R .51 1 .45 2 .16 3 -.18 , 
... 
.48 1 .26 2 .2' 8 -.08 4 
p 
.46 1 .01 I .as I -.11 4 
J[ _41 1.6 
.'1 1.6 .19 a .01 ... 
B .40 2 .44 1 .a8 $ .00 , 
I .40 1 .11 I .31 I ... 12 , 
S .38 1 -.02 a .12 2 .... 06 ... 
D .11 1 .10 2 .Og a -.18 
" , .18 1 .28 2 .10 8 .... 0$ , 
G .29 1 .3' 2 .08 3 ... 11 , 
R&D,. 
, 
fro. .8& .s. .&0 .11 
to .29 .... 02 .08 •• 11 
ATg. I .66 .M .26 -.08 
A'Vg. r .• 51 .IS .26 -.08 
Sum 20.5 42.5 61 18 
Jr ..... :re.1J, obi aquare • 46.48 (.001) 
/ 
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are then .l8IlM. the data 1. then applied to the tormula prelented 
in App.ndlx IX. A ohl-aquar ••• asure i. obtained aDd ohecked ln the 
Wlual tabl ••• 
In •••••• the Freeman T •• t is a ranldD& t •• t aad. 1. u.ed 1:0 
cheok whether ODe group ot .oores or oorl'elationa tend to b. gen.r-
ally high.r than aaother group. !he re.ult. yi.ld a oM square of 
45.43, whtoh i8 slgaltioant w.l1 abo.,.. the .001 par oent 1 ..... 1 of 
ooa.t1denoe. A ohi .quare ot only 16.288 11 .... d.d fbI' thl. 1 ..... 1. 
fbi. re.ult 'WOuld b. expact.d, dno. lupeotlon r ..... a18 thia patten 
de"riata. tor only a tn Jud.&.'. 
III oonolualon, apparently the Judg •• rate the Subjan ln tana. 
ot th.lr Id.al S.lT •• ; rather than in t.N' ot th.lr 1. ... 1 SalTes. 
the J\14ga.- ld.alllM :rat112g. com. olo.a to the Subj.ct'. Id.al 
S.lt, b~ mi •• ed hi. bal S.lt. A8 mentioned in the preTloua chap· 
t.r, tM. 1. the type ot ratlDg to be exp.oted ot Judg •• who bold a 
ta"90rabl. attitude toward the Subject. 
b. .noth.d'l 'lbe hNelTed Similarity between Judge and Subj.ot 18 
greater than Real Stmilarity. 
Whil. the Judge- I ratilli ot the Subjeot mipt approdlla1;a the 
way ha rate. him.elt, the que.tlon ari.... i. the :a.al Siml1anty 
betwe.n Subjeot and Judge greater than A •• u..d or PereetTed S1mi-
lant,.? 
the re.ult. are pr.a.ted in fable II, p. 88. th. hypoth.d • 
..... ol.arly Teritted on the bad' ot th .... n.g. r. Furth.rmore, 
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TABLE II 
REAL SIMIIARIty OF SUBJECT AID JUDGES 
cmlPAREl) WITlI PERCEIVED SIJfiLARITY 
-
G L r tt 
(J-I) ()-I) (J-5) (J-I) , 
Judge (.1-3) Ruk (a-I) Rank \.1-2) RaDk (S-2) Rtmk 
C .82 1 .19 8 .68 2 .11 4 
E .68 1 •• 1 3 .59 2 .21 4 
t .68 1 .48 3 .6. 2 .03 • T .55 1 .41 2 .24 3 .10 
" A .541 1 .44 2 .32 I -.10 
" I .54 1 .40 Z .23 3 .03 4 
B .51 1 • 43 2 .14 I -.01 .. 
L .61 1 .40 2 .31 I .29 
" M .61 1.5 .51 1.6 .24 3 .01 4 
R .51 1 .39 I .45 2 .11 
" w .4:8 1 .29 2 .26 3 .04 4 
P .45 1 .31 2 .05 3 -.04 4 
lC .41 1.6 .36 3 .41 1.5 .24 4 
H .40 2 .31 I .44 1 .09 • I' • .ftO 1 .14 I .31 2 -..02 4 
S .38 2 .40 1 -.02 
" 
-.01 3 
D .11 1 .31 2 .10 4 .22 I , 
.36 1.5 .36 1.6 .23 3 .08 4 
G .29 2 .31 1 .2' I .20 4 
Re.nce 
trom .Sl .51 .64 .29 
to .29 .29 -.02 -.10 
Avg •• .56 .41 .M .08 
Avg. r .51 .19 .SI .08 
al.5 42 60.5 14 
rreau.n teat t ohi square. 31.20 (.001) 
8t 
the Pr.-..n '.n indicate. that thill pa"ern represent. an aotul 
'"114. fhe Obi aqaare ot ST.IO 18 .... 11 1n noe .. of 1;M 16.268 
neoe •• ary tor dptt1ouoe at tile .001 ,-1' •• ~ 1 ..... 1. '1M nfNl"" 
then, i.I.1":,. the hi,he.t GOrnlat1orul b ...... the Judge.' 14 .. 1 
S.l ..... ("-3) mel their rat1n&- ot the Subjeot (,,-e), un, be't:ntm 
the Ideal S.l ..... ot the Subject (I-a) and Ju4g_ (4-3), tMn, the 
h4; •• ' hel Sel ... and thelr .... tlng. ot 'the Sub.18O'b (1..&), aa4 
tiDally, the Ileal S.l ..... ot "W&C •• (1-2) eel Subj.ot (1-2). 
Thi. hfpoth.at. ..... to b. 8ritl84. The Peroelv.d Slallal'lt 
"''' ... 11 Judee and Subj", 1. , ..... 1' tlWl. the 1_1 S1milarttr. 
"'J"theftlOre. the.,. 1. IresW1" Peroel .... lta11ant,. bftWMa 1<1 ... 1 
S.l ..... thal b ...... aeal S.l..... 11:) ....... 1', the aeal Ss.mUartt,. 
ht;wee 14 ... 1 S.l ..... 18 ',.. .. t.r tho. hroeln4 S1m11ar1trlHtfteea 
the IutSg ....... 1 S.l ... (.1-2) ud th.ir perMptlon ot ~ SlIbjeet 
(1-1). the 14 ... 1 S.lt ot the lwl,. i. "-Cia"" to .. r, ••• ~ 
tooat poiat .ro\1ll4 WhlOb: the Subje" 11 pel"O.l"". at l .... t to .. 
aon at the Jv.4& ........... 1", _e aeal Selt 1. allO u ....... . 
baai •• 
o. _the.i.. !be JuC •• • ratlDC. ot the I.hibj .. " approximate 1ihe 
~ .. I ta.l S.l ..... and the Su'bjen t • 14 .. 1 Selt, nthel" thim the 
Judg .. , Real S.l ..... aad 'the Subj""- .... 1 S.lt. 
Afte. ooaeludl. "ha, the 4wi, •• ' "'lq. ot the lub.1"" (4-1) 
apPlOa1maw "11' n.~1II&' of tb ... 1 ft. (4-2), "the. im&a "he 
Subj .. ", ••• tl!t& ot him"lt tal ~t Pen_iT" S1a11arl~ 1. hip.1" 
tbaa .... 1 811111arltJ'. anotbel' ten ft ... ed'bo .eok the 0' .... or 
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stmilarity botween the Judges' Roal (J-2) and Idoal Solvo. (J-3) and 
th.ir rating. ot the Subject (.1-5). Th. purpose of thil test i. to 
detemine whioh trame ot roterence 11 dom.inant in the Judge in ratu i 
the Subjeot. 
Uaing partial oorrelations. the relation bow .. any two so I't. 
lIAy be oomputod with the third held constant. !hia pxooedure yielcll 
a oorrelation be .... the other two faotors indepeadeat ot the ia-
tluenoe ot the third. In thi. analylia there are tour group. ot 
partial correlation. computed as tbllow •• 
1. Holding the Judg •• ' leal Selvo. oonstant (.1-2). tho partial 
correlation. aro computed botweon the Subjoot's Roal Selt (8-2) 
and the Judge.' rating. of the Subje.t (J-5). the purpo •• ot 
1'UDn1ng thi.partial correlation is to detormine what the 
Judge.' ratings ot the Subject (.1-6) would be without the in" 
tluenoe ot their Real Selves (.1-2). or with the influence ot 
their Real Selves held oonatant. 
!he re.ult. are presented in Table III. p. 91. !De aver-
age correlation and the average partial correlations tor the 
'nlriou. sorts are pre.ented. The aTerage correlations are 001&-
puted aooording to the prooedure mentioned preTiou81y. The 
formula u.ed tor computinc partial correlations appear. in Ap-
pendix IX. In the first .et of partial correlation., with the 
Judge.' Real SelTe. (J-2) held con.tant, the aTe rage partial 
correlation betwoen the Judge,· rating. ot the Subjeot (J-5) 
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TABLE III 
PARTIAL OORRILA. TIOD BETWEEli VARIOUS OOMBHlATIOIS 
OF REAL. IDEAL, AND PERCEIVED SORTS 
Diagram Oorrelation Variable. Correlation. 
of Sort, 1 2 a A!i. r r 12 •• 
1. (8 ... 2)2 (.1-2) 12 (.1-6) (8 .. 2) .01 
--3 13 (J ... 6) (.1-2) .33 
(1-5\ 2S (8-2) (.1-2) .09 
12.3 ~J-5l (8-2) • ~.1-2! -.12 
2. (s.!)! (.1-2) 12 (1-5) (8-3) .25 
--I 13 (.1-5) (.1-2) .SS 
(J-5\ 23 (a-3) (J-2) .21 
12.1 (.1-6) ~S-I~ • ~.1 ... 2) .21 
3. (S-2)2 (!-!) 3 12 (.1-6) (8-1) -.01 
13 (.1-5) (J-3) .51 
{.1--5)2 23 (8-2) (J-8) -.01 
12.3 (J .. 5~ (a-2) • (.1 .... I} -.04 
-
4. (8-3)2 (.:!.-!}s 12 (.1-5) (8-3) .25 
13 (.1-6) (.1-3) .51 
(.1-5)1 23 (8-3) (.1 ... 3) .39 
12.8 ~J .. 6) (8-3) • (.1-3) .08 
N.B. Sort. \.U'lderlined are held conataa1:i. 
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and the Subject'. Real S.lt (8-2) il -.12. the av.rag. un-
partiall •• correlation between these variable. (1-5) (8-2) il 
-.01. 
the.e .... ult. indioate not only that the Judge. rat. the 
Subj.ot (J-5) in a .y v.ry dift.rent trom the way he rate. 
him •• lt (8-2), but aleo that the low average negative oorr.l .... 
tion (-.Ol) at •• trom. the projeot10n of the .1udg ... Real 
Selve. (1-2) in th.ir rating ot the Subject (1.5). Independ-
ently of the contribution of the Judge,' i.eal Selves (.1-2), 
their rating. ot the Subjeot are generally lower (-.12). 
2. Again boldiDi the Judge.' Real S.l ...... (1-2) ool1ltant, the 001'-
relation between the Judge.' i.eal Selve. (1-5) and the Sub-
ject'. Ideal Selt (8-3) yields an average partial oorrelation 
ot .21, in contra.t to the average unpartialled correlation ot 
.25, a. pre.ented in Table III. 
the.. r •• ult. indiote that the ludge. t rating. of the 
Subject (J-o) correspond muoh more with hil Ideal Se1t (S-S) 
than his Real S.lt (8-2). The average oorrelatiol1l r.ap",,-
1 ..... 1y were .25 and -.01. !awe,"r, the average part1a1 oor-
"lation of .21 ia slightly lower and indioate. again that the 
projeotion of the Judge.· Real S.l ...... (J-2) 8l1ghtly inore •• e. 
the av.rag. oorr.lation between the Judg •• • rating. ot the SulJ· 
j.o't (J-5) and the Subject's Ideel Selt. Con.equently, the 
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Judges' rating. of the Subjeot (1-5) an largely il1 terms of 
hi. Ideal Self (S-3)~ rather than his Real Self (8-2). 
3. This time the Judge' as Ideal Self 11 held constant and a oompar-
180n 11 made 'between the Judge.' rat:lnge of the Subjeot (1-6) 
and the Subjeot'. Real Self (a-2). The result. indioate that 
the average partial correlation (-.04) is slightly lower thaD. 
the aYerage uupartialled ClOrrelatiol1 (-.01). 
Oomparinc these result, with those of paragraph #1, the 
average partial. correlation is alichtly lower tor (a-2) (1 ... 5) 
when the Judge'. Real Selt (1-2) ia held constant than when h11 
Ideal Self (J-3) is held constant. The anrage partial corre-
lations are reapecti.,..ly -.12 and -.04. This again indioate. 
that the Judge' a Ideal Self (J-3) contributes some slicht 
po.iti.,.e varianoe. 
4a Again holding the Judge.' Ideal Selves (J-3) constant, the cor-
relation' between Ju.dge.' ra:Ungs 011 the Subjeot (1 ... 5) ud the 
Subject'. Ideal Self (a-3) are parUalled out. 'the a.,..rage 
w:tpanialled correlation between (J-5) and (8-3) i •• 26, while 
the aTerage partialle' correlation drops to .08. 'fbi. indi-
oates that mu.ch ot the ftl"1&11oe ot the .25 correlation at •• 
t1'01Il the Judge.' Ideal Se1'Ye. (1-3) in OOdl"a.t to puagrapll 
It. when (8-3) (J-6) ool'Telation 1. 11ttle intluooM by the 
Jud, .. • ite.,l S~l"". he14 connan:t. 
In lU1II!ilary. the Judge.' rating. or the Su.bjeot (-1-1) 
n-.a primarily trom their Ide .. l SelT.' (J-I). thi. tram. ot 
rerereno. i. mol'. pronouaoed thaD their Real S.lv •• (J-2). al-
though the latter make 10m. slight contribution to the (.1-e) 
sort. !he Judge. t rating. on Subj.ot (J-5) are positively 1' .... 
latH to the Subj.ot •• Ideal S.lt (S-I), b'd negatively to hi. 
R •• l S.lf (8-2). 
d. ~th •• l" 'the Judg •• ' rating. or the Subj.ot approximate avenge 
~he oUer Judg ••• ratiug' ot the Subjeot, rather than those ot 
the Subject on ht..elf. 
As .a explain ... in detail in Appendix IX. au aTeJ"age sort ft. 
oon.truoted baaed on the Judge.' rati11&. ot the Subject (.1-5). to 
a'901d the contamination that would enau. it the indiT1dual Judg.-. 
sort (.1-5) .. ere oomparecl with an a .... rag. whioh inoluded hia OWD., a 
.light modifioation was us.d. Baoh Judge's sort; (J-5) fta oompare4 
with the average ot 1.11 the other ludg.,' (.1-5) IOrtS. Sino. there 
are aotually nineteen difterent (I-5) a .... rag. aorta and .1I10e eaoh 
sort exclud.s on. ot the Judg •• , the IOn is de.orib.d as .. (1-&) 
average minus on. IOrt and abbr.viated as (J-5 ave. -I). The 001'-
relatiOD. b .... n the ...... rag. IIOrt. on (J-6) _d the (4-6 a",. -1) 
ot .9.,. 
In Tabl. IV, p. 96 the r •• ult. are pr.s.nted .howing a comp .. r-
ison between the sorta ot the Judge. OD the Subje.t (J-5) with the 
average or the other Judge.' ratings on the Subj.ot (.1-5 avg. -1), 
the Judge.' aeal S.lves (J-2), an4 the Subj",'s R ... l (s-a) and. 
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tABLE IV 
lODGES' PERCEPTIONS OF SUBJECT COllPARED WITH OTDR 
JtIDGi8 t PERCJ£P'lIOIS or SUBJECT 
G V A B 
Jud&. ~J-~~ J-3 ~J-5J iuk {J-Say,;. )iaak 1J-5,~ 8-3 Rank: ~J"5~ (.1-2 Rank 
T .68 1.6 .68 1.5 .50 3 .01 4 
J .11 2 .59 1 .14 S -.01 4 
E .68 1 .68 2 .30 S -.06 4 
I .64 2 .68 1 .35 S .... 13 
" It .41 2 .55 1 .19 S .00 4: 
A , ..... 1.6 .64 1.6 .16 :5 .01 
" It •. 61 2 .54 1 .16 3 .12 4 
11 •. 61 I .63 1 .12 3 -.20 
" C .83 1 .60 2 .32 3 -.us 4: 
I' .40 2 .49 1 .33 I .06 
" p .54 1 .48 2 .35 3 -.08 4-
L .61 1 .44 2 .31 S -.16 
" S •. 38 2 .43 1 .12 3 .... 10 
" ·D .S1 1 .35 2 .09 3 .03 4. 
W .48 1 .34 2 .24 3 .03 4 
B .40 1 .11 3 .38 2 -.20 
" G .29 2 .so 1 .08 S ... 18 
" V .68 1 .29 S .32 2 -.31 
" , .36 1 .12 2 ,10 I -.08 
" 
Range 
from. .8S .68 .50 .12 
to .29 .12 .08 -.31 
ATg. I .56 .50 .26 -.08 
Avg. r .51 .48 .26 -.08 
Sum 28 31 55 16 
'reeman T.at. ohl aquare : 41.85 (.001) 
lQal (1.-') S.ln.. the ..... ,ult. tacll_to that ~e Judge.' .... t-
1J:s.c. of the Subj"t 1" •• embl.lIO.t tlw Jud, •• t 14_1 Sol .... (I-a), 
.. xt, the ..... rai. of the oth.r Judg •• - nting. on tho Subj.ct 
(J.5 ,n'g. -1), thea the S\l'bj.ot·, la .. l Solf (a.l), .ad fba11y. 
the Subj.ct'. Real S.lt (8-2). rM .• treD4 1. to bo exp90ted be-
oaUI' ot tn.. high eol'rela"td.ou b ...... ~. Jud, •• - 14 •• 1 S.l ..... 
(I-I) ud iShei,. ntlD&' OD the Subjeot (.1-5). 
'-'h • ...,n, the ,"-an f .... 11e14 •• oM 'qua" of 4'1." • 
• iga1t1out ... 11 abo .. the .001 lenl. Tho hip .1pin ...... of 
~ ftrlou IOn. to" the lD41ndual Judi'. 
.. e th •• 1,. th. Jud, .. ' nt1Dc' oa tha •• l..,... 1a t.ra. ot the 'ftJ' 
ey \i.tt..... the Su'bJ.ot 1IOuld rat. thtm .PPl'Ozuua:t. t1ra' tIM 
:ua, •• ' 8o01al S.l...... ..st their leal S.l ..... , aa4 la.t ~1" 14 .. 1 
Salft •• 
'the abo.,. grouping. ot th •• e oo" ... l.t1o.. 1041 .. t. .."'ala 
a ••• ,t1ou abod the Juq, .. , op1aloa. ot the Subj.ot', p .... eptloa 
ot th_. It (.1-6) oorr..pon4. olo •• 111rith (.1-1). the J'" 'be-
It ...... that the Subjeot ,.at •• h1m the .... 8 _uld lIO.t otheS" 
peopl.. Ia thl ••••• althe,. the Judga p'l"oel..,... no dift.l'eDO. 'be-
twea the ., he 1. paro.lft4 \)7 ''ba SUbject aad. by otae1" plIOple 01' 
he do •• IIOt 'b.ll ..... that ..... 1"10\1. 11241'ri4\1&l. would ptl"M1 .... h!a ell 
te1"eDt11. 
It the (J-6) ratbe 1. mo.t 11ke the Bal Selt ot the Jude-
(tJ-I), th1t indi •• t •• that the Jude- 'bell ...... the Su'bj.n perool ..... 
. ., 
him. more aeourat.ly than do oth.r peopl.. th. Subj.et •••• through 
some app.arano •• and pere.iv •• him. auch al the Judge p.r.liv •• h~ 
.elt. 
It the (.1-6) rl.embl •• the Judge. t Ideal Selt (.1-3). this 
illdicate' that the Subject. in the op1Dion at the Judg •• perc.i.e. 
the Judge a. the Judge lIOuld like to be, ignoring hil le.. de.irab14 
cbaraeteriRio •• 
'lh. (.1-6) lort i. inoluded ill the oomparilOll in ordlr to .u.-
tiDguilh the ditt.r.no. betweln what il predoa1nantly the Judge'. 
peroeption ot the Subject-. lIlt conoept (J-5) and the Sub~eot'. 
pe ... eption at the Judee a. perceived by the Judge (.1-6). 
In 'fable V, p. 98, the Real, Ideal, and Sooial Selve. ot the 
Jude •• gd the Jud,e.' ratiD&' ot the Subject'l lelt-perception are 
eompared with the Judg •• ' op1niou ot the way th.y are p.ro.1vld. by 
the Subj.ot. Th. relult. 1I1d10&te that (.1-6) oorrelate. mo.t With 
the Judge.' Real Sllve. (J-I), next with the Sooial Se1t (.1 .. 1), 
then the Ideal Selt (J-a). and la.t 11'1 th the Judge.· rat1a.g ot the 
Subjecrt (J-5). The Fr .... n 'fe.t yield. a ohi .quare ot 12.36. in 
exo ••• at the 11.345 r.quired. to be .ig.ittoant at the .01 level ot 
eontid.enoe. Thi. indioate. that therl are signitioant diftereno •• 
betw... the.. tour mode. ot pero.ption. 
'fhe.e result. ladicat. that mo.t ot the Judg •• b.li.ve the 
Subj.ct •••• them more a8 th.y ••• than •• lve. (J-2) than al other 
peop1. vi_ them (.1-1). Perhapi they t •• l that the Subjeot •••• 
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TABLE V 
CORREIA rIOIS 8EfnEN THE JUDGES· (1-6) RATIJJa 
COMPAREDm: 'l'H JUDGES' OTBElt SORtS 
R S r V 
- (J .. 2) (.1-1) (J-3) (3.6) 
Judie ~J-6~ Rank ~J-42 R8.nk ~J-6~ Rank ~1-62 Ruk 
I .84 2 .85 1 .81 S .61 4-
C .59 3.5 .69 3.5 .76 1 .61 2 
A .96 2 1.00 1 .69 3 .30 4-
T .45 2 .16 4 .19 I .48 1 
I .·n 1 .29 I .36 2 .20 
" R .61 1 .49 2 .39 .. .44 a 
L .40 1 .18 I .12 2 .15 .. 
V .46 4 1.00 1 .58 2 .51 S 
B • 41 1 .12 2 .21 .. .23 I 
E .38 2 .19 1 .11 .. .22 I 
G .48 2 .47 3.5 .41 8.6 .64 1 
B .41 2 .41 1 .33 5 .16 
" I .32 1 .21 2 .15 
" 
.26 I 
W .26 1 .23 2 .12 3 -.06 
" D .42 1 -.02 2 -.12 4 -.06 3 
r .04 2 .26 1 .... 09 3 -.23 .-
S .12 2 .11 3 .18 1 .08 
" JI .01 1 -.11 2 -.19 3 -.20 4 p • 19 a .11 1 .09 3 -.01 .. 
Range 
tl'OlD. .95 1.00 .81 .67 
to .04 .... 13 -.19 -.21 
Avg. II .49 .15 .M .26 
Avg. r .46 .64 .33 .26 
SUIIl 33.5 40 55.6 41 
Fre.an re.t. chi aquare: 12.36 (.01) 
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through th.ir taoad. and pere.i.,... th_ nM)re aoourately than do 
oth.r p~pl.. !he low correlation with th.ir Ideal aorta indioate. 
that the Judge. do not believe that he holds an idea11.ed pioture 
ot th. at the .xpen.e ot r ... l18tio accuraoy. Furth.rmore, in 
t.l"II.. ot the oth.r observations ot the Judges t rating. ot the Sub-
j.ot, the Judg •• - ganerally idealized view ot the Subjeot i •• vi-
dently DOt b.li ..... d to be r.oiprooated by the Subj.ct. !h. Sub-
jen'. ob •• rn.tion. are rath.r oold and aaalytioal, according to 
most ot 'th. Judg ••• 
Th. abon ti .... h)'POth •••• WeI'. related to the pattern ot p.r-
oeption d.soripti .... ot the Judg •• as a group_ Th ••• cond group ot 
hypoth •••• are 1IIOre collc.rn.d with the in4hi.dual ditterenc.s aaoq 
the Judg ... 
2. Pertaining ~ 1ndi '91dual patt.rns,. 
a. B;:th.da. A. a Judg.' 8 R.al Selt mol'. e10 •• ly approxim.ate. hi. 
d.al Self, the Judge'. rating ot the Subject more olonly appl'Oxi-
mat •• the Subj.ot' 8 rating ot htm •• 1t. In abbr.viat.d tOI"ll. tht. 
would b.. It (1-2) (J-3) i. high, then (.1-5) (S-2) i. high. 
In the recent study of lOgeI'. and Dymond (160)th.y not. that 
betore oounseling th.r. was a marked di80repanoy tor moat ot their 
olient. between their real and ideal .elves. Arter «nUlaeling thi. 
gap was na~.d. They concluded that high divergence between real 
ad 1deal .. 1'9' •• 11 indicativ. of maladjultment. JJowever, what is 
allo noted ia that 10m. individual., the l.ast well-adjust.d, main-
tain a type of deten.innesl in whioh th.y r.tu •• to admit ditt.r-
enoea ot any .erioue nature between th.ir real and Ideal •• lve •• 
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Con.equently, they .how a very high relation betwa.1l the t1lO. low 
ill an earlier study Rogers (159) mainta1l1ed that the maladjusted 
per.on i. unable to perceiTe another individual acourately. ae 
tend. to perceiTe other. as either fortifying or threatening hi. 
deteWlal. Consequently, the mora acourate ratillg. 1Jh0uld b. made 
by the better adjustad. 
In Tabla VI, p. 101 a group ot rho correlation. between ftriou 
sort. are presented. The.e correlations were obtailled in the fol-
lowing way. The Pearson product moment correlatioWl betw .. aay 
two sorte were arranged in order ot magnitude. Baoh correlation wa. 
then a.signed a rank 0 rd.er number from ona through nineteen, AI 111 
Table VI, the rho of .69 for C01UlBllI C and E represent the correla-
tion between the rankings ot (J .. 2) (.1-3) and (41-4) (J-5). In thi. 
table rho indicate. the extent to whioh Judges high on one pair ot 
sort. are also high on another pair ot sort.. For enmple~ 1n 
.peoitio term. the 1'120 ans"er. the que.tion, do Judge. with high 
oorrelatioWl (r) between their Real and Ideal SelTes (J-2) (J-3) 
1.110 have a high correlat1on (r) betwen their ratings on the 
Subject (J-4) (J-6). Rho then 'ignitie, similarities between Judge. 
rather tbaa betw.en mode. ot perception, 
Aooording to the result, pre.ented in Table VI, there i. a 
.trong politi .... rho (.59) between the oorrelationa ot the Judge.* 
Real (.1-2) and Ideal Sel ... (.1-3) and the correlation. ot their 
rating. ot the Subjeot (J.6) and the Subjeot" Real Selt (8-2). 
0 
J 
P 
D 
B 
A 
TABLE VI 
RAWK ORDER CORRElATIONS BE'fWDI 
VARIOUS SORfS 
0 E P 
(J-2) (.1"') (.1-6) (.1-3) (.1-1) (.1-6aTg.) 
.89 .52 
.69 .61 
.62 .61 
.69 .62 .26 
.59 .16 .11 
.2S .19 .34 
lOt.. .564 lig. at .01 leTal 
.399 .ig. at .05 leTal 
D 
(.1-1) 
(.1-8) 
.59 
.62 
.26 
.10 
-.06 
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B A 
(.1-6) (.1-6) (S-2) (a-3) 
.69 .2S 
.US .19 
.11 .M 
.10 -.06 
.27 
.27 
fbil indioa.te. that Judge. with a high .imilan ty between their 
Real and Ideal Bort. rate the Subjeot more acourately than tho.e 
with a low Real-Ideal sbailarlt,.. This rho ia signif'icant at the 
.01 1 .... e1 of' oonf'1dence .!nee, •• explained in Appendix IX. thil 
f'igure i8 abo ..... 6M. Bo .. ever, even though the Ideal lort of' the 
Subject (I-a) oorrelat •• higher with the Judge.' rating of' the Sub-
ject (.1-6), the Real-Ideal correlation 11 not related to aocura.,. 0 
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prediotion(J-5) at the Subject" Id.al sort (S-3). This i8 
incUoated b)r the rho of .23 whioh 11 below the .399 n.o ..... ry tor 
a1sn1ficance at the .05 lev.l. 
AocordiDg 1;0 the re.ults, the hypothesi. is .,.er1t1ed. The ao-
ourate Judge. ot the Subj.ct have .. high oorrel .. tion between their 
leal and Ideal SelTe8. Bow.Ter, this doe. not apply 1t the ratin&' 
they make on the Subjeot are compared with the SUbjeot·. Ideal Selt 
(S-3), eTen though the relation between th.ir rating. ot the Sub ... 
jeot (J-5) and hi. Ideal Selt (8-3) haTe .. higher correlatlon. 
b. Ethe.i.. A. the Judge'l ratlnpon him.elf b.come. more .tereo-
yped, the Judge" r .. ting. at the Subject decrease in aocuracy. 
A. reponed in the reT1ew ot the literature, an. individual who 
is rigid 1n hit p .. ttern ot p.roeption will probably b. 1 ••• ao-
ourate in hi. e ..... luation ot another than .. p.raon with .. more tlex-
i'bl ... pproach. The rigid individual would b. exp.oted to .ee the 
other pereon in term. ot projeotion ot hi. own n •• ds or aa a atereo 
typy ot a 01..... Con.equently, Judge. with high intercorrelatlons 
b.tw.en all their n:ting. on them.elve. might b. regarded aa the 
le.. ditterentiating in their pero.ptual proo •••••• 
The .. verage oorr.lation for eaoh Judg ...... com.put.d in thl. 
way. For eaoh Judg. the tifteen int.rcorrelation. betnen hi. dx 
IOrts .. ere tran.po.ed to I .oorea, whioh were then summ.d, averaged 
and transpo.ed baok to average r. These aTerage oorrelation. 
(average r) were ranked on. through ninet •• n. Then, the rank ord.r 
lOS 
th ••• anrage correlation. were compared with the rank order 01' tNt 
Jud,e.' rating. 01' the Subject (J-S), anel a rho 01' .34 was obtained 
Thie wal somewhat below the .399 figure nacee.ary tor 81ga1f1oano. 
at the .06 1.Tel 01' oontideno.. lb ... Ter. a trancl oolltrary to the 
hypoth •• i. is lDdloa~ed. R.s~lts indioate that Jud&ea with the 
aOCNr:lte .... tir.le;s 011 the Subject. 
o. ~theSi.' As oertain logioal pairs WlIO.ng the Judge's rat1llg1 01' 
•• It and the Subj30t tend to inoroa." ill B1milarlty, the Judge'. 
aoournoy in rating the Subject inor.a •••• In ter.a. ot the .ymbol. 
u •• d prniouslr this statement reads: As the int.reorrel .. tion. 01' 
the (J-l) (J-6), the (J-2) (J-I), and the (J-4) (J-6) p .. ir. !noreas • 
80 .. Iso will the (.1-5) (8-2) correlatio", b,oro ..... 
Again reterrlag to Table VI, p. 101, • .veral group. 01' sort • 
.. re presented. The.e were correlated 08 the balie 01' 10giO&l simi-
l .. rity. Pol" enmple, (J-2) and (J-3) ... ere correl .. ted b .... u •• the 
Real and Ide .. l S.l ..... 01' the Judge. were eXpect.d to be 8Om ... hat 
s1milar. In like lIWU18r, (J-4) and (J-6) ... re expe.ted to 'be .imi-
1 .. 1" beoau. th.r .. ere both ratiag. JU.d.. on the Subj.ot. !ben, (J-l 
and (.1-6) ... re oombiud beeau •• it ......... UII.4 that the Judee.-
Sooial S.l ... "''114 be rated muoh the .... ... th.ir 8Yaluatioa 01' 
the war the Subjeot would rat. them. 
Sill .. the Jud.ge. ".1". in.truoted to rat. the Subjeot .a h. 
1IOuld rate h1:uelt, the orit.ron tor aoouraoy was the Subjectt • 
Real S.lt (S-2). Howe.,.er, .inoe the produot 1IOment oorre1 .. t10118 
betwe.n (.1-6) and (S-2) .. ere low to negatift, other oritera were 
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abo used; namely .. the Subjeot' 8 Ideal Self (B-3), and, the 
average of the other Judgee' ratings ot the Subjeot (J-Savg - 1). 
1. The d~ta present~d in lable VI. p. 101, revealed at least 
a low positive correlation between all the variable. compared 
with thll exoeption of. the -.,)6 obtaine4 hI);:) the (J-5) (S-3) 
and the (J-l) (J-a) pairs. Th •• e generally positive correlatloa. 
1ndie~~te that there ia Ii tendenoy tor the Judge. to son consi.-
tently throughout the f1ix Wlr'!;a. 
2. the interconelations be'twe"n the.e th.ree pairs ot the 
Judge~t six sorta (~J-l) (J-~), (J ... 2) (.1-3), and (J-4) (.1-5) are 
all high and signltioant at the .01 level. Con.equently, there 
i. evident·" strong poa1tive 'tend.no,)" tor Jl.m~e. to make ratUl.e' 
with high consietenoy throughout the 10,10a11y related aorte. 
Judges with h1gh produot moment correlation. between any one ot 
theee paire tend to be high on the other two a .... ell. 
S. It a pair ot eort, GOnelate. high with the (J-i) (S-2) 
pair, thi. correlation indicate. that Jucice., w1'th a hip product 
lIIOmen.t correlation between (J-6) (S-2) tend. to ha .... high 001"1"8-
lationa between the sort. ot the other pa1r. While all pair. 
reveal at lo.at a low po.itiTO correlation. between (J-5) (S-2) 
end all the othor pain, only the rho dori Ted. trom. a com.panlOn 
with the (.1-2) (J-S) pair i. 81gn1tioaDt at the .01 1 ..... 1. 
Oon.equently, the data ,...,.al. that Jud,e. with a hip_ ... ppron-
matton b.tween their Real and Ideal Sel ... rate the Subjeot more 
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aoourately. 
It 18 notnorthy that th1. R.al-Id •• l r.lation ha. b •• 
tr.quently r.port •• a, aa ind.x ot aoouraoy ot judp.u. Bo ....... r. 
the ",ult. at lealt 1D. part oould ha ..... t ... d fl"OlIl n.reotyp1:a.g. 
lll.verth.l •••• in t.rm.s ot the ftrious pairs of 80rtS \l.ed her., 
ltereotyp1D.g would. be aspe.ted 111 Alg.~ (.1-4) (J-5) and (.1-1) (J-a) 
oorrelatllou. But I1DO$ there 1s only a low positl .... cornla:tiol1 
between \he .. let'"" IIOnl and acouraoy. stenotyping would DOt M 
responsible for the relation betw •• n !looaraoy Sl'ld hl£h R.al-Idea.l 
concb.tion. of the Judge •• 
4. Judge. with a high produot JIIOment oolTelatloD b .... n their' 
ntimcs of the Subjeot (.1 ... 5) and the !lvara,. of the other Judge.' 
ratings ot the Subject (J-5&vg - 1), mi&ht be sald, aeoorilng to 
the term.lnilogy ot 1011& praY10uI nUdie., to have a hlga Iteno-
typed. aoouraoy. Ob • .,n1ng the rho 1 between the two appropriate 
palrl of IOrtl tend. to IUbltantiat. thia T.l.npoln't. Th. (.1 ... 2) 
".3) 8Ort. compared .. ith the (J-6) (J-6&vg - 1) IOnl oor're1a'te 
• 52. '!'his 1, dpdtioan't at 'the .05 ooJlltideu •• le ... el. bu:t; i. 
aUghtly lower than the (J-2) (J.3) and the (J--6) (a-a) oor'relatlon 
of .59. In contra.'t. the (J-4) (J-5) palr correla'te. aBly .16 
nth the (.1 ... 5) (a.a) palr. bu't a rho ot .61 1. obtained whn the 
toraer pair 1, compared with the (.1-6) (J-6av& - 1). S1ue siml-
larity in the 'bwo rating. 011 the Subjeot (J-4) (.1-6) 'WOuld 1nd1oate 
atereotyp1ng, the correlation ot thl. latter pair with the (J-5) 
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(.1-6a"". - 1) eort. iDdioate that the latter repre.ents the .,re 
stereot;yped l11&ID1er ot rating the Subjeot. 
with the (J-6) (8-1) pair. the (J-6) (.1-6 avg. - 1) pair yield a 
of .34 approaohl~ signifioanoe at the .05 level. The near 
cant rho beb ... th.ese pairs indioatea that tile (.1-6 avg. - 1) hu 
80me feature. in common with the Subjeot-. Idsal Selt. 
finally. the hypothe.t. 8$ stated is DOt verif1ed. While ther 
are polittve relation! ~ong tho logioal aorta. betwe~n the logioal 
so rta and the ori tenon ot aoouraoy. only the Raal-Id~al high oorre 
latlo~1J .erve as an index ot aoouraoy. lbwevlllr. similarity in the 
Judge.· two ratilli8 ot the Subjeot indioates stereot)li)Y and 1:3 pO.i 
tiTaly related to the Judge.· tendenO'"J to rat. the Subjeot as the 
other Judge. rate hta. 
d. ~thesi.. The most aoourat. and 138.3t aoourate Judges difter 
one another in both. the Btruoture and oonter.rt of the items th 
u,e in rating ~~em •• lves. 
1. Gl'OUpiS ~ Judg... First the Judge •• ero .eparated. into 
quartile. of approximately tive millibars eaoh on th.e basis ot 
their acouraoy in rating the Subjeot (J-5) (S-2). Th. tift 
Judge. in ~ were oompared .i th the five in Q4 to determine wha: 
oharacteristio! d1ltinguish the members ot the •• groups. 
table VII, p. 107 presents IIOme ot the 1IOre relevant oom-
parisons. Aooording to the elata u.4td., the tem. "most acourate 
and -leaat aoourate" approach DOminalism. Aoourao, 18 deter-
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISONS OF SELEOTED OORRELATIOflS OF THE )4081' 
ACCURATE fli\J) l..E.U!l' p..fJCtT?.ATE JUI"iGES 
. -. . 
-. 
. - .... -
.1-3 J .. 2 J-l J-2 .1-4 .1-1 .1-5 ..1 ... 2 J-2 .1-3 
Judge S ... 3 s .. z 8-1 J-3 3-5 J-6 S-2 - .1-5 J .. 5 
I .M -.02 .10 .89 .86 .29 .12 .14 .31 .40 
I .39 .. 24 .:n .91 .96 .85 .07 -.03 .41 .41 
Q
1 L 
.40 .29 .26 .66 .52 .18 .06 -.04 .31 .51 
F .56 .08 -.12 .39 .31 .25 .03 .01 .23 .36 
'1 .48 .03 .03 .8a .S2 .;56 .01 .01 .64 .68 
-
. 
A'YC. r .39 .12 .. 09 .13 • 10 .38 .06 .02 .39 .41 
. . 
J-3 J-2 .I-I 1-2 J .... .1-1 .1-5 1-2 ..1.2 1 ... 3 
Judge S-$ 8-2 S ... l .1-$ .1-5 .1-6 S-2 - J-5 J ... 5 
t"I 
.33 .20 .03 .24 .82 .41 .... Hi -.21 .24- .29 I¥ 
D .33 .22 .... 03 .15 .S2 -.02 -.18 -.21 .10 .S7 
-
Q4 B .43 -.03 .14 .62 .62 .43 -.20 -.22 .14 .61 
I .40 .03 .04 .43 .75 .21 -.20 .28 .23 .. 54 
p 
.31 .01 .12 .01 .40 .11 -.31 -.31 .06 .4i 
ATg. r .38 .09 .06 .21 .58 .26 -.21 -.25 .19 .44 
. 
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mined by the strength ot the (J-6) (8 ... 2) correlation. The most ao-
ourate Judges (:tIAI) ranged troll. an r ot .12 to .01, the l.st ao-
ourate Judge. (tAJ), from -.15 to -.31. 'the oode letters tor the 
Judge it UDderlined de.ignate a taBal. Jud,e. 
Oba.rnng aoa. ot the other oomparilOn., the moat aoourat. 
(B.1) do not denate extenain1y eith.r in terms at aTer",e OOrN-
1at1on or ranee from the least acourate (IA.1) in the ... jority ot 
sorts. 5:"f' • .,..r, a.ide hom 'he (J-6) (8-2) 1" If \he aoeptionl aN 
(1-2) (J-3) and(J-2) (.1-6) oorrelation •• 
The Median teat (201, p. 436) applied to the (1-2) (1-8) 001'-
relations yields a obi I'J.UA" ot 8.6, which i. below the .05 leTel. 
Similarly, the Median te.t on the (1-2) (1-5) oorrelation. yieldl 
the same figure.. However, a glanee at both .etl ot oorrelationl 
reveal. that only one col'relat10n at the (MAl) talls below the me-
dian and only on. correlation of the (tAl) tall. above the med1aa. 
Oonsequently, it eignitS.oanoe oannot be obtained trom the above 
comparilons, on DO other eon. doe. there .e. 1;0 be suttioient 
ftrlability betw ••• (MAJ) and. (tAJ) to rua the Median teat. 
'the partialled correlations are Ilightly more ne,ativ. than 
the unpal'tS.allect correlations tor all but one Judge. In fable VIIJ 
the partial oorrolat1011' b.tweu. (8-2) (.1-6) with (J-2) h.ld oon-
stant are limply marked. by underscoring J-2. 'th •• e oorr.lat10H, 
-
though low, tall even 10 ... 1' when the Real Selt ot 'he Juelg. 11 h.l~ 
oonatan'. 
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Only Judge • lnare...... .02 when the partial correlation 18 ap-
plied. Two remain \mehal:1.z~d# but the others Blip in the ainu 
direction hom -.10 to -.02. 
When the Real (3-2) and Ideal (I-S) 80rtS ot the (ItAJ) are 00.-
pared, the (,,orrelati.on& rQn~6: from .39 to .~l. with an average of 
.13. But when the 1lU'lme !!Ort. ot the (IAJ) are compared, they range 
from -.07 to .52, nth an a:verage correlation ot .21. WhUe the 
Medbn teat again does IWt reach statistical signU'icanee, only OU 
ot the Judge. ot the (MAJ) t .. ll, below the median, and ot the ten 
Judges. only one of the Jw1&es-ot the (tAJ) exoeeds the median. 
More obvious is the Real Self ud Subject·, perceiring .elt 
sort (.1 .. 2) (J-5) compadaon. Th. (»J) range tram. .23 to .6'. with 
an aTerage ot .39, while the (LAl) renge trom. .05 to .34, with q 
aTen~e ot .19. A. to the Medhn teet, the same applies ae aboTe. 
Ccu.equently, aceordin& to these first crude an~ly ••• , it i. 
first of all eomewhat questione.bl. if the term! ....,.t" and "1068t 
aoourate W Judges .re appropriate, line. the (J-5) (9-2) correlation. 
are low and predomi:nantly negat1Ye. But 11' one grant. that the 
dlatlnetion can be made between ('MAl) and (UJ). then they are dil-
tlngu1ahed on the bade of the ooTreb.tlon8 betweeZl their aeal (J-2) 
and Ideal Selve. (J-3) and their Real Selves (1-2) and their rat1ng1 
or the Subjeot (J",,&). 
The data auu •• t that the corr.lation betw .. n the :aeal aDd 
Ideal S.lTeI i8 a oruo!al in4ex of uO\U"uy ot rating. Bow ..... r, 
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onll tor Judge I do the Real sons 01' Judge and Subjeot oorrelate 
lower (~.02) than his rating ot the Subject (.12). Judge. gener-
ally rating themaelvee like the Subjeot (J-I) (a-2) a8sume a hi&k 
8imilaritl between themselves and the Subject, approximating their 
Ideal Selve. (J-3) (J-5). Were they a.ked to prediot the Ideal Sel 
ot the Subject the judpent correlatioD. would 'be higher. The 
Judge,' ratiDc' ot the Subjeet (J-5) correlate on the average .21 
with the Judge •• Ideal SelTe., ... contrasted with an average corre-
lation ot •• 01 between ratings ot the Subject (J-6) and Judge.' 
Iteal SelTe. (J-2). While the aTerage correlation between Ideal 
Selve. ot Subjeot (S-3) and Judge (J-3) 11 .39, the 8ubject's Real 
aDd Ideal Se1ve. (8-2) (S-3) correlated onll .12. 
Ie it possible that the Subject'. rat1Dg ot him.elt i. a. er-
J"OD80U8 a •• bl implication at l .... t, are the ratings ot the Judge. 
OD him? thh question oarmot be an .... ered on the basi. ot available 
data. it it oan be an .. ered at all. However, al8uming that the Sub 
jeot·. Ideal lort would remain relati vell oonetant. it hi. Real and 
Ide .. l eort. correlated within the range. ot the (MAJ), then the cor 
relation. between (J-5) (8-2) would haTe been somewhat higher. It 
the good Judge ot other. 1e abo ea'l to be judged, and there 11 a 
high correlation between ileal and Ideal .elve. in the good judge ot 
others, then conTersely the poor judge ot other, 1. not easily or 
aocurately judged, and hll Real and Ideal Sel ve8 are DOt highll 
similar. Con.equantl,-, .ince the Subject falls in the latter oate .. 
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gory. the Judges would no-!; be expected to Judge him with high 110-
curaey. 
Quite different is the picture presented in Table 11', p. 95, 
where eaoh Judge's rating of Subjeot (.J-5) was oompared with the 
average ratings !Jicha other Jlldgea of Subjeot (J-5 aTg ... 1). :rhe 
range of the latter bagins where the for.mer ends. The (J-6) 
(J-5 avg ... 1) correlations extend from .12 to .a8. with an average 
r of-.OB .. while the (J-5) (3-2) oorrelatiorul extend from .12 to 
-.31. with an average r of -.48. 
Observing the illdl vidual Judges j we notioe that only two ot 
the (M:t\J) also r<Ul-.< among the first fiTe when compared with the 
(J-5 aTg. -1); namely. Judges t and T. Similarly .. among the (LAJ). 
only Judge G ranks in the lower quartile. A&a~. the (J-6) 
(J-5 avg. - 1) ranks very muoh like the (J-5) (J-3), with a rho of 
.60. Consequently, these two ways of assesaing aoouraoy do not 
yield the same results. 
2. Cluster analysis £!. sorts ~ (Mf~J) ~ (LAJ). A oluster analy-
8is was made on these sorts aooording to a method prelllented by 
McQuitty (138) and explained in Appendix IX. 
Thie method permits e. simple graphio diagrarom~ of the inter-
correlations between the various thirty-six oorrelationa of eaoh 
Judges' six sorts o()lllpared with the three sorts from the Subject. 
A oluster pattern is set up fo r eaoh Judge to be oompared with 
thole of the other Judges. 
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Immediately, the extent ot the 1nd1vidual dittere.11o •• between 
the nineteen Judge. 1s appar.nt. N.v.nh.1 •••• the intercolTelattou 
ot mo.t ot the Judge. tall into three clusters, namely, (1) the 
Subject, (2) the Judge al rater ot the Subject, and (3) the Judg. 
as rat.r ot him.elt. This i. the expected pattern. HOwever. the 
moat salient and in a s.n.e si,niticant teature is the isolation ot 
the Subjeot'. Social (S.l) and Re .. l Selve, (8-2) from the cluster 
ot praotioally every Judge. The only exoeption 1. Judge K. Since 
the correlations are low to negative between the Judges' ratingl 
ot the Subjeot (J-6) and the Subject's Re .. l Selt (S-2), the.e two 
lort. would not b. expected. to cluster together. 
Although no two clusters are more than highly 1im11ar, there 
are some pattern. that .erge. The (IAJ) have correlational pat-
terns whioh are more diveraitied, le •• along the 10g1oal line. of 
(J-l) (.1-6), (.1-2) (.1-3). and (J-4) (.1-5). The (MlJ) teDd to ha .. 
higher intercorrelations between (J-2) (.1-3) and (.1-4) (.1-6). The 
(IAJ) have high oorrelations between (.1-1) (.1-2) and between (J-3) 
(.1-5). Their p.roeptual £Ooal point centera 1n the (J-2) (.1-1) 
relation. Perhaps they want to think: that other people peroei .. 
then •• they .e. them.elv... In contrast, the (.1-2) (.1-3) eapha.i. 
ot the (MAJ) would .e .. to strell personal integration al the molt 
important concept, with le .. oonoern over whether they are viewed by 
other people as they think they aotually are. 
In oonolu8ion, the oluster analysis re .. als highly individual-
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bed patterne, yet a tendency for the IIOrtl to group around the 
logioal diT1.ionl of (1) the Judge on self (J-2) (J-3). (2) the 
Judge on Subject (J-4) (J-5), and (3) the Subject on lelt (8-1) 
(S-2). The (MAJ) cluster around (J-I) (J-3), the (LAJ), around 
(J-2) (J-l). It a olose approximation between (J-2) (J-3) is indl-
cattve ot good adjustment, then the more accurate Judges are the 
better adjusted ones. Bowever. regardles. ot adjustment there 1s 
only Ol1e Judge (I) whose 8Ort, are part ot the clulter with the 
Subject" Real (S-2) or Sooial Selves (S-l). the patterns ot the 
other Judge. contain cluster. in whioh 801le of their IOrt. are 
grouped with the Subject'. Ideal Selt (8-5). U.ually, the Judg.,' 
OWl1 Ideal Selt (J-3) i. in thie oluster. 
3 • .!!!!. anallsil !!. ~ (~) and .!.!!! <.~). 111 this •• 0000iol1 the 
item_ ot the Q 80rt are inspected to determine whether the (MAJ) 
-
describe them.elves ditterent than the (LAJ). The .e1t de.criptions 
of each group are pre_ellted and more generalized trait concepts 
will be formulated it the .tatements permit ot luch a grouping. 
111 Table VIII, p. 114 and 115, the .tatement. are presented. 
111 the first part ot the table are inoluded the statemellt8 uled by 
the (MAJ) to de.cribe themselves (8-2) whioh are DOt used by the 
(LAJ) in their lelf desoriptions. Only the items lorted in the 
three top oategpri8s, i.e., VII , VIII, and IX, are uled to draw 
the "Moat Delcrlptiftlt statements. In like :manner, only the item_ 
sorted in the three bottom oategoriel, 1.e., I, II, and III, are 
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TABLE VIII 
LIST OF S1'ATEM15:~HS USED BY (MAJ) 
IN DE..f:!CRIBING REAL SELVES 
~ Descriptive 
11. I teel that great achievements 
are the most important thing in 
lit •• 
12. I t.el tho .plrit ot competition 
in moat ot my aotivitie •• 
41. I stick to my own opinions when 
other. disagree. 
42. I oan usually find plenty ot 
realOn. to explain my tailures. 
5'1. I can aider a matter trom eftT"'lJ 
standpoint before I torm an 
opinion. 
58. I usually make a plan betore I 
start to do something. 
71. I am interested in everything 
that is going on in the world. 
bUline'I, politics, 100ial at-
taira, eto. 
72. I like beinc in the thiok ot 
thinss • 
15. Whan I wish to arrive at the 
truth, I make a consclou. att~ 
pt to eliminate .ent1l'llent and 
prejudice. 
76. I teel that the attempt to ar-
rive at a deeper understanding 
or lite 18 more important than 
praotical activity. 
~aat De,oriptiYe 
5. I argue against people who .. ttemp 
to &l8ert their authority o"er me 
6. I go my 'own way regardles. ot the 
opinion ot others. 
29. I like sympathy when I am liok or 
depressed. 
30. I am rather dspendent upon the 
presenoe and judgment 0 t my 
friends. 
55. I orten aot on th. spur of the 
moment without .topping to think. 
56. ,When I hav. to aot, I am. ulNally 
quick to make up my mind. 
11. 
lS. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2S. 
24. 
27. 
28. 
31. 
32. 
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TABLE VIII 
LIST OF STATEMENTS USED BY (LAJ) 
TO DESCRIBE REAL SELF 
~ D.soriptiv. Least Deaorip.iv. 
Oertain word. are enjoyable to 25. I ,et 8lUlOyed when. 10m.. tool 
me just tor th.ir sound. take. up my time. 
I enjoy good toad. 26. I ayo14 very 010 •• intimaoies 
with other people. 
I like to have people watch me 
do the thi:acl whioh I do "Gll. S5. I have d.veloped a good ct ... l ot 
.elf oontrol. 
X f.el di8l .. t1lt1ed if I remain 
UDnotloed. 36. I haye a strong .en •• ot re.pon 
aibillty about ~ dutie •• 
I prefer the company of amusing 
tun lovinc peopl •• ''I. I organic. my 4&ily activiti •• 
10 that there 1. little oontu-
I .eek aRuaement at .. oure tor aion. 
worry. 
48. I haTe arr&l1&ed my lite 10 that 
I acoept .001al invitation. it run. smoothly and without 
rather than atay home alone. confliot. 
I go out ot my way just to b. 61. It take. a good d.al to make me 
with my friends. unhappy. 
I feel that I am temperamentally 62. I am rarely very .xoited or 
different trom mo.t people. thrilled. 
I pay a good deal of attention 65. I tinish almost everything I 
to my appearanoe a clothe., hat., atart. 
alloes. 
66. I stick on a job eYen though it 
I enjoy playing with ohildren. .eem. I sa not ,ettiDi re.ult •• 
I am alwaya ready to ,ive or 
lend thing. to others. 
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are u •• d to draw the l.ast desoriptive statements. The atatements 
that predominantly describe the (W\J) and do not describe the (IAJ) 
a.re contrasted with the statements d.loribin& the (IAJ) that usually 
do not de.cribe the (MAJ). fhis differentiation cannot be re.trict. 
exclusively to the tew statements that would be seleoted by pra.e-
tloally all of one group and none ot the other. There are obvioualy 
too ta ot theae tor the prooedure to be praotical and u.efUl. 
Consequently" the )lost »e.criptive statement a are weipted three tor 
category IX" two tor VIII" and one tor VII. The Least Descriptlft 
are weight.a. three tor oategory I, two tor II. and one tor III. 
fable IX. p. 11'1, presents a summary 01.' the weighted frequenoie. 
of the various .tatame:at •• together with the trait or need 4e.orib84 
by eaoh ot the two aocompanying statements. On the basia ot the.e 
frequencies the moat and least desoriptive traits were selected. 
The traits .elected by the (MAJ) as "}/[Oat Descriptive" ot tha-
.elve. might be .ummarized a8 tallows. !hey think ot them.elve. a. 
W'i8hiag to achieve in an active, competitive way. They ban devel-
oped definite viewpoints and hold them oonsistently_ Their live. 
are planned, organised. They think thin,. out oaretully be1.'ore 
acting. ney have a wide range ot interests and deaire to partici-
pate and give some indication ot active, rather than passive partic-
ipation. Lastly, they have a strong del1re to know the rea.onl be-
hind thiDg8 and their purpo.e in life. 
In contrast, the following oharacterhtio8 ot the (MAl) are 
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tABLE II 
SmlURt OF FREQUENCIES OF STATEMENTS 
USED BY (MAJ) AND (IAJ) 
MOst ne.oriptl~ Least De.oripti~ 
Trait It_ Frequenoy Trait 110_ F .. equenoy: NO. (MAJ) (LAJ) lio. (MAJ) (IAJ) 
Aohievement 11 4 Autonom.y 5 2 2 
12 e 1 6 5 1 
Sentience 17 4 Rejeotion 25 1 
18 1 1 26 '7 
ExhibitloDiIDl 19 1 
" 
Suoooranoe 29 I 
20 1 10 3 
Play 21 2 '7 Superego 85 3 
22 1 36 
Affiliation 28 2 6 Conjunoti'9'ity ''7 1 8 
24 3 48 1 5 
la .. oi .. ia 27 8 Impulsion 56 6 
28 4 66 2 
Nurturaaoe 81 2 Plaoidity 61 4 
32 1 4 62 1 8 
netendanoe 41 6 Enduranoe 66 2 5 
42 1 66 1 
Deliberation 5'7 8 
58 2 
El'Ooatheotlon 71 4 
'72 1 2 
Understan41ng '75 2 1 
'76 5 1 
Sum. 40 41 Sum 25 36 
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regarded by them a. KLeast Desoriptive." In l~rray's terminology 
they rejeot the needs for autonomy and suocorance. They are not 
heedless of other people, but they shy aWrJ.y from accApting depend-
ent relationships. At the same t1me they awid my type of aggrel-
8iTe assertlvene •• of individuality_ They are neither ~~pulsive, 
nor make decisions on the spur of the moment. In sWI'1'llary, they 
might be said to be predominantly inner-directed, rather than ex-
oassi'9'ely conCerned with the opinions end reaotions of other people 
toward them. 
The (U.J) select as the "MOst Desoriptive" .tatem.ente those 
whioh reflect a. predominantly pasflive, dependent type of orienta-
tion. They are sensuous, pleasure ... loving, and emotionally depe1'14-
ent. They seek attention and are mildly exhibitionistio and naroil 
si.t10. They crave companionship and arc very ccnseioue of the 
opinion and reactions of other people toward them. They win the 
affoctiou of Oth.31" peopla by generosity toward friend. and. ao-
quaintanoe. and by being interesting, entertaining, and friendly .. 
'l'hay are somewhat too emotlonel to handle their ,roblems ettect! ....... 
ly; instead they seek e.oape, rather than resolution. 
they do mt regard thalllelwa a8 having developed muoh •• 1£-
control or IJ. sense of reeponsibil1ty. They laok emotional etabilit 
aDd persiltenoe. They 8.re .:;>,sily swayed. by the pre88ure. ot the 
.ituation and their teelings. They view their lives a. rat~r 
poorly organized and not rwming lIIOothly_ In brief" they are"othe It 
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rather than -.elt" direoted. They are 1e •• etteoti"ely integrated 
and lesl able to oontrol their emotions. 
Comps.rin~ the two group" the ('M'.]) appear more selt-direoted. 
oo:a.tident, 8Ooia11y responaible, and mature than the (IAJ). The 
latter are more emotional and ~ore 8001ally apprehensi"e, because 
of their need for approbation. In generel. the (YAJ) aelect the 
more masouline, the (U.T) the more feminine trait.. Howe"er. only 
one of each group is a female. 
These results tend to agree with tome pre"ioua finding_ that 
reported th~t the wel1-adjusted make better judge. than the poorly 
adjusted_ The usual auumpt10n hee been that the well-adjusted 
Judge evaluates better and is more acourately evaluated. It the 
(~RAJ) a.re not aotually better adjusted .. the item. they .. leot re-
veal them as individuals who are 18s. susceptible to emotional in-
fluenoes and better a.ble to deal with their prob lema than are the 
(u.J) • 
Conoerning the Judge.' description ot the Subjeot, a ooD'lparilO 
between the description by the (VAJ) with the one by the (LAJ) in-
dieates that the items ohosen al most descriptive of the Subjeet 
were u.ed with about equal trequenoy by both (IAAJ) and (IAJ). The 
item. not USGe! by both groups were "'1'1 di"era. and d1tt.red eo ex-
teml1'f'91y from Judge to Judge that the it __ could not be uaed to 
dhtingu1 sh the group.. lb ... ".r, there 1, a alight tendenoy tor 
both the (MAJ) and the (LAJ) to aelect lOme items d •• oJ'iptive of 
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themsel ... es U1 rating the Subject. Bowe ... er .. thiB tendency i. not 
... ery .trong. 
The least d •• cripti .... items in the Judg •• - de.oriptlon of the 
Subject obo.eD by the (MAJ) ed the (LAJ) tall into pattern. s1milal 
to tho.e de.orib.d above. The items are eith.r diffused o .... r the 
Judg .... or are seleot.d with almoat equal fr.quenoy by (MAJ) and 
(LAJ). 
111 conolusion, there are gr.at.r d1ffereDo.. 1n the way the 
(LAJ) and the (nJ) rat. them.elve. than in their ratings of the 
Subject. This might ha .... been expected from the oomparilOn. of the 
GOrrelations between the Real 8el ... es (S-2) (J-2) of Judg •• ed Sub-
j.ot and the Judg •• - ratings on the Subject (J-5) ed their R.al 
S.l ..... (J-2). th.r. was more real a1mllarU;y tho peroeived. .1mi-
larity. While there was more a.sumed I1ml1arity than real aimilar1tr, 
the alsumptions were generally in the wrong d1reotion, 1.e., toward 
the Subject'. Ideal Self (8-3). The survey of the items merely 
confirms the t.ndencie. demonstrated by the 10 rts. A. tinal example 
may illustrate e very disappointing foe.ture ot the Jud!;;es "acouraoy-
in rating the Subject. 
It we take the Real sortl (J-2) of Judge. 'N' ad I .. and the 
.eal IOrt ot the Subjeot (8-2) and int.roorr.late them, the fbllow-
ing correlation. re.ult. 
Judg. » (J-2) and Judge ( (J-2) correlate .1S. 
Judge I (J-2) and Subjeot (S-2) correlate .02. 
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Judge I (J-2) and Subjeot (8-2) correlate .24. 
lbwever, if the rating ot Judge. on Subjeot (J-5) a.nd compare it 
with the Real Selt ot Judge ( (J-2)" .. a it N .... re rating X. there 
result the fOllowing correlationst 
Judge. (J-6) and Judge X (J.2) correlate .32. 
Judge» (J-5) and Subject (S-2) oorrelate .12. 
In part this .teme from the high correlationa between the Ideal 
Selves ot the Judges (J-3) and the high 00 rrel at ion tor many Judge. 
between their Ideal sort, (J-3) and their rating. On the Subjeot 
(3-5). In thia in.tanoe it ie ob'rioul that the belt Judge doe. an 
excellent job ot predioting another Judge when he i. actually ratiua 
the Subjeot. Con.equently, the tollowing oonolulion i. apparent. 
aoouraoy i. more a f'unction ot the individual who i. judgfJd than tht 
per IOn who judge •• 
The more important structural feature. ot the data haTe bee. 
analyzed and dueue.ed. The summary and 001101u81ol1a tbllow. 
OHAPtER V 
Sm.tMARY AND OONCLUSIONS 
!his study was oonducted to explore some relationa between the per-
.eption ot selt and the perception ot another. It a group ot Judge. all per-
oeift the aame Subject. ditterenoe. in their peroeption oan be compared. with 
'their peroeption ot selt. 
Nineteen student. in .. 00118ge 01as8 in general p.yohology and their 
in.truotor .e"ed 8. participant •• 
!he nineteen Judges (students) rated themselves and the Subject 
(inatruotor), using the se ... enty-81% item Q sort of Fiedler. !he Judge. made 
the tollawin& lix ratings. (1) Social. (2) Real. and (S) Ideal Selft., (4) th 
Subjeot a. they perceive him, (5) the Subject as they beli ..... he leel him.elt. 
(6) themaelves as they believe the Subjeot 'WOuld. rate them. !he Subject made 
the tirst three rating8 on him.elt. Analyl1. of the dat .. yielded the tollow 
result •• 
A. Ge1leral Characteri.tics. 
The Judges' rating ot the Subject approximate. tirat the Judge.' Ideal 
Selve., then their Real Selvee, next the Subject's Ideal Selt, and tinally, th 
Subjeot'l Real Selt. 
In addition, the Judges perceived. tar greater similarity between their 
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attn,. on themselves (J.Z) and their rating! on the Subject (J-5) than actually 
xist. between the Real Selt ot the Subjsot (8 .. 2) and the Judges' Real SelTe. 
(J-2). 
J'urthennore. in their ratings or the Subject, tho Jud,ges' aocuraoy atema 
rtmarily from the fact that their (J-5) sorts correlate rather high with their 
eal eorta (J-Z), whioh in turn generally correlate positive with the Real Selt 
t the Subjeot (S-2). The similarities betw.en (S-2) and (.1-5) stam primarily 
from (J-2) rather than trom the stimuli whioh the Subject rate. in hia (8-2) 
sort. HaweTer. the stimuli rated by the Subjeot in his Ideal sort (S ... 3) oorre-
late. higher with (.1 ... 5) than with his Real (8-2) 8011;. 
The ind1~dual Judge's reting or the Subjeot (J-5) approximate. the other 
Jud,e.' ratings of the Subjeot (.1-5 avg .... 1). rather the Subjeot·. rating on 
him.elf (s-a). In part this oan, be explained by the relatively high oorrelat1ona 
b.tween the Judges t Ideal Selves (.1-3) and their ratings on the Subject (.1-5) 
and 'by the relatively 010 •• approximations between the Ideal Selves (J-3) ot 
the ?arious Judges. 
Thore are greater diff .... noes between sorts than between Judge •• There 
are oonsiatently higher correlations between lOme sorts than others regardless 
ot the individual differenoes between Judges. Individual differeaoe. between 
Jud,e. 1s largely a matter ot the lnt~rrelat1onB oatween all their aorta--
whether their overall correlatione are generally high or low. Consequently. a 
dual pattern 11 pre.ent, one between aorta and another between Judge •• 
B. Speoific Charaoteristio •• 
Judge. rating the Subjeot moat aoourately tend 'to have a high oorrelat1oll 
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between their Real and Ideal sorts (J-2) (J-S) than Judges who rated the Subject 
le •• aoourately. High oorrelations between the other sorts are not related to 
aecuraey ot judgment. 
The tiTe )l)st Accurate Judges (MAJ) .. ere compared with the five Least Ac-
ourate Judges (UJ). A cluster analysis reveals msrked individuAl differenoes 
between the 'f'arioue Judees in terms of the int.rcorrelat10n. ot their six sort. 
wi:th the Subject's three sort.. There i8 & general tendency for the 80rt. to 
group around: (1) the Judge-. rating ot him.elt. (2) the Subjeot·. rating ot 
him.elf. (3) the Judge's rating of the Subject. HOwever. the Subjectts Social 
and Real SelTes (S-l) and (8-2) usually torm an ind.pend.nt cluster. Only one 
Judge h&a a oluster pattem in which the Subjeot'llI Real Self (8-2) 11 related. to 
any ot the Judge's aorts. 1"01" the other Judges. the S'ubjeot t • Id.eal sort (8-3) 
is usually related to one ot the Judget •• elf sorts. There is e. trend in tbe 
(MAJ) to cluster in the more .xp.ot.d logical patterns, such aa (J-2) (J-3). 
(J-4) (J-5), and (J-l) (J-6). The (tAJ) are leBs 10g10al1y grouped. 
th.r. is a tendenoy tor eert:dn item. and trait. to dl.tinguilh the (MAJ) 
trom the (lAJ). The (IIAJ) are more 1nner-dirHted, confident, and more emo-
tionally stable. 'lb,e (LAJ) are more out.r-directed, emotionally unstable, anc1 
1001ally dependent. In a very general .ense, the (MAJ) olaim the more ma.culm. 
traite. the (LAJ) the more feminine. It the (MAJ) are not bett.r adjuated, the 
traita tbey olaim enable the to Gope more .tt.oti .... ly with th.ir ennroma_t 
and problems. The (UJ) are more at the me roy ot oirolm1stanoes. the opinion. of 
oth.r., and emotional oyolel than are the (MAJ). HOwey.r, the Judge,· percep-
tion ot the Subj.ot 11 not markedly ditterent tor either group_ In partioular 
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this stems tram the general consistenoy of all J~dgal in rating the Subjeot in a 
som.ewhat similar way. eTen though their ratings were quit. ditferent from the 
Subject" rating of himself. 
c. Relationship 'between Su.bjeot ~ Jud.ge. 
:fbe Judges' p~no.ptlon of the way the Subjeot 'WOuld rate them approxiJlates 
first their Real Selves (J-2). second their Sooial Selves (J-1). and third. 
their Ideal Selve. (J-3). Evidently they belieTe the Su.bjeot perceive. them 
more acourately than do other people and in a Ilightly more oritioal m.anner. 
rather than in teme of an idealiatic frsmework. 
Just what the Judge perceive. whe: rating the Subjeot become. 8",en more 
questlo:able in the follOWing com';larilon. When Judge If rated the Subjeot (J-5) 
his rating correlated .12 with the Subjeot t I rating on him.selt (S-2). Ho ........ r. 
it Judg. B'. rat1n~ on the Subject (J-5) 1s compared instead with the rating ot 
Jud.g. X on himself (J .. "n. the eo nela. tion obtained is .32. Oonsequently. the 
Judge does a fine job ot rating another Judge by aotually rating the Subject. 
'!his result leems to indioate that in an experimental setting such as thi. 
one the characteristic, at the person judged are more important than the per-
oeptions ot the Judge. In the writer' I opinion. the.e correlations explain ... hy 
80me preTiouB studie. reported that Judges tsnded to rnt. most aoourately Sub-
jeots dmilar to themselves in age, occupation. and pereol1s.l1ty. Judge, make 
ratings on Subjeot similar to the rating they (the Judges) make on them.el ".. •• 
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OOIWBtll'S AND eONCLUSIOIS 
Q. Sort. 
--
The composition of a Q eort presents some speoial problems ot its own.. 
the sort used here was compar.d with tho.e ot Steph.nson and Rog.rs. Stephen-
IOn'l was baa.d on Jungian typology and Rogers' sort was drawn from client ... 
centered interriew.. While Murr .. y obviouely has a theory of per"onality, the 
items .elected by Fiedler represent mol'. an all-.ncompa.eing .8t of personality 
desoriptions, rather than statementa stemming from en integrated oonoept of 
personality or from. speoifio complaint. of' patients. The .orts ot Fiedl.r and 
Roger. enable the .xaminer to reconstruot the Subjeot t s internal f'rame ot ret-
erenc. void of integratilll conc.pt.. Som. of Stephenson' 8 BOrts permit the 
expermenter to clasdry the subject iD. terma of the thinking or feeling types. 
the advantage of fiedl.r'. sort is that the experimenter need DOt anum. that 
the stat ... nta aotually d •• or1be tho •• trait. and only tho.e traits und.r whioh 
they are 01a.8if1.d. In stephanIOn'. sort.this .. ssumption 1s plausible, even 1. 
not neoessary. The disadvantage of' Fiedler'. sort is that it 1s diffioult to 
compare subject'. in term. of unifying concepts. For example, Fiedler has 
.elect.d two statements tor eaoh of Murray' 8 needs. In many inatanoe. the .ub-
j.ot will •• l.ot one of th ••• atatements as very desoriptive of hims.lf' and so 
another a. neutral or non-desoriptiv.. Cons.qu.ntly, construoting .. subj.ot 
desoription iD. t.rm. of traita b .... d on item plaoement il often impractical. 
A patt.rn of traits might distinguish OBe lubjeot from anoth.r, but the fOot 
conoept, mu.t b. lett to the .xaminer to formulate .. description in such t.rms 
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if deaired or nece.eary. In thil study the le .. st acourate and most accurate 
Judge. oould 'be loosely dU'ferentiated in tenua of the .tatements they ,elected 
to de.cribe themsel Te.. eTen though they oould oot 'be difterentiatttd on the 
basi' ot their deSCription, ot the Subject. 
Sorti!, !!!!. Stat_ants. 
The Q .on technique has been criticized as being too di,ttioult tor 
-
,ubjec-ts of limited ability to under.tand and too oumbersome to administer on a 
large leale. The writer belie.,.e. that the methodology used in this 'tudy make. 
administration on a tairly large soale possible. Admittedly. ranking .eYenty-
lix itea acourately is a difficult task. hrthermore, although eaoh stat.eut 
oenter. around a single concept, some of them are rather complex. Then. the 
time con.umed in exeouting the IlOns a. reported by the Judge. ranged from 
twenty minutes to two hours per sorb. Consequently, the writer agre.s that thi. 
18 not a ta.k tor ,omeone ot below average intelligen.e. "'"h.rmo .... in Tin 
of the di,tt1culty ot the ta.k, together with the lagth ot tille required to 
complete it, fairly R1"Ollg motivation on the part ot the partio1pants 1, re-
quired it it 11 to be completed. 
In addition, the 100ial p.ychology of the exp.rimental e1tuation 1a 
not to be ignored in interpreting the reaults. In this study it may repre.ent 
one ot the moat erucisl teatures ot the outcome. The Judge. (student,) may 
haTe been h.sitant to otter their candid opinions ot the Subject (instructor) 
becau.e they beUeved he might elilcover them SOmftime ia the tuture. It waa 
mentioned to the Jud,e. that the content ot the eorts 'WOuld DOt 'be il1lpeoted 
tor some time, and it was l'x)'t. .e ... ertheles., the Judge.' interpretation ot 
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the.e remarks remain. \U'Ilcnown. 
rurthel'1DOre. it may be that the student. are inolined to think fawr-
ably 0 f' teachers in general and rate them. accordingly.. Bowever, in vi_ of the 
frequent out.poken or1t10i_ of' teaoher. made by moat oollege stud_t., this 
po .. 1bility doe. not Ie. very 11kely. 
AJ30ther interpretation is the literal one, that the Jud&e& aotually 
perceived the Subjeot a. they rated him. tne Subject believed that hi. rap-
port with the ola81 was rather good and it 11 conoe1vable that this rep res eDt, 
their aotual opinion. 
Finally. if the Judge. perceive the SUbject a8 eo.meone generally 
similar to them.elve •• they obviously are DOt gobg to rate him the .ame a. the 
would if they peroeive him as quite different from themselves. Beoau.e of the 
dlftereno •• in age, statUI, and baokground, it is unlikely that the Judge. re-
garded the Subject as one of their peers. Oon.equently, many ot the problem., 
cOnfliot., and oonfua1on. they experienoed personally 'WOuld not be thought of 
as attributable to the Subject. 
The writer believes eaoh of the.e feature. i. operative in at 18&.t 
.ome of the Judge •• 
The Prooes. of Judgi5_ 
The re.ults .e. to indicate that the prooe .. of judging 1. done iA 
term. of' the internal frame of reterenoe of' the individual judge in thll way. 
the low level of' acouraoy in judgment doe. not indicate that the Judge. are 
viw1.ng a hollow man, but they perceiTe him only within the !Saitations of 
their own perceptual ,y.t ••• 
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As mentioned before, in studying the judgmental proce.t at lea8t tift 
faotors must be eons id ered. (1) the Judge, (2) the Subject, (3) what i. ob-
.erTed, (4) how the observation is reported, and (5) how the reporters evaluated 
1t. tet us reter to Fig. 1, p. 130, in discus.iug jud~eDt in te~8 ot the 
internal frame. 
In Section A of rig. 1, a brier sketch 18 pr •• ented ot the various 
stages of complexity in the perceptual process. Perception based on the physi-
cal features of a subject, such a. hi. size, shape, and color, would most likel~ 
be reported in highly similar terms by almost any group ot judge.. lIext. ob-
servable activitie. would more readily be agreed upon, suoh a. the tact that t~ 
subject is talking and not running. ltnrever, hb motives for talking and ~ 
running oan be construoted only trom the obeeM"ed physical oharacteristios and 
aotivities. Aa in ! of Fig. 1, accuraoy inorease. a8 the stimulus proceed. 
trom. complex tho~ht prooess •• to .imple aots ot behavior. 
In Seotion a ot r1g. 1 the first diagram illustrates haw the person-
ality m.e.ke-up ot the Judge is instrumental in determining hi. motive. and tho •• 
ot the Subjeot. It there 11 a direct. immutable relationlhip between any need, 
behavior, and goal, observation of behavior will enable the Judge to prediot 
with accuraoy the goal sought by the Subjeot or the need from whioh the beh&'rior 
springs. Ibwever, it the •• cond illustration 1. lOOre descriptive ot the Judge 
and/or the Subjeot, a leas .athfactory understanding and prediction will be POl" 
sible. In this case a given need such as (1
1
) may find .atisfaction through a 
variety ot behavior patterns ('1- 132" 'S). Furthermore"l might be directed. 
toward Goal or Goal. Similar complioations are tound in relation to the othex 1 2 
a. 00101' 
b. 
o. 
d. 
S1Ie ---------. BehaTior------.... feed 
Shape 
Simple Complex 
Behavior 
Thought 
Goal. Beha"l1ol" • ·Ieed 
°1 B-1' B:~.~ 
G 
2 Ba 
" 
-J 
S 
S\1b~eot ! Judge! 
#a C/f 1 
~6 #6 T ,T IT 
#8 
S\1b~eot ! Judge ! 
$ ~2 $~ T 
,. IT f6 
Fig. 1 
DIAGRAMS OF SOME PERSONAL PERCEPTUAL PROCESSES AND AOTS 
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aotivities (B2, B , and. B). Oon.equ$%ltly, judging the need. or motives of an 3 4 
individual oan be done only in tenllS of the subjeot's peculiar patterns of 
needs, behavior, goal relationShips. 
In Seotion D ot Fig. 1 this complex 11 illustrated more speoifioally. 
Lst us lay that Judge. Wand X both po ••••• tn,it T. Judg. W de.oribe., thie 
trait in himself in terms of statem.ents#l, "Ita, and :/1=1. Although there is 
considerable overlap in this trait tor both Judges, Judge X desoribes this 
trait in hir!Uselt in term. ot statement.gl, 13_ f!fj. Judges W and X then pro-
ceed to evaluate Subjeot. Y and Z. Trait r .xists in "both Y and Z. However, 
Y describe. it in tams ot statements 1}3, ~J ,#1. and:jJ8. Z desoribes the same 
in term. ot Ha, 'fl12, and 117. When W makes hie pred1otlons of Y he prooeeda to 
desoribe T in terms ot II, 'ff6. 111 that i8, what T mean. to him (Y). He will 
be oOlTeot as to ~ and :f/"7, 'bu.t will mi .. on #3 and #8. ae will also attribute 
il to Y. 
Similarly. when X enluates Y he will be eorrect on 13 anCl/16. but 
will mi .. on #1 and :/fa. He will alIa attribute 11 to Y incorrectly. lbnver, 
their prediotions will be more aoourate on Y than on Z because both W and X 
will be correot only on #6 tor Z. Both Judges attain the same degr.e at "-
curaoy on Y, but in different way 1 • W was oorrect onRe and #'I. while X was 
oorr.ct on #3 and 1/6. le1ther W nor X desoribe Z in terms at atatement. #12 
and 117. 11#6 represents the more o'O.ern.ble behavior in eaoh cluster. both 
Judge, are aocurate on this item. However .... ouracy ot judgmat on the other 
item. ia the result not of what 1s preci •• 1y observed. but of what i& ... aoola-
ted 0 r inferred. Consequently. both W and X judge Y mo re aoourately than they 
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judge Z limply becau.e subject Y "88oolate. more common element' nth tra1t :r 
than doe. z. 
The writer believe, that the above de.aription. aacoUDt at l .. ,t 1n 
part tor the relatively poor pred1Gtions of the Subject made by 'bhe Judge .. 
The Subjeot a88001ated difterent goal. and need. with hi. behavior than did the 
Judge.. rbi. outcome might be expeoted, .ince there are obrioutll diftereno •• ill 
age, status, and the 1n8truotor-Itud.ent relation, a •• ell a8 educational back-
ground. With a baokground in psyaho10 gy , the Subjeot would be expected to 
interpret his behavior in a difterent _y trom the Judge., ine.peative at 
whether hie •• If-ob.ern.tion' are more "correot" or not. 
In conoludon, the pl'Qoes. of per.onal peroeption might be d •• cribed 
in this we.y. In evaluatiDi another person the Judge vi .... the Subject" behav-
ior and other ob,.rn.ble attribute.. If the a1tuation call. fbr description at 
the Subject'. needs, motive., and unobserved beharior, the Judge turns within 
him.elt for the answer. Ue de.oribes the Subject in terma of hi. own patterns 
of values, attitude., and emotion. al800iated with thi. behavior. Conaequently, 
personal peroeption 18 a procel. in which external and internal faotors are 
ruled in te1'lMl ot the total d.tuatlon, the entire experienoe., and the per80n-
a11 ty dynaaic. 0 t the Judge. 
In the writer's opinion, a more protl table approaoh to interpersonal 
peroeption il to abandon the concept or aoouraoy of perception aa suoh and in-
stead conduct experiments designed to unoc)'Yer data whlah 11'111 lea4 eventually 
to a 4e.or1ption ot the oharacterietio. of the Judge" 1nterDal trame ot reter-
enoe whioh influence hi. peroeption of oertain element. of the Subject· I 
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physique and behavior as associated with specific needs and goall Thus the 
il8ue beOO1les 0011 a question of Whether one individual understands another, but 
rather haw will two individuals with certain oharacteristios perceive eaoh 
other. Data ot tb18 kind could serve as a basis for a realistic theory at 
interperlOnal perception. 
APPEiDIX I 
'I ... , 70\& to CO Oil to pictur. the enl1p.tement or ie:ooranee ot our 
human ooDdlt10D8 aom .. b&t .8 followe. Iaa,lne en undel'&nn.m4 ohomber .. like .. 
eave with &11 ea:t;ra •• opea to the dayl1gh~ and rwming a 10Dg way u.ncl0r&toUlld. 
1u ~hl. ohamber are men who ha .. been 1'1"1 10 nor. there .1800 they wero ohildren .. 
their le,. 8Jl4 nNk. belDi 80 taet ... that they 0Nl Gall' look .~ra.l,ht &.head 
ot th_ and oaDDOt tUI'll their heade. lehind the an4 abo ... e tIl_ a fin 1. bum 
1D&. and lMrlnr .. n 'he tiro anel the priaonorl I'UIlI a road, iu troat ot whiob .. 
ouJ'ta1n-_ll has been bullt, 11ko the .o .... n at puppe' thows between the opera-
tIors aDd thelr audiu.... aboft nloh thoy Ihow their puppet a • • 
'I ..... 
• I1I&&ba.e hnhor tbat there ar ... oal"l"ytuc aU IOFta ot par mq 
beh1ad the ouna1D ..... ll .. s.a.olud1D& figures of ... &lid a:aJ.m.l .... 4. ot wood ... 
stone end other matorials .. _d that I0Il8 ot tho •••• n, a. 1. natur .. l ..... 
talld.aC and 8OmO BOt.' 
tAn odd ,10tur. aAd an odd IOrt ot 1'r1I011er." 
'!hey are dl'a'Wl'l tJoom Ute,' 1 replied. 'for .. tell me.. do you thbk 
our pr11011.rs eould ... anY'hiq of th ... 1.,... or their tollo_ exoept tho 
ehadow. thrown by the f'ire 01\ the wall of' the oa .. oppodte tb..f' 
'Bow oould. they ... anything ol.e it they we .. e prOftnted from m1v1ll& 
their h ...... all their U.,...?' 
'AAd would tMy ... anything more of' the objeot. oarrled. along the 
road.ft 
'Ot cov.e DOt. t 
'then it they were able to talk to eacah other. would they not a ....... 
that the .hadowa they ....... ere real thing." 
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• laeT1tably. t 
'Anel it the all of tMS.r prieon oppos1te th_ reflected. fOund, doa't 
,ou think that they would suppos., when ..... r one ot the pas •• rs-by on the roacl 
.poke, that the "0'010_ Mlolli-d to the shadow , .... in, before thall" 
t th~ lIQuld be bound to think 80.' 
'And so they would. beH . ."e that the shadows of the objects we .ea-
tione4 .. ere in all ... speets real.' 
'Ye., ineYltably.' 
'Thea thlak what lIQuld naturally happen to the it they ... re rele .. sed 
ho. th.ir bonds and oured 0 r their deluaion.. Suppcue oae 0 t the we" let 
looa •• and. au4denly ooa1'8l1" to atanc! up t.d tum hi. head gel look and. .... lk 
towania tb. tire, all thue actioa. would 'be painful and he would be too 
dua1ed to ... properly the ob jMts of whioh he used to ... the shadows. So it 
he ft_ told that what he u.." to ••• fta .ere illua10n and that h. waa now 
ua ..... reality ud a .. irag _1'8 oorl'8Ot1y, 'b .... u •• he .... tunMd towards object. 
that " ... more real, and it Oil top of that be were ooapell4td to lay what eaoh 
of the ' .... ieg objeot. waa when it wa. pointed out to him. don't ,ott think he 
would 'be .. t a 10.', aDd. think that what he ttl" to ••• was more 1' .. 1 than the 
objecta .... be1ac poiaud ou.1o to bla?' 
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APPENDIX II 
STATEMENTS 0' Q SORT 
1. I usually intluenoe others more than they influenoe me. 
2. I am usually the one to malee the nece.sary deo1l1ons when I am. with an-
other per80n. 
3. I aooept suggestion. rather than inaiat on lIOrkiDg things out in my own 
way-
4,. In matters of conduct 1 conform to custom. 
5. I argue against people who attempt to a.asert their authority over me. 
6. I go my own way regardle •• ot the opinions at others. 
7. I am likely to enjoy getting a persont 8 goat. 
8" I enjoy a good hot arguaent. 
9. I am BIOre apt to give in than to continue the tight. 
10. I teel nervous and anxious in the pre.ence ot superiors. 
11. I teel that great aohievements are the mo.t important thing in lite. 
12. I teel the spirit ot compet1tition in molt of my activiti ••• 
13. I sp.nd .. good deal of time planning my career. 
14. I deand tor I\ys.lt more than 8I1yon. oan demand tor me. 
16. I tall in love rath.r .a8ily. 
16. I have dittioulty controlling my sexual impul •••• 
11. Oertain word. are enjoyable to m. just tor th.ir sound. 
18. I enjoy good food. 
19. I lik. to have people watch me do the thing8 I do well. 
20. I teel di.8atiatied if I remain unnoticed. 
21. I pret'er the company ot' amusing tun loving people. 
22. I Ie. amua.ent aa a oure for worry_ 
23. I acoept 800ial invitations rather than atay home alon •• 
24. I go out ot my wa.y just to be with triends. 
25. I get annoyed when some tool take. up my time. 
26. I a.oid 010 •• intimacies with other people. 
21. I teel that I am temperamentally difterent from most people. 
28. I pay a goOd deal ot' attention to my appearance: clothes, hata, ahoes. 
29. I like sympathy when I am siok or deprested. 
30. I am rather dependent upon the presence and judgment 01' my frienda. 
Sl. I enjoy playing with ohildren. 
32. I aa always ready to give or lend things to others. 
33. I teel upaet it I hear that people are critiCising or blaming me. 
34. I do a great m&ll¥ things just to awid criticism. 
35. I have developed a good deal ot .elt' control. 
38. I have a strong sen.e 01' responsibility about my duties. 
S1. I often ask myaeltl 1tBave I done right?· 
38. I teel rearse when I think 01' aome 01' the things I have done. 
39. I uaually lack self-confidence when I have to compete again.t others. 
40. I worry a lot about my ability to sucoeed. 
41. I ati ck to my own opinions when others disagree. 
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42. I oan ususlly find plenty of reason. to explain my failure •• 
4S. I go out to meet trouble rather than try to esoape it. 
44. I usually say "Jo" when 8Omeone offera tc> a •• 1st m •• 
46. I am afraid of phyaieal pain. 
46. Sometime. I tear that I may be injured in an aooident. 
4'1. I organbe my daily aotiviti •• 80 that there 1. little ooutu.ion. 
48. 1 have arranged my lite 80 that it runs smoothly and without confliot. 
49. I ftQ4 it difficult to exolude irrelevant ideas and pin myselt down 10 
one line ot thought. 
60. My d.eaire. are otten at 'Dr with one another. 
51. I .. somewhat d1Bturbed when my daily habit. are d1arupted by unfore.een 
eventa. 
52. I am con.istent and dependable in my dealings with others. 
63. I frequently start new projeot. without waiting to fini.h what I haTe 
been doing. 
54. I find it diffioult to keep to any routine. 
55. I otten aot on the .pur of the moment without stopping to think. 
66. When I have to aot .. I am u.ually quick to mak., up my mind. 
6'1. I consider a matter from eTery standpoint before I form an opinion. 
58. I u.ually make a plan betore I start to do .omething •. 
69. I have inten.e like. and dielikas. 
60. I am. influenoed in my daohlon. by how I happen to be teeling at the 
time. 
61. It talce. a good d.al to make me unhappy. 
62. I am rarely very exoited or thrilled. 
6S. I am inten •• about the things whioh interest me. 
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64. I teel tresh, ncol'Ou, and ready tor anything, lnQn of the t1me. 
65. I tiniah &lmoat e.,..rythlDg 1 atart. 
66. I nick on .. job e'Yen though it .... I _ not ,ettl:q ro.u1tl. 
61. I t .. l thin" Haply and personally, and 8m .enalti .. e to tho de4tper 
t"UIli' of other •• 
69. 1 am moro tnter •• ted 1n a pertOn'. beMnor than in hi. inner lite. 
10. nen.! think out .. rl'O'blem I keep "I'Y 010 •• to the tacta. 
11. I _ interested in everything that is going on. in the world. buairw88, 
politicI, .001al attaira, eto. 
12. I 11ke being in the thiok of aotlon. 
13. I would nther write • tine book the:n be an important D\10110 figure. 
1t_ 1 41,Uk ....... rythl. that ha' to do wi.th moneh ... ·lll.ll1n&, .ell1D&. an.d 
'bargalDiq_ 
16. Wb. . I .ish to arr1v8 at the truth, I make .. consoious attcpt to oU.miDat 
aut! pre.1udice. 
76. I te.l th.i~ the attempt to ,uTi ... e at .. deeper Ulld.r.tandiDi ot lU'e 1, 
more 1JIportantthu per ... tio.l aotlT1ty. 
i-' H 
APP;i;NDIX III 
Name 
(check): ,.". 
H 
Rating H 
( ) 1. As other people see you. 
( ) 2. As you see yourself. 
( ) 3. As you would like to be. 
r ) 4. As you see the Subject. \ H ( ) 5. As you think Subject sees self. -.:J f-i H ( " 6. I As ;you think the Subject 
would ra.te you. 
i-' ~-I 
CA .q 
f.\:) 
m 
.q 
i-' .q 
CA H 
.q 
-.:J H 
H 
.q 
,.". H 
H 
H 
i-' H 
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APPENDIX IV 
INSTRUCTIONS 
• Arrange the nine cards with Roman numerals in the order illustrated below. 
Least descriptive Neutral traits Most descriptive 
I II III 
lOard 4 7 
IV 
13 
v 
26 
VI 
13 
VII VIII 
1 
2. The 16 statements on the cards are to be olasdf1ed acoord1ng to how ",ell 
they desoribe yourself or someone else. If you are rating yourself, tor 
example, you mi1jht start by placi~ the statements in three groups, about 
25 statements to a group. The first group lIOuld "be the statements that 
IX 
1 
are generally descriptive of your attitudes and behavior. The second group 
of 25 lIIOuld be statements that are largely neutral: neither very much like 
you nor very much unlike you. The third group would be the 8tl.tem.8nt. that 
are tor the most part not desoriptive of you. 
3. The 8tatQents are then broken down further 80 that (in the illustration 
above) Group IX would take the statement most descriptive of you, Group 
VII~ 4 statement. llightly lesl oharaoteristio ot you, Group VII, 1 atate-
ments eameWhat les8 desoriptive, and category VI, statements descriptive, 
but leas apt than those in the previOUS categories. 
Group V would contain the neutral statements. 
The remaining statements 'WOuld be grouped in a similar manner. Group 
I would contain the .tatement farthest removed trom what you think you are 
like. Group II, statements unlike you but not so extreme "8 Group I, eto. 
thi. is known aa a forced oholce distribution. You might feel that 
there are fewer atatements desoriptiV'S of you and more statements that do 
DOt apply. this ie mt an absolute, but a rela.tive evaluation; that is. 
the sorting merely implie. that the statements in Group IX are more lilt. 
you than those in Group VIII. whioh are more like you than those in Group 
VII, and .0 on through Group I. 
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4. Record the lumber ot the ataten'Umt on the record form. Please be aure that 
eaoh statement is olassified and that there is no duplication. Be sure to 
oheck the type of rating on the record form .. whether Real Selt. Ideal Selt. 
eto. 
Uae a .eparate record form tor eaoh rating. 
APPENDIX V 
POST SORT QUESTIODAIRB 
Part I. 
Indioate in the .paoe. below (1) the order in whioh you mad. th. ratingl, 
whioh fir.t, second, eto. (2) the date of the rating., the time tor eaoh 
approximately 1n minut •• , (3) the order of diffioulty, whioh on. you found 
molt diffioult, (4) whioh rating was !!l.Qst limilar to which other, e.g., 4 was 
lik. 1, 2 was lik. 6, .to. 
R ... l S.lf 
Ide .. l Self 
As other. ••• UI 
As I.e. B 
AI E .e.s him.elf 
A. E •••• m. 
Time 
hrt 11. 
Date Diffiou1ty Similarity 
1. Were there any group or kinds of question. you found moat difficult to 
aasign aocurately? 
2. Did )lOlA feel that your attmdards ot analyais and opinion ot youraelf and. 
other. were ohanging dur1.ng the ratings? Were they different after the 
la8t rating than after th. first' 
3. W.re JOu consoious of any set or prinoiples or method ot &naly-tis that )IOu 
applied or did you simply aJlign the oarda to oategories largely on hunoh.l~ 
4. If it 18 possible to make ratings on your.elf and others in this way, on 
what balis canw. lay that we are one, identioal throughout lite' 
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APPENDIX VI 
VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SUBJEC'lS 
The envelope you reoeived contain. a set of seventy-six oards. On 
eaoh oard is printed a statement desoriptive of some personality trait. atti-
tude, opinion, or item of behavior. You are to use the.e cards in describing 
yourselves. Instead of answering these questions as you do so •• , by .y •• " or 
"no," you are to rank th.,. atatements aocording to whioh ones are most like you 
to tho.e that are least 11ke you. 
It 'IIIOuld probably be extremely diffioult to rank the statements one 
~hrough eeventy-lix because many of the ,tatememt. could be plaoed in a group 
ithat would be more like you than, say, another group of atatements. 
To facilitate this grouping and to make exact comparisons between your 
.eTeral sorts ponlble, this plan should be followed. 
First, go through the statements and plaoe them. in one 0 t three groups 
~bout twenty-five oards to eaoh. In the tirst group you would plaoe the state-
nents ot traits desoriptive of youJ in the second, netrual ones; and in the 
third, statements of traits that are unlike you. 
lext. the statement8 are arranged more exactingly according to this 
plq. (Categories I through IX are written on the board with the appropriate 
r1umber at .tatements for each oategory.) The oards with Roman numeral. on the 
bop ot the staok oorrespond to these nine oategories. Stmply arrange the nine 
oard. in a row as illustrated on the Instruotion Sheet. fhen assign the most 
lesoriptive statement to Group IX, the next tour most desoriptive .tatements to 
~roup VIII, and 80 on. Atter the lort is oompleted oheok to see that you have 
~he exaot number speoified in eaoh group_ 
len, record the number ot the statement on the Reoord sheet. fhere 
lust be no omission •• no duplioation, no blanks, aD. this form. 
Note that at the upper lett-hand corner ot the Record form are the 
~otua1 desoriptions of the sort, and a definition ot each one, such as (1) 
~Social Se1t, as other people •• e me," and 80 forth. Do eaoh sort independently 
~ke these ratings •• oarefully, aocurately, and truthfully a. you can. Use a 
~eparate aecord sheet tor eaoh sorb. Arter the last sort ia finished, complete 
~he Post Sort Questionnaire. 
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APPEHDIX VII 
INTEacO!ULA'1'IOliS OF StlBJEOftS AND JUDGES- SOMS 
r ! I i 8 i , II § 
r-:I J-1 J ... I J-I I-a 3-1 J-! 1-1 3.1 
.1-5 J-a .1 ... J-6 J-S ,,-4 .1-6 8-2 I-I 
I .9G .89 .86 .41 .91 .43 .84 .41 .84 
C .9S 1.00 .69 .83 .69 .87 .69 .41 .Gt 
A 1.00 .95 1.00 .64 .64 .64 .96 .41 .. , 
'1' .82 .30 .16 .68 .82 .84 .41 .41 .28 
l( 
.8S .88 .29 .40 .89 .as .41 .41 .78 
R .70 .66 .49 .61 .44 .50 .61 .41 .67 
L .52 .46 .18 .61 .66 .60 .40 .41 .11 
V .15 .46 1.00 .66 .19 .07 .46 .41 .68 
H .17 .58 .S2 .40 .16 .13 .41 .41 .07 
E 1.00 .22 .19 .68 .6'1 .68 .18 .41 -.os 
G .82 .80 .47 .2t .24 .S8 .48 .41 .29 
B .62 .12 .4. .61 .62 .60 .41 .41 .27 
I .'6 .54 .21 .64 .43 .30 .32 .41 .61 
W 
.1' .39 .23 .48 .36 .62 .26 .41 .S9 
D .S2 .... 10 -.02 .3' .15 .60 .42 .41 .24 
F .31 .60 .26 
." .39 .1' .04 .41 .16 S .18 .1'1 .11 .38 -.03 .19 .12 
.'1 -.04 
14 .S6 .66 -.1$ .61 .10 .28 -.01 .41 .01 
p 
.40 .1' .1'1 .46 .... o, .26 .19 .41 .o, 
. 
AYg. I" .80 .68 .64 .61 .51 .48 .4' .41 .40 
Razlge 
tro. 1.00 1.00 1.00 .83 .91 
.8' .96 .41 .84 
to .16 -.10 -.13 .29 
-.0' .07 -.07 .41 -.04 
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APPENDIX VII 
INTEROORRELAtIONS OF SUBJECt'S AND JUDOKS' SORTS 
10 11 11 11 14 15 16 17 18 
8-1 CY-s 3-2 3-2 3 ... 1 I-I :4 3-5 3-1 
.1-3 .1-6 .1-6 .1-4 J-6 .1-5 J-6 J-6 ,1-4 
It .38 .81 .41 .44 .44 .19 .60 .51 .46 
C .89 .'16 .58 .58 .58 .32 .S'1 .6'1 .58 
A .44 .69 .32 .32 .30 .1. .30 .30 .30 
T .48 .89 .64 .68 .22 .50 .46 .48 .32 
N .M .35 .31 .35 .81 .33 .20 .20 .29 
R .39 .8t .45 .50 .$'1 .18 .46 .44 .41 
L .40 .32 .51 .3'1 .24 .3'1 .3e .15 .15 
V .43 .58 .24: .3'1 .61 .32 .8S .51 .38 
B .31 .21 .44 .41 .33 .38 .32 .23 .30 
E .41 .11 .59 .59 .1'1 .30 .22 .22 .1'1 
G .33 .41 .24 .26 .28 .08 .68 .64 .29 
S .43 .33 .34 .38 .10 .14 .01 .15 .06 
I .40 .15 .23 .13 .4'1 .36 .18 .26 .36 
W .29 .12 •• .1'1 .00 .2. .02 -.05 .12 D .33 -.12 • .10 .0'1 .15 .09 -.12 -.06 .29 
F .36 -.09 .23 -.11 .11 .10 -.20 -.23 -.20 
S .40 .38 -.02 .04 .04 .12 .06 .08 .01 
JI .61 -.19 .24 .08 .24 .32 .01 -.20 .09 
P .31 .09 .05 .18 .... 05 .35 -.11 -.01 -.19 
Avg. r .39 .88 .83 .30 .26 .21 .26 .25 .23 
Reg-
from •• 8 .81 .64 .59 .58 .50 .68 .S'1 .58 
to .29 -.19 -.02 -.18 -.05 .08 .20 -.23 -.20 
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APPEIDIX VII 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF Sl.JBJIC'f'S AlfD JUDGES' SORts 
_. 
.4 II ai i' 18 20 Zl 22 23 
5-3 B-S 8-3 8-3 8-2 8-1 8-1 s .. a S-l 
1-4 .1-2 J ... 1 .1-6 8-S J-J 8-1 1-2 J-1 
I .16 .28 .21 .10 .12 .29 .10 .24 .21 
C 
.1' .2S .2S .21 .12 .18 .10 .11 .18 
A .16 .is .64 .i4 .12 .01 .10 -.10 .0' 
t .51 .&1 .19 .21 .12 .22 .10 .OS .os 
I .32 .34 .11 .21 .12 .02 .10 -.02 .10 
R .1S .06 .19 .29 .12 .11 .10 .11 .16 
L .~2 .24 .11 -.04 .12 .26 .10 .29 .26 
V .05 .22 .11 .31 .12 .... 10 .10 .10 .... 02 
I .47 .28 .21 .46 .12 .21 .10 .09 .11 
B .so .06 -.48 -.28 .12 .23 .10 .25 -.08 
G .00 .11 .18 .10 .12 .08 .10 .20 .01 
B .16 .24 .16 .21 .12 .11 .10 -.os .14 
1 .11 .16 
.". -.20 .12 -.01 .10 .03 .eM W .f4 .21 .... 11 -.06 .12 .12 .10 .04 .06 
D .16 .11 .08 .12 .12 .09 .10 .22 -.03 , 
... 18 .45 .21 .os .12 .18 .10 .08 -.12 
S -.08 .... 02 -.06 .32 .12 -.10 .10 -.01 .11 
M -.Q4. -.02 .OS -.S3 .12 -.04 .10 .01 -.18 
P .OS -.11 .06 -.12 .12 .10 .10 .01 .12 
Avg. r .21 .20 ... 16 .1S .12 .12 .10 .09 .06 
Ruge 
troll .41 .51 .64 .64 .12 .11 .10 .29 .2S 
to -.18 -.11 .... 48 -.3S .12 -.10 .10 -.10 -.18 
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APPENDIX VII 
IlflERCOlUU£LATIONS or SUBJECt'S AID dtJDGIlS' SORTS 
28 29 ro 31 32 38 34 35 36 
8-1 I-Z 8-1 1-1 5-1 a-I I-a B-2 8-2 
J-4 J-6 J-I J-6 J-6 .1-1 .I-I .1-4 .1 ... 3 
K .19 .32 .26 .41 .16 .11 .01 .0"1 .21 
C -.01 .08 .08 .09 .01 .1'1 -.08 -.oe .04 
A .08 -.14 .01 .05 .08 -.14 .... 13 -.13 -.21 
T .07 .00 .05 .04 .02 -.20 .01 -.06 .12 
11 .19 -.01 .03 -.11 .29 -.08 .12 -.02 -.os 
It .01 .03 .05 .oe .03 -.01 -.13 -.12 -.11 
L .03 .30 .16 .22 .09 -.08 .os .00 .12 
V .0'1 .06 .... 12 -.02 -.01 .06 -.10 .22 .... 16 
H .01 .26 .03 .03 .09 .04 .00 .... 15 .... 0"1 
E .10 .00 .14 -.12 .10 -.03 -.01 -.01 .04 
G -.11 .10 -.12 -.09 .11 .01 -.16 -.09 -.02 
B .10 -.11 .13 .11 .01 .... 08 -.20 .... 18 -.21 
I .08 -.11 -.01 -.06 -.03 .03 -.20 -.09 -.19 
W .03 .08 .02 .17 -.06 -.05 -.os -.18 -.19 
D -.13 .20 .09 .13 -.22 -.05 -.18 -.22 -.23 
., 
.01 .03 -.02 -.21 .04 -.01 .03 .01 .... 11 
S -.02 .... 21 .... 04 -.09 .04- .11 -.05 .... 15 -.16 
K -.04 .03 -.04 .08 -.11 .04 -.10 -.18 -.11 
P .03 -.04 .os .01 -.06 .16 - • .31 -.iti -.10 
A"". r .05 .04 .04 .04 .02 .00 -.01 -.01 -.01 
Raqe 
trom .19 .32 .26 .41 .29 .11 .12 .22 .21 
to -.13 -.27 .... 12 -.21 -.22 .... 20 -.31 -.22 -.27 
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APPENDIX nIl 
Z SOORES or tHIRTY-SIX IJI'l'DOOlUUU.AtIONS 
1 c~c 8 4 ~ ti T .~ II 
J-4 J-l J-1 J-3 J-2 J-I 4-2 8-1 J-1 
.1-5 J-2 .1-6 J-5 J-S J .. 4 1-6 8-2 J-S 
It 1.95 1.42 1.28 .44 1.53 .46 1.22 .44 1.22 
0 1.68 3.80 .68 1.19 .85 1.33 .68 .44 .85 
A 3.80 1.83 3.80 .60 .1a .80 1.83 .44 .81 
f 1.16 .31 .38 .88 1.16 • '16 .46 .44 .2t 
}{ 1.29 1.38 .so .42 1.42 .40 .44 .44 1.06 
R .8'1 .'18 .54 .58 .41 .55 .11 .44 .65 
L .58 .48 .18 .56 .19 .56 .42 .44 .S3 
V .15 .50 3.80 .62 .41 .01 .so .<K .68 
B .85 .68 .13 .42 .16 .93 .44 .44 .0'1 
:I 3.80 .22 1.01 .83 .65 .83 .40 .44 -.03 
G 1.16 1.10 .51 .30 .24 .40 .52 .44 .so 
B .13 .58 .48 .56 .'1$ .55 .44 .44 .28 
I .91 .60 .21 .60 .46 .$1 .13 .44 .11 
If .66 .41 .23 .52 .38 .58 .26 .44 .41 
D .33 -.10 -.02 .39 .u; .10 .45 .44 .24 , 
.32 .69 .2S .38 .41 .11 .04 .44 .16 
S .18 .1'1 .11 .40 -.03 .19 .12 .44 -.04 
If .$8 .62 -.US .56 .10 .29 -.01 .44 .01 
p 
.42 .11 .1'1 .48 -.01 .21 .19 .44 .01 
ATg. II 1.11 .82 .15 .58 .56 .52 .49 .44 .42 
Avg. r .80 .68 .64 .51 .51 .48 .46 .41 .40 
'lotals 
21.05 16.62 14.20 10.66 10.6'1 9.94 9.38 8.36 '1.93 
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APPBIDIX nIl 
Z SCOBES or TBIllTY-SIX UttIRCORRllA!IOn 
10· 11 12 18 14 lti ~ £, 18 I-I J-! 3-1 3-1 J-1 I-I J·l 
.I-I ,,-6 J-I , .. .I-I .1-6 I.e .I.e .r-4 
K .17 1.11 .44 .(,;, 
.4' .It .8. .86 .10 
C .41 1.00 .0. 
.1' .It .18 .81 .81 .It 
A .47 .86 .81 .81 .11 
.1' .11 .81 .11 ., 
.11 .41 .,. .,. .11 .16 .10 .61 .11 
I .11 .31 .19 .3? .12 .u .20 .20 .10 
It .41 .41 .48 .11 .89 .us .10 .47 
." L •• .11 .11 .n .14 .It .8. .16 .16 T • 46 .6. .24 .39 .16 .S3 .11 •• ... I .u .21 .41 
.'" .14 .40 .81 .2' .81 
'I 
." .11 .18 •• 1 .17 .11 .1 • .12 .11 G .14 .il .24 .27 • 19 .08 .81 ., . .ao 
B .48 .84 .3& .40 .10 .14 .01 .11 .045 
I .41 .16 .11 .us .51 .87 .18 .17 .11 
W • 10 .12 .17 .17 .00 .14 .02 -.0 • .11 
1) 
.M -.12 .10 .07 .1i .09 -.11 -.01 .30 , 
.H -.09 .21 -.11 .11 .10 -.20 -.as -.10 
s .41 .40 .... 02 .Of .04 .12 .06 .08 .01 
It •• -.19 .14 .08 .24 .11 .01 .... 10 .09 p 
.82 .... 09 .06 -.11 -.01 .17 -.11 .... 01 -.19 
.1",,_ • .41 • 34 .14 .31 .27 .28 •• .Ii .2' 
Ays- f' .89 .S8 .81 .10 .28 .26 .11 .11 .u 
10_1. 
T.71 6.61 6.46 5.81 6.01 6.00 4.94 4.88 4.41 
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APPEIDIX VIII 
Z seORlS Of tmlm'-aIX IftIRC01ilEI..AtIOlS 
19 10 21 22 23 ,~ Z~ ~6 .IT 
s-a 8-'; I-I 8 ... 1 1-1 a-z 1-1 a-a S-1 
.1-4 .1-2 J-1 J-I J-Z i-I I-I i-2 I-I 
It .11 .19 .21 .so .so .12 .10 .24 .21 
C .Ii .21 .21 .21 .18 .12 .10 .1f .18 
It. .16 .Ii .60 .GO •. Of .12 .10 -.10 .06 
T .M .8S .19 .21 .22 .12 .10 .os .03 
I .31 .16 .19 .21 .02 .11 .10 -.02 .10 
R .1(; .05 .18 .20 .11 .12 .10 .u .16 
L .11 .24 .1S -.04 .IT .12 .10 .29 .2' 
V .01 .22 •• .19 -.10 .12 .10 .10 -.02 B .11 .29 .11 .4.8 .21 .12 .10 .09 .11 
i .11 .oe -.52 -.2T .11 .12 .10 .26 ... 08 
G .00 .11 .18 .10 .08 .12 .10 .20 .os 
J .11 .24 .15 .11 .31 .12 .10 -.03 .1' 
I .14 .16 
." -.20 .01 .11 .10 .os .04 W .41 .11 -.11 -.06 .12 .12 .10 .04 .01 
D .us .11 .08 .11 .09 .11 .10 .21 -.01 , 
-.18 .48 .21 it. .14 .12 .10 .08 •• 11 
S -.06 .... 01 ... os .11 -.10 .12 .10 -.01 .11 
21 -.04 -.01 .os -.34 -.01 .12 .10 .01 -.18 
p 
.03 -.17 .05 -.12 .10 .12 .10 -.01 .11 
A"". I .21 .20 .1S .13 .12 .12 .10 .09 .06 
AT&. t' .21 .20 .16 .13 .12 .12 .10 .09 .06 
total. 
4.06 3.83 3.02 2.47 2.1. 2.24 1.90 1.70 1.1f 
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APPlIIDIX VIII 
Z sceHES OF THIRTY-SIX It~'rlmCoRru;uIlom 
!I II m It D II ii II II . 
a-I s<-i s:':i 5.i § ... 1 a-I a.1 1.1 s-! . 
.1-4 J-ts J ... ! 1-6 I-I 1-1 .1-5 J-4 1-8 
~,--- ..... . . . 
K • 19 .33 .26 .44- .16 .17 .07 .07 .21 
C -.01 .08 .08 .00 .01 .1'1 -.06 -.os .04 
A .08 -.14 .01 .01 .08 -.14 -.13 -.13 -.21 
l' .01 .00 .01 .04 .02 -.20 .01 -.00 -.12-
• .19 -.01 .03 -.11 .so -.0& .1a -.02 -.03 R .01 .03 .06 .06 .03 .... 01 -.13 -.12 -.11 
L .03 .80 .16 .22 .09 •• 06 .06 .00 .12 
V .01 .06 -.12 -.02 -.01 .06 .... 10 .22 .... 16 
II .01 .21 .03 .03 .09 .04 .00 -.16 ·.01 
E .10 .00 
.1" -.12 .10 .... 03 .... 01 .... 01 .04 
G 
-.11 .10 .... 11 .... 09 -.11 .07 -.15 -.09 -.02 
I .10 -.11 .13 .11 .01 -.00 -.20 ..... 18 -.27 
I .08 -.11 -.01 -.06 -.03 .03 -.20 -.09 .... 19 
'W .03 .08 .02 .11 -.06 -.06 .... 08 -.18 -.19 
D .... 13 .20 .09 .18 -.22 -.05 -.18 -.2a -.23 , 
.01 .03 -.02 -.21 .04 -.01 .03 .01 -.11 
S -.0. -.21 -.04- .... 09 .04 .11 -.05 -.us .... le 
M -.04 .oa -.04 .08 -.11 
.'" 
.... 10 -.la -.2a 
p 
.08 -.04 .08 .01 -.06 .16 -.32 -.16 -.10 
Ayg. s .01 .0. .04 .04 .02 .00 -.01 .... 01 ... 01 
A.,. .... 06 .04 .04 .04 .02 .JO .... 01 -.01 -.01 
total. 
• a, .8S -, . .14 .81 .06 -1.4. -1.4S 
-1.'. 
... 
APPEImIX n 
STATIstIOA.L lOTIS 
1. In tht. ape~ 1me pa.niolp&nt.. IOn_ 1111;0 toroed din,.l'b,,-
tlon. Con .. queD.'\11. the mean aDd at~ dn1a.tloD .a ... lel_tleal tor all 
pa.rttolput. and all .on,. Simpllt1oatloB of tha u8ual 1" tonaula yielded the 
fo1lowtDC, 1Ihieh 'ft' uled 1a the oomputation. 
r : 1 ... 
.. 
.. 
2 r (x .. 1) 
l(wS - 1) 
r ... r r 
12 13 2S 
j 1 .. (r )Ij 1 ... (r ). 
is 2$ 
S. The .1p1t10a00. n,,,", wor8 tu.n from W&l.ker and LeT (101). 
For (1-1) or ei&hten 40&"0' of tne40m rho mut be .164 or .399 to be .1&. 
I11tt08D:' at the .01 01" .06 18ft1. of oont14eoe, ... apeotiftly. 
Aooor4iac to the tab.1a in Idward.. (59. p. 311), for - lof 
•• ",ety. r mutt ba .80 or .23 to be .1,D1tl ... a:t at the .01 or .08 leftl1 of 
181 
15S 
confidence, respeotively. 
4. the Freeman test presented by Siegel (111, p. 166-113) is to be 
used to study the same group or subjeots under .everal different conditiona. 
the fbrmula tollowi' 
12 k L 
J • 1 
r : 
r 
Bk(k 11) 
N il the number of row. (subjeots). 
It i8 the number or oolumn1tkconditiona). 
It is the rank totals in J (noh) ool\llU1. j 
(R )2 _ 35(k I 1) 
j 
directs one to 8\ID. the aquare. ot the sum of ranka over all 
k condition •• 
X 
r 
18 oompared with the ulua.l ohi Iquare tables. 
lD. brlef, the Z"O'h are ranked aoros. hom. high loore to low soore 
(or correlation) and the ranki""'i"re then summed tor eaoh oolUJD.1l. These column 
.ums are then squared, as in the formula. 
5. fr1edenberg and Roth ,"1. p. 11-18) de.oribe the construotion of 
the "average" or"typioal" sort. 
To faoilitate the detection ot the oharacteristio. whioh might 
distinguish each. group. a "typioal It eard-tort was prepared by ranld.nc 
the oards Hcording to the median plaoement of each in the n~bered 
. pil •• of the Q sort by the 49 persona cooperating. Thua the card 
wi th the lowelt median plaoement ..... arbi tnrily .. ssigned to the 
first pile, the card with the next lowest median plaoement waa arbi-
trarily asligned to the aecond, and 80 on until the oard with the 
highe.t median plac8!'4en.t was a.signed to pile 9. Two value. were 
thus obtained tor eaoh oard-ita aotua.l median plaoement and a single 
digit Whole number repreaentl.ng ita typical pUe plaeamet. 
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In aot1d,n& up the (J-a) &.era,_ Ion 'Ghe sll1g1...-dl,it whole lllDber 
...,,... •• tlng tt. t)'Piaat pUe plaoCill'UD.'t was v.aed.. 
e. '1"OlI!,. L. MoQultt,., "El_o~ary Link&,. Analysb tor llOlat1n& 
ORhogoul ed Oblique Type. ud typal Relcrt'&llOl.s- tho tollowiZlC IJnOpll. Ie 
talc ... 
LiDka,o analy.'s 1, a ,tatlet1oal teatU11que 4.8i~d to yield 
1ntol"l'lUltioD comparabl. to the .s. tfJohaiqu. of taotor anal),818, but "'Iults are 
oM.tad. with great ... "'1'141"7_ PorIOns are &l'Oup.d in twe. 01" olust .... ,. l'he 
prooedure in ltd .• r follow •• 
1. Arl"8Dle tho oornlattoM 1M:tnriHm tho pereoa8 in the WJul llIUlLtr1X. 
2.. tlnderl1J1e the hip •• t ent.,. b1 .ltO ooll11D ot the matrix. 
S. 1.1eet 1;he hlpeat -1'1 111 the matr1x. Thi. ooJ"HlatlOIl o'bv1oudy .. 41at. 
b ..... two pel"aonl. a.cord 1lhese 1Ddiv1~l.. they collnit"'. the til''' 
two penou ot the tint type. 
4. Seleet all thoa. p"HOa. 11ke th ••• two member.. This 1s <101'1. by nadlac 
"1'0" the I'Owe 11'1 whlob. the 001T01at1on8 ot tho •• two p ... 80nI appear an4 
.01Ht1n& tbe derliaecl ~rl.. ill th ... row.. P .... on. ot the oolUII'IIUJ 
t1:1u:. ..leen_ al'O II) It Uke the tint two. The.. ,. .. 10.. are tint co"dna 
and are inolta4e4 til f7pe I. 
6. Wh4m th ... e are DO more individual. oorrelatiQully .s8001a:ted with thi. 
llO"P. pro .... to t1w noxt higbeet at..,. iD. the matrix and let up type II 
111 a .1ml1ar way. 
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